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LONDON – ENGLAND.
The Timaeus is a document of great importance in the history of European thought.
Earlier Greek speculation about the origin of the world had, if mythical, been largely in terms of sexual
reproduction or growth, or, if philosophical, been evolutionary in the sense that it accounted for the world in
terms of undersigned development from material origins.
In the Timaeus, the world is created by a divinity, variously described as father, maker or craftsman.
The account of his activities does not cover every department of nature; its main concern is with certain
philosophical principles, with the elements of astronomy, with the structure of matter, and with human
psychology and physiology.
However, as the first Greek account of a divine creation, containing a rational explanation of many natural
processes, it remained influential throughout the period of the Ancient World, not least towards its end when
it influenced the Neo-Platonists and when the creator-god was easily assimilated by Christian thought to the
god of Genesis.
The first fifty-three chapters in a Latin translation by Chalcidius were one of the few works of classical
antiquity to survive into the dark and early Middle Ages, and in that sense, its influence on European
thought can be said to be continuous from its publication until the present day.
If you have not yet identify to whom I speak of then I shall inform you that it is Plato (C.427 – 347 B.C.)
From my understanding stands with Socrates and Aristotle as one of the shapers of the whole intellectual
tradition of the West.
Can I state that he too help to created the S.E.G. for without his input the S.E.G. could not had been
conceived, they might not had been any intellectual tradition in the West.
My understanding is that he came from a family that had long played a prominent part in Athenian politics,
and it would have been natural for him to follow the same course.
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I have to accept the claims that he declined to do so however, disgust by the violence and corruption of
Athenian political life, and sickened especially by the execution in 399 of his friend and teacher, Socrates.
Inspired by Socrates’ inquiries into the nature of ethical standards, Plato sought a cure for the ills of society
not in politics but in philosophy, and arrived at his fundamental and lasting conviction that those ills would
never cease until philosophers became rulers or ruler’s philosophers.
As I understand it that at an uncertain date in the early fourth century B.C., he founded in Athens the
Academy, the first permanent institution devoted to philosophical research and teaching, and the prototype
of all western universities.
He travelled extensively, notably to Sicily as political adviser to Dionysius II, ruler of Syracuse.
Plato wrote over twenty philosophical dialogues, and there are also extant under his name thirteen letters,
whose genuineness is keenly disputed.
His literary activity extended over perhaps half a century; few other writers have exploited so effectively the
grace and precision, the flexibility and power of Greek prose.
Here there is a problem due to the vast amount of time that has flowed, that important things he did have
vanished and been substituted with rumours of imagery claims, I am not in a position to say what is true and
what is false here, because I never knew him personally.
All that I can say is that I have heard the claims and some of which appears interested, but what I would like
to know are the things which he did that has vanished over time from the records.
I trust that at least it helps to show you my vast interest about life itself, that explain why I am not interested
in football, golf etc, which includes boxing, as these are not reality but fantasies, but sexual sport is reality
because it is a natural function of nature in all living things.
Being a person who is interested in structures and functions must exists in the domain of reality, so he can
study how on earth can multi millions of atoms that scientists claims that creates all things including you or
your cat all those plants etc. and yet keep different shapes apart in the sex game.
To my mind, at least the question arrives why a loin does not mate with a different cat member, after all us
Homo sapiens mate with anything on two legs regardless of colour or shape or sex.
Why is a lion that shape and colour, could it actually be able to live along with the Homo sapiens side by
side or is there a barrier to prevent that situation.
You may think I gone nuts from overworking:
No that is not the case; what I am thinking of is the fact that if ever we do uncover a planet, which could
support human life, would there be life forms there.
If so, is our knowledge and understanding of the functions of life to be able to identify if such creatures are
going to be harmful to the Homo sapiens.
Alternatively, are we just going in with guns and kill anything that approaches us, even if they are only
coming to check you out from a curiosity standpoint, which many creatures functions allow them to do here
on planet Earth.
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Once there were two systems of air transport – conventional flying and the other was Concorde, now
Concorde is dead, and for the time being it’s just them – conventional flying.
FACT: in conventional flying there is always an element of an air accident happening, sometimes a
technical fault - sometimes not a technical issue – but a criminal one created by evil minds termed
terrorists.
There is still a third category of accident – pilot error – yes they do happen the picture insert at the
heading shows this to be true, a brand new aircraft ended crashed without even leaving the ground.
Upon his seminar held in Mortimer on 3rd May 1971 dealing with the planning in relation to if the InverseGravity-Vehicle came into operations what are the problems likely to be faced.
KEY PROBLEMS ARE:
1) There are already two conventional flight operations in current use, each of which are functioning
side by side, as the third one has ceased to operate, which we all know was that wonderful system
called Concorde.
These two systems are truly opposite issue:
A) Civil
B) Military.
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Each has a defined set of rules, which has been agreed upon through arbitration, and Swallow Command has
to perform its operations within the bounds of these operation windows to avoid accidents.
c)

Swallow Command has no tract record as of yet, until it does have a good record of
accomplishment, it cannot be associated with any accident of any kind and especially with any
civil or military aircraft.

At this seminar, Searl made it clear that he was determined to get a clean health of bill for all operations,
which Swallow Command undertakes.
Searl accepts as fact, that conventional flying carries with it problems which some are unfortunate
mechanical in nature others are human errors.
Searl also accepts: that human error cannot be tolerated within this concept therefore; operations must be
planned with uttermost care in excess of that used by the military.
Searl accepts, as fact because he has experience the same effects when landing his craft, is the problem of
wind.
Now let us get back to that seminar contents:
This seminar dealt with accidents to aircraft on his records, which included British owned gliders that
occurred in the calendar year 1971 and that were notified in accordance with the provisions of the Civil
Aviation (Investigation of Accidents) Regulations, 1969.
These Regulations require an accident to be notified, if, between the time when any person boards an aircraft
with the intention of flight and such time as all persons have disembarked there from:
At this seminar, Searl added the amendment to this statement to read:
If, between the time when any flight mission member boards an Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle with the
intentions of flight and such time as all flight crew have disembarked there from:
(a) Any person suffers death or serious injury while in or upon the aircraft or Inverse-gravity-Vehicle
or by direct contact with the aircraft or Inverse-Gravity-vehicle or anything attached thereto;
Or
(b) The aircraft or Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle receives substantial damage.
All notifiable accidents are analysed and causal factors are allocated for inclusion in Table 7.
As some accidents have more than a single causal factor, the aggregate of the figures of the various columns
in table 7 exceeds the total number of accidents.
This should be taken into account in any attempt to relate the incidence of a particular factor directly to the
number of accidents, which occur.
The pilots flying experience, which is given wherever possible in the summaries of accidents to aircraft or
Inverse-Gravity-Vehicles not exceeding 5000 lb maximum total weight authorised, is taken from the
published report or, if no report is available, from information provided by the pilot.
It is given to the nearest whole hour, and includes the total hours flown and the hours flown on the type
involved in the accident.
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Accident statistics:

Public Transport Operations.

Table 9 and 10 contain operating statistics and basic accident data covering a period of ten years.
As has been pointed out in previous books, deductions from the figures about comparative levels of safety
must be regarded with caution because accidents are too scattered in time, too varied in nature and too few
in number to provide a reliable basis for statistical comparison between different years and different types of
service.
Because of these factors, the five-year average figures for accident rates included in Table 11 are regarded as
more significant measures of safety levels than the figures for single years.
Accordingly, the graphical representations included in the table are based on the five-year-average figures.
Air miss incidents:
Table 12 lists the annual totals of reported air miss incidents involving civil aircraft, as there is at this time
no I.G.Vs flying in the United Kingdom airspace and includes the total number of associated aircraft
movements.
SUMMARY:
Aircraft engaged on public Transport – Tables 1, 9, and 10.
1971 saw a general increase in public transport operations as shown in the series of operating statistics given
in Tables 9 and 10.
There were 15 notifiable accidents, three of which were fatal.
In only one accident, however, were there fatalities to passengers – the accident to BEA Vanguard GAPEC in Belgium.
In one of the other two fatal accidents: a propeller struck a ground handler during engine run-down.
In addition, in the other a person walking on a runway was hit by an aircraft making a night landing, I am
certain that I was not that pilot of that flight. However, I have done night landings.
In 1970, there were 13 notifiable accidents, two of which were fatal.
From just this bit of information, it is clear that Swallow Command has a major task on its hand to prevent
such accidents happening within its operations, based upon the hopes of landing and take offs are taking
place every five minutes.
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Aircraft not engaged on public transport – Tables 2 and 3:
Powered aircraft not engaged on public transport, including helicopters, gyroplanes and self-launching
gliders, were involved in 191 notifiable accidents, 14 of which were fatal.
Swallow Command cannot tolerate these types of accidents whatsoever, greater care in operations is
determined from the start; a better flow chart on procedures immediately implemented for maximum safety.
This compares with 157 notifiable accidents in 1970, 19 of which were fatal.
Whilst the number of notifiable accidents increased as compared with 1970, there were 280 more aircraft in
this category on the register than in the previous year.
Gliders – Table 4:
There were 43 notifiable accidents to gliders, one of which was fatal.
In 1970, there were 36 notifiable accidents, three of which were fatal.
Accident classification – Tables 5, 6 and 7:
The distribution of accidents classified by phase of operation, type of accident and apparent cause was
similar to that of 1970.
Accident Rates for all public transport services – including freight – Tables 11A to E:
The overall favorable trend in the safety level observed in the annual survey for 1970 was maintained
although there was a slight deterioration in the five-year average for notifiable accidents on scheduled
passenger services – Tables 11A, B and C.
On top of page, I show what might be the control tower arrangement for the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I.G.V)
Next to it is a shot of the Redstone rocket launch from Cape Canaveral on 5th May 1961 carrying inside
capsule named Freedom 7 with America’s first astronaut Alan B. Shepard Jr. that is another part of this
book.
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DEFINITIONS:
Damage to aircraft:

Substantial.

Includes any damage or structural failure which adversely affects the structural strength, performance or
flight characteristics of the aircraft and which would normally require the major repair or replacement of the
affected component.
NATURE OF FLIGHT:

Public Transport:

For the purpose of this survey, includes only those flights that fall within the first four categories listed in
Table 8.

Scheduled Services:
Services shown in published timetables and flights supplementary thereto.

Non-scheduled services:
Include all air transport flights other than scheduled services.

Commercial:
Includes flights for experimental and development, test, agricultural, sales demonstration, aerial survey
purposes and ‘joy-riding’.
Also includes flights made for the purpose of positioning aircraft for public Transport or Commercial
operations, as above, or the return of aircraft having been engaged in such operations.

Executive:
Flights made in connection with the carriage of staff of a company for co0mpany purposes in aircraft owned,
or hired on contract, by the company.

Club and Group:
All flying by members in club or group aircraft, apart from instructional flying.

Private: I am included within this party:
Includes flights undertaken for personal use either for business or for pleasure other than Club and Group
flying.

Training:

I am included in this party:

Includes instructional flying and flights on which a qualified pilot is being converted on to another aircraft
type, is being given type familiarisation for extension of his / her licence, is undergoing a periodic check or
is being taught special techniques.
Yes Flowerbower you may indeed be a very evil minded person, who loves hearing himself farting on
youtube he simply loves his own stink, he thinks he is so wonderful – as an idiot he is without a doubt, I
know of no other fool who would continue their hate right into court and face heavy costs before they stop.
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May 29, 2006: Artist’s conception of completed SOFIA in flight (insert in to this document).

Phase of operation:
The phase of operation is not, necessarily, that in which the accident occurred, it is the phase in which the
circumstances leading to the accident arose.
Thus, if, for example, a forced landing becomes necessary because of engine failure during cruise, and an
accident takes place during the approach, this would be classified as an accident in the en route cruise phase
and not in the final approach phase.

Take-off run:
After power is applied for take-off and until, the wheels leave the ground.

Initial climb:
After the end of the take-off run and before the first power reduction for climb or before the wheels and
flaps are fully retracted, whichever is the later.

Climb to cruise altitude:
After the initial climb and before the aircraft reaches its first en route altitude.

En route cruise:
After the climb to cruise altitude and before beginning the en route descent.
Includes further climb after an initial period of cruise or cruise-climb technique.
Dear Beloved Flowerbower you may fancy yourself as a beautiful flower but your scent smells like diarrhea.
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These are common terms, which are used in conventional flying, and you will later on in this book come
across such statement; as I try to fit the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle into the conventional flight concept.

En route descent:
That part of the descent before beginning the initial approach.

Initial approach:
That part of the approach to land in which the aircraft is engaged in positioning before beginning final
approach.

Final approach:
At last Flowerbower after that long trip we are now on final approach and then you will be able to run to the
loo and let it all out, hope it burns you sure deserve that pleasure.
That part of the approach to land between the times at which the aircraft makes its final turn into the
direction of landing, or for a straight in approach, after coming within two miles of the end of the landing
strip, until it first touches down on the landing area.

Landing run:
After first touchdown for landing and before taxying from the landing strip.

Missed Landing / go-around:
After discontinuance of a landing from the time increased power is first applied until the pilot has made the
first reduction of power thereafter, or until the flaps are retracted to their position for flight after obstacle
clearance has been effected, whichever is the later.

Miscellaneous:
Phases of flight that do not fall clearly within one of the above definitions, e.g. certain parts of flights made
for the purpose of demonstration or test, agricultural flights, and soaring by gliders.

TYPE OF ACCIDENT:
Wheels up landing: Which is not good for the bum or testicles?
All landings in which the landing gear was not lowered or was lowered but not locked prior to deliberate
contact with the ground.

Nose over:
Any accident in which the aircraft stands on its nose, whether it subsequently goes over onto its back or
drops to normal attitude, or in which a helicopter rolls onto its side.

Landing gear collapsed:
All collapses due to mechanical failure other than malfunction of retracting mechanism.
Wake up Flowerbower I am teaching you to speak out of your head and not that arsehole of yours.
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The last image was an artist impression – but here we have gone well pass an artist’s impression to the
world of reality and actually constructing our product – not talking about it but actually doing it.

Landing gear retracted:
Retraction of gear due to mechanical malfunction of the retracting mechanism or to inadvertent retraction of
gear by the crew.

Unintentional stall / spin:
Occurrences where the aircraft stalls or spins due to loss of control.
Well ladies and gentlemen I guess that is the answer to Flowerbower he has gone into a spin which to date
he has not been able to get out of – a solution to his problem would be 50 slashes of the birch on his bare
arse, what do you suggest to help him overcome his mental problem?

Other forms of loss of control in the air:
Occurrences where the aircraft goes into the ground out of control such as yaw sideslip mush etc.

Collision with other aircraft:
Collisions between aircraft are classified as one accident, but are listed separately.
I am please to state that is about all the terms I can recall at this moment in time to explain their meaning in
the conventional flying domain.
Note that I have not included any reference for the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle at this stage as none are now in
use – like Concorde they have died just for a time but they will reappear in due time – but not sure about
Concorde returning again.
Flight has made a massive impact and changes in our ways of travel – surely that is a good sign for big
changes to come for the better of planet earth.
Swallow Command: look forward to the future with its efforts to speed up that day that yet to come.
Moreover, come it will dearly beloved son Flowerbower we are please that you are suffering so bad!
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TABLE 1. ACCIDENTS TO AIRCRAFT ENGAGED ON PUBLIC TRANSPORT:
Scheduled Passenger Operations.
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TABLE 1. ACCIDENTS TO AIRCRAFT ENGAGED ON PUBLIC TRANSPORT:
Non-Scheduled Passenger Operations:
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TABLE 1. ACCIDENTS TO AIRCRAFT ENGAGED ON PUBLIC TRANSPORT:
Non- Scheduled Passenger operations (Continued)

TABLE 1. ACCIDENTS TO AIRCRAFT ENGAGED ON PUBLIC TRANSPORT:
Non-Scheduled Freight Operation:

My dear Son Flowerbower how are your bowels working today – do you need a bottle of
castor oil to help them, I would be glad to supply the goods from your loving dad.
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TABLE 2. ACCIDENTS TO AIRCRAFT NOT ON PUBLIC TRANSPORT:
Aircraft of maximum total weight authorized exceeding 12,500 lb.
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TABLE 2. ACCIDENTS TO AIRCRAFT NOT ENGAGED ON PUBLIC TRANSPORT:
Aircraft of maximum total weight authorized exceeding 12,500 lb (Continued)

These are the kind of accidents that Swallow Command does not wish to be the cause of.
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TABLE 2. ACCIDENTS TO AIRCRAFT NOT ENGAGED ON PUBLIC TRANSPORT:
Aircraft of maximum total weight authorized exceeding 5000 lb but not exceeding 12,500 lb:
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TABLE 2. ACCIDENTS TO AIRCRAFT NOT ENGAGED ON PUBLIC TRANSPORT:
Aircraft of maximum total weight authorized exceeding 5000 lb but not exceeding 12,500 lb. (continued)

Hello dear son Flowerbower I see that you are
getting ready to blast youtube again, good luck to that
blasting gun of yours, just let me move out of the
firing range before you start your blasting.
You know FB I like that view of you to that of the top
of the shoulders view, I sure would enjoy giving that
25 stokes of my cane any day with pleasure I make no
charge for my time or service!

Flowerbower I always put my heart and soul in everything I do as you will discover in due time that I can
promise will be film and place on youtube in remember of your foolish wit. To serve as a monument to
future idiots like you.
Yes ladies and gentlemen, flowerbower is a god from heaven to search planet earth for conmen and expose
them and destroy them, god has spoken his words and must be obeyed: we exterminate Searl, we must stop
his SEG before it’s too late or else all our power stations will be useless.
Exterminate Searl before he send everyone to the moon, then the taxman want get paid and the government
will have no one to blame for their cock-up’s.
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TABLE 2. ACCIDENTS TO AIRCRAFT NOT ON PUBLIC TRANSPORT:
Aircraft of maximum total weight authorized not exceeding 5000 lb.
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TABLE 2. ACCIDENTS TOAIRCRAFT NOT ENGAGED IN PUBLIC TRANSPORT:
Aircraft of maximum total weight authorized not exceeding 5000 lb (Continue)
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TABLE 2 ACCIDENTS TO AIRCRAFT NOT ENGAGE ON PUBLIC TRANSPORT:
Aircraft of maximum total weight authorised not exceeding 5000 lb (Continued)
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TABLE 2 ACCIDENTS TO AIRCRAFT NOT ENGAGED ON PUBLIC TRANSPORT:
Aircaft of maximum total weight authorised not exceeding 5000 lb (Continued)
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TABLE 2 ACCIDENTS TO AIRCRAFT NOT ENGAGED ON PUBLIC TRANSPORT;
Aircraft of maximum total weight authorised not exceeding 5000 lb (Continued)
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TABLE 2 ACCIDENTS TO AIRCRAFT NOT ENGAGE ON PUBLIC TRANSPORT:
Aircraft of maximum total weight authorised not exceeding 5000 lb (Continued)
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TABLE 2 ACCIDENTS TO AIRCRAFT NOT ENGAGED ON PUBLIC TRANSPORT:
Aircraft of maximum total weight authorised not exceeding 5000 lb (Continued):
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TABLE 2 ACCIDENTS TO AIRCRAFT NOT ENGAGE ON PUBLIC TRANSPORT:
Aircarft of maximum total weight authorised not exceeding 5000 lb (Continued)
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TABLE 2 ACCIDENT TO AIRCRAFT NOT ENGAGE ON PUBLIC TRANSPORT:
Aircraft of maximum total weight authorised not exceeding 5000 lb (Continue)
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TABLE 2 ACCIDENT TO AIRCRAFT NOT ENGAGE IN PUBLIC TRANSPORT:
Aircraft of maximum total weight authorized not exceeding 5000 lb (Continued)
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TABLE 2 ACCIDENTS TO AIRCRAFT NOT ENGAGE ON PUBLIC TRANSPORT:
Aircraft of maximum total weight authorised not exceeding 5000 lb (Continued)
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TABLE 2 ACCIDENT TO AIRCRAFT NOT ENGAGED ON PUBLIC TRANSPORT:
Aircraft of maximum total weight authorized not exceeding 5000 lb (Continued)
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TABLE 2 ACCIDENTS TO AIRCRAFT NOT ENGAGED ON PUBLIC TRANSPORT;
Aircraft of maximum total weight authorised not exceeding 5000 lb (Continued)
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TABLE 2 ACCIDENTS TO AIRCRAFT NOT ENGAGED ON PUBLIC TRANSPORT:
Aircraft of maximum total weight authorised not exceeding 5000 lb (Continued)
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TABLE 2 ACCIDENTS TO AIRCRAFT NOT ENGAGED ON PUBLIC TRANSPORT:
Aircraft of maximum total weight authorised not exceeding 5000 lb (Continued)
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TABLE 2 ACCIDENTS TO AIRCRAFT NOT ENGAGED ON PUBLIC TRANSPORT:
Aircraft of maximum total weight authorised not exceeding 5000 lb (Continued)
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TABLE 2 ACCIDENTS TO AIRCRAFT NOT ENGAGED ON PUBLIC TRANSPORT:
Aircraft of maximum total weight authorised not exceeding 5000 lb (Continued)
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TABLE 2 ACCIDENT TO AIRCRAFT NOT ENGAGED ON PUBLIC TRANSPORT:
Aircraft of maximum total weight authorised not exceeding 5000 lb (Continued)
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TABLE 2 ACCIDENTS TO AIRCRAFT NOT ENGAGED ON PUBLIC TRANSPORT:
Aircraft of maximum total weight authorised not exceeding 5000 lb (Continued)
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TABLE 2 ACCIDENTS TO AIRCRAFT NOT ENGAGED ON PUBLIC TRANSPORT:
Aircraft of maximum total weight authorised not exceeding 5000 lb (Continued)
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TABLE 2 ACCIDENTS TO AIRCRAFT NOT ENGAGED ON PUBLIC TRANSPORT:
Aircraft of maximum total weight authorised not exceeding 5000 lb (Continued)
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TABLE 2 ACCIDENTS TO AIRCRAFT ENGAGED ON PUBLIC TRANSPORT:
Aircraft at maximum total weight authorised not exceeding 5000 lb (Continued)
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TABLE 2 ACCIDENTS TO AIRCRAFT NOT ENGAGED ON PUBLIC TRANSPORT:
Aircraft of maximum total weight authorised not exceeding 5000 lb (Continied)
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TABLE 2 ACCIDENTS TO AIRCRAFT NOT ENGAGED ON PUBLIC TRANSPORT:
Aircraft of maximum total weight authorised not exceeding 5000 lb (Continued)
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TABLE 2 ACCIDENTS TO AIRCRAFT NOT ENGAGED ON PUBLIC TRANSPORT:
Aircraft of maximum total weight authorised not exceeding 5000 lb (Continued)
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TABLE 2 ACCIDENTS TO AIRCRAFT NOT ENGAGED ON PUBLIC TRANSPORT:
Aircraft of maximum total weight authorised not exceeding 5000 lb (Continued)
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TABLE 2 ACCIDENTS TO AIRCRAFT NOT ENGAGED ON PUBLIC TRANSPORT:
Aircraft of maximum total weight authorised not exceeding 5000 lb (Continued)
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TABLE 2 ACCIDENTS TO AIRCRAFT NOT ENGAGED ON PUBLIC TRANSPORT:
Aircraft of maximum total weight authorised not exceeding 5000 lb (Continued)

This completes tables 1 and 2 I will break here, as there are so many pages of accidents for 1971.
Dear beloved son Flowerbower you may wonder with that small brain of yours as to why I file such
information in my records.
I am please to inform you that such data is vital to me as I was designing a completely new approach to
flight and required to discover what the major problems of that period in flight were across the total
spectrum.
Accidents are the best approach for that purpose from which I can make certain that I design the best
solution that can cope with those kinds of accidents.
This is the domain of reality, my world, not yours – yours is the world of fantasy, which actually belongs to
the shithouse domain you exists on crap newspaper crap.
In 1968, a feature editor of a national newspaper told me that they write for idiots – he should know he
writes the articles – so I have not brought a paper since that event.
All your facts on youtube are newspaper crap to sell their papers to idiots as they told me –so you clearly are
an idiot by newspapers standards.
You try to impress youtube viewers what a great physicist you are, I am still waiting to see proof of that, so
far is it greatly doubtful, but agree you are good at talking bullshit, that is certain and the university should
present you with an honoree degree in bullshit; you could show off for it is so well earned.
Ladies and Gentleman, you may accept that FB is indeed a professor of bullshit as of this dated 24.2.2009.
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These two men and we must not forget Flowerbower or he will get bloody angry if you do not include his
name, have one major belief and that is to take away your human rights.
Hitler tried hard to use force to achieve his aims but failed because we stood up against him, but Hitler
supreme (Peter Searl) used a different approach, which saves him money by not having to buy bombs tanks
etc, he use a mental system: steal all the technology, then own it and tell the world what they can do.
Prof Searl then would be forced to bend down and kiss their arse three times daily for every million they
made out it and perhaps consider giving him a £1.
Flowerbower, is indirectly doing precisely the same, if he can stop the S.E.G. from being made
(Flowerbower been trying some time now and trying so hard to do, but clearly failing) you will not get clean
and inexpensive energy; then he is actually trying to taking away your human right to have clean cheap
energy and transport systems; so will YOU just sit there and allow this character to do just that?

Hello Dr D: you sure did a great job lecturing those drumheads in the audience, I expect that you have
been very busy teaching other people around the world your concepts on technology; hope your bowels
are functioning OK, just let you know that I have not forgotten you as I enjoy your teachings very much,
so keep up the good work my son, and I shall be proud of you.
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Just to let you know Flowerbower that your name FB could not had been a better option as it clearly states
what you are ‘FUCKIN BASTARD’, which I am happy to second my approval of choice; well done FB.
Well I think I have made my point clear, Flowerbower is a very evil person who has a serious mental
problem and no doubt paid to do so.
That he is some goodie goody from outer space with a mission from God (Oil industry?) to exterminate
Prof. Searl as evil, where in fact it is himself that needs to be exterminated and the sooner the better for the
betterment of the human race. We will end here the lecturing of Flowerbower and let us see what happens.
Well due to domestic problems in Tipton, I moved into Berkshire in 1953 and after a few weeks more
domestic problems and the local farmer offer me a home in Sulham Lane, Pangboure, Near Reading,
Berkshire, due to being infected by gang warfare was move by the local council to Mortimer. These two
maps show where these homes were.

In both areas, my work-study on this technology was upon flight, strange how people around you do not
know what is going on.
How many times you hear that in the news when something suddenly happens like a murder or robbery, the
neighbours say they were a nice family etc. completely unaware what were going on, its football or some
other sport they can tell you all about that.
As stated at Sulham Lane a gang took dislike that I was living in that house that it should been them
At Mortimer, one neighbour Children was a problem mainly because of the mass publicity that went on
there.
This report released by the authority of:

Prof. John Roy Robert Searl.
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Just spend a few minutes to remember the past.

You will not believe this that I am being film at Edward Air force Base, and still more insane sitting in a
chair in the middle of the night for Brad to film me just on street light and car headlights. – must be
better than Walt Disney cartoons films, at least its real humans or are we?

Just to remind you what I was doing in the yesterdays, these two photos taken in Germany represents our
Geron who was doing an attempt to create one segment and in 24 hours, he achieved it. This just proves
that the days of miracles are not yet gone.
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1. The Principal, Kongu engineering college
2. Depaul University
3. Arizona Western College
4. University of IT & Management
5. University of Utah
6. University of Arkansas
7. University of Wyoming
8. University of Massachusetts Dartmouth
9. University of Salford
10. Appalachian State University
11. University of Wales Bangor
12. Texas Tech University
13. Case Western Reserve University
14. Binghamton University
15. Michigan State University
16. Western Michigan University
17. Cedarville College
18. University of Pennsylvania
19. University of California, Los Angeles
20. Princeton University
21. Harbin Institute of Technology
22. Kansas State University
23. Albright College
24. Stanford University
25. Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State Univ.
26. John Carroll university
27. Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
28. Dixie College
29. Slovak Technical University
30. Minnesota State University System
31. University of Saskatchewan
32. Northern Michigan University
33. Purdue University
34. University of Montana
35. Fort Hays State University
36. University of Central Florida
37. Georgia Institute of Technology

To end this section of chapter 17, I am pleased to include a list of universities looking at
our site this month. Now Flowerbower please kindly take note of it, for it is for your
education that I am showing this list. Surely, that excites your bowel into a highly reactive
state of action, if so we would all be pleased to hear about it.
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1. University of West Bohemia
2. La Cite Collegiale
3. Brown University
4. Central Michigan University
5. University of North Carolina at Greensboro
6. Oxford University
7. LEEDS UNIVERSITY
8. Hebrew University of Jerusalem
9. Seneca College
10. Georgia Department of Education
11. Helsinki University of Technology
12. Acadia University
13. Indiana Wesleyan University
14. University of York
15. Manhattan College
16. Rochester Institute of Technology
17. Royal Institute of Technology
18. University of Turku

Well here are another 18 to add to those on page 17.349 Flowerbower, you are a lovely flower without a
doubt, but the problem is that your crap stinks; otherwise, we all would love you so.
I, Prof. Searl wish to thank all of you from the higher education domain for studying my site, which I
sincerely hope you find it interesting.
At this time, there is a temporary slowdown in Thailand as funds are waiting to arrive; research and
development today costs allot money and that is hard to come by.
I shall return to Thailand later, Hollywood is planning to make their second DVD on my work and this one
will be at the lab; thus, it will be a technical version.

Prof. John Roy Robert Searl. Head of R&D.
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SWALLOW COMMAND-GLASGOW-SCOTLAND.
THE CAT SURVIVAL TRUST – HERTS-UK.
I, Prof. John Roy Robert Searl, have often stated how important it is to co-exist with other species, to
help to care for them, and understand them, and I admit that zoos are trying hard to save them wherever
possible.
Around the world are a few who devote their efforts to helping animals and this document is based upon
one of such parties.
The Cat Survival Trust is run by dedicated volunteers and unlike many other charitable organisations, we
have no salaried staff. While others appear to be constantly promoting their fundraising efforts by
spending quite substantial amounts of money on advertisements, the Cat Survival Trust’s policy is to
simply get on with its educational and conservation work. Unlike many organisations, we cannot afford
or justify such large-scale promotional campaigns and more importantly feel that all funds which are
raised should go directly and only to the purpose for which the funds were given in the first place. All
fundraising events are undertaken by ourselves and not by paid helpers.

Tara & Tikana, two of our Snow Leopards.
Having no paid staff, the Cat Survival Trust has virtually no administrative costs. A donation of
any amount will mean that almost all will go to the projects that it was intended for and not towards
administrative costs or staff salaries, something that is all too common with a number of other
organisations. The Cat Survival Trust is transparent and people can clearly see the results
created by kind donations. Our achievements have only been possible through the genuine
practical work, which is carried out by our volunteers and supporters. The Cat Survival Trust’s
future offers some remarkable new developments, and our work provides a blue print for others.
However, to go forward and to achieve these unique goals, we recognise that
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further funding is necessary to realise our aims. All our funding comes from the public who kindly
support the cause to educate the general public and conserve and protect the wild cats and their habitats.
CATS OF THE WORLD Experts disagree about the exact number of cat species in the world today; the
Cat Survival Trust recognises 38, as follows:
African Golden Cat
Bay Cat
Caracal*
Clouded Leopard
Fishing Cat
Iriomote Cat
Jungle Cat
Leopard Cat
Margay
Ocelot*
Puma*
Serval*
Tiger

African Wild Cat
Black-footed Cat
Cheetah
Domestic Cat*
Flat headed Cat
Jaguar*
Kodkod
Lion
Mountain Cat
Pallas Cat
Rusty-spotted Cat
Snow Leopard*
Tiger Cat

Asiatic Cat
Bobcat*
Chinese Desert Cat
European Wild Cat
Geoffroy’s Cat*
Jaguarundi
Leopard*
Marbled Ca
Northern Lynx*
Pampas Cat
Sand Cat
Spanish Lynx
( * currently at Welwyn )

Why not contact The Cat Survival Trust how to become a member?
Most of the wild cats at Welwyn have been rescued from zoos or private collections.
VISIT THE CAT SURVIVAL TRUST
The Cat Survival Trust is not currently open to the general public. Only members and their guests are
permitted to visit the cats. A personal guided tour is available to single or organised parties. A friendly
and informative tour of the Cat Survival Trust enables visitors to learn about the important work we
carry out here in Welwyn and abroad.
As education plays an important role for the Cat Survival Trust, schools, young adventure groups, etc
are encouraged to visit, teaching the young about wildcat conservation and the importance of the
surrounding environment in which they live.
All guided tours are undertaken on a friendly one-to-one basis as we appreciate a great deal the support
of all our members. We hope to promote not just a better understanding and knowledge for each
visitor but more importantly make each visitor feel close to and an integral part of the work of the Cat
Survival Trust.
Please telephone 24 hours before an intended visit to make an appointment.

CAT SPONSORSHIP
The cost of caring for up to fifty captive wild cats is quite considerable. To help with these costs the Cat
Survival Trust offers a Cat Sponsorship programme for members, friends and groups to sponsor an
individual cat of their choice. The annual cost of sponsoring a wild cat depends on the species and anyone
interested in sponsoring one of our cats can write for a sponsorship leaflet and application form for full
details of the scheme.
I am aware that most readers has no idea that my interest also included wild life, unfortunate only the last 25
years I have not been in position where I could have animals to keep like I had at Mortimer.
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Ess, an African Serval
VOLUNTARY WORK
People interested in undertaking voluntary work here at the Cat Survival Trust are welcome to apply at any
time.
Some volunteers may wish to stay for just a day while others may decide to stay for a weekend or longer.
Accommodation can be provided in on-site caravans and, though by no means luxurious, they do offer a
basic, warm and clean place to stay.
Whatever period of time a volunteer can spare, the Cat Survival Trust genuinely appreciates this support.
Though directly working with the wild cats is on offer at times, work that is more crucial entails that of
construction, on-site maintenance and groundwork (bricklayers, carpenters, electricians etc).
We also need assistance in our offices and library. Anyone skilled in these areas should contact the Cat
Survival Trust. 07/2005 CL

THE CAT SURVIVAL TRUST
Reg Charity No. 272187
The Centre, Codicote Road, Welwyn, Hertfordshire, AL6 9TU
Tel: 01438 716873/716478
Website: www.catsurvivaltrust.org
Email: cattrust@aol.com
I wish to confirm here that one of the key men who run this establishment is Dr. Terry Moore, whose
interest in cats and the rain forest are his main objectives. Agree he has done work with me upon film
clips for youtube, which open the door to this technology to the people of the world, which we are all
grateful for his time and effect, which was involved.
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The only British charity devoted to the care, rescue and conservation of wild cats and
the preservation of their natural habitat like our Argentine reserve.

The entrance to our reserve in Misiones, Argentina.
The Cat Survival Trust is a remarkable charity, which concentrates on the protection of the world's wild
cats and their environment.
It takes in surplus, unwanted and confiscated cats from zoos and private collections has found homes for
over 2000 misplaced cats and bred 282 cats in captivity since its formation in October 1976.
It also purchased a 10,000-acre reserve in North East Argentina: and studies the effects of climate change
on the cats and their habitats.
In 1991, the Trust launched a campaign to purchase a 10,000-acre rainforest reserve in northeast Argentina.
The campaign needed £300,000 and by 1992, the purchase had been completed. This new reserve, which has
now been registered as a Provincial Park, has full legal protection in Argentina and the Trust worked with
the Argentine authorities to pass a law to protect a green corridor totalling 3,161,222 acres.
The law creating the green corridor was passed on 29 November 1998. The work carried out by the Ministry
of the Environment is an amazing achievement and an important example to other countries of a
commitment to their environment.
Argentina has seen the benefits of this commitment in increases in tourism revenues, which have doubled
each year for the past three years. The Cat Survival Trust has now received four awards in Argentina for its
environmental work there.
Prof. Searl has stated so often if we all work together we could make planet Earth a paradise for all beings.
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One of the forty-three waterfalls in our reserve.
The 1991 campaign was a very small project. Remarkably, it only took just over 2,400 individual donations
from schools, companies, environmental organizations and individuals to raise the £300,000 needed. Most
of the funding came from committed environmentalists, members of 32 environmental groups who
publicized the details of the campaign in their own journals, magazines and newsletters. In 1991, a survey
indicated the existence of approximately 40 wild cats representing five species in the proposed area to be
purchased. There are now over 70 cats in the reserve.

Just a small section of our 10,000-acre reserve
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A new campaign to be launched this year aims to save a total of 300,000 acres in seven countries. This will
also provide much needed funding for research work at our headquarters in Welwyn and financial assistance
to reserves in countries struggling to maintain existing National and Provincial Nature Reserves and Parks.
The countries selected for the next stage include Argentina, Borneo, Chile, Costa Rica, India, and South
China, all countries that are relatively socially, politically and economically stable, all countries that have a
historic and ongoing commitment to environmental protection. When ready, details of the new campaign are
to be circulated to over 29,000 organisations with a membership and support group of over 198 million
people. The campaign in 1991 was only sent to 71 environmental organisations!

What is the bottom line on Climate Change?
The Trust has an interesting view of life for us all in the new millennium. It is now agreed that climate
change and the El Niño effect are not random phenomena, which are self-generated through the effects of
natural changes in ocean currents and other climatic effects. The close cumulative correlation between the
appearance of the El Niño effect and climate change and the huge areas of forest burning on either side of
the equator, are almost certainly the cause. It is now essential for humankind not only to preserve the
remaining forests of the world, particularly within the tropics, but also to assist the regeneration of vast areas
of natural forest in damaged areas, if humankind has any chance of survival in the future

Howler monkeys in our reserve.
As more and more forest is destroyed around the tropics, the natural hydrological cycle and weather stability
is being lost. Forest absorbs the intense heat radiation from the sun to create growth, seeding continuous
evaporation and precipitation between forest and cloud. Forest absorbs tropical rainstorms during the rainy
season and releases this moisture as a continuous flow throughout the dry season into streams and rivers,
providing clean portable water for the farmland and its inhabitants during the hot dry crop-ripening season.
Forests are nature’s natural dams. Each tree absorbs its own weight in water and releases this moisture as the
tree dries and shrinks under the intense heat it receives from the sun during hot dry summers.
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An owl perfectly hidden in one of our trees.
As forest is cut and burnt, more bare land absorbs the heat of the sun. This creates greater air temperature, a
major additional cause of global warming during the day. The increased differential in temperature during
the night, creates wind eddies which can then go on to seed hurricanes and tornados. This all helps to fuel
the development of unnatural weather conditions, including excessive winds and rains. These unnatural
weather conditions help to remove the remaining thin layout of soil, preventing the regeneration of forest
and laying bare the land, which adds to the increasing desertification of otherwise productive land. Man, not
nature, causes this process.
The more forest is cleared in the tropics, the greater the air temperature. The greater the temperature, the
greater the carrying capacity of the air for more moisture. As this hot humid air has less forest on which it
can fall each year, the increased winds above the new cleared the land have carried tropical weather
conditions further north and south of the tropics. This creates the increased incidence of storms and floods
we now experience around the world and carries the warm air to the poles, where increasing quantities of ice
continue to melt.

An area of unprotected forest in Malaysia where logging has occured on a slope!
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Protected forest in Malaysia.
This process will increase unless and until the remaining forests is protected and damaged forest areas are
allowed to regenerate. The tropical rain is simply following the tropical hardwood to the developed
temperate countries where the timber has been converted into window frames and toilet seats!

Total environmental protection needed to protect all species of fauna and flora.
The Cat Survival Trust, a charity registered in 1976, is not just concerned about the 37 species of wildcat
including such cats as Kodkod, the Geoffroy's Cat and the Pampas Cat of South America the Black Footed
Cat, the Golden Cat and a Serval of Africa, and, the Pallas Cat, Chinese Desert Cat and Rusty Spotted Cat of
Asia.
Which are just a few of the world's cats being pushed towards extinction, as their habitats are being taken by
the profligate breeding habits of just one animal.... the human.
Encouraged by most of the world’s zoologists, the cats at the Cat Survival Trust bred 187 cats in captivity
between 1976 and 1988. The general aim of most captive collections of animals has been to build up captive
stocks in order that specimens could be available at such time in the future, when land can be set aside for
reintroduction.
By 1988 research into the various cat reintroduction schemes, carried out by a number of wildlife
organisations, discovered that this various cat reintroduction schemes, carried out by a number of wildlife
organisations, discovered that this work enjoyed a very low success rate. It costs an average of £30,000 per
cat, to reintroduce the cat into its indigenous country.
Transportation to the indigenous country, provision of quarantine facilities for six months where the cat can
be trained to catch live food and adjust to local diseases and then radio collaring the cat for another six
months, only protects one cat for one year. Reintroducing 10 cats would cost about £300,000 for one year
and this would fail to provide any protected habitat or any degree of protection after the first year's work.
In 1992, the same amount saved 10,000 acres with 40 cats from five species already resident in the land the
Trust purchased. At an average of £25,000 a year running costs, the numbers increased to 70 cats in seven
years. As a bonus, 5 million trees, billions of insects and hundreds of thousands of plants, mammals,
primates, reptiles, fish and birds are being protected at the same time in a reserve that has legal protection
forever.
As cats are at the terminal end of the food chain, it is necessary to protect the whole ecosystem in order to
preserve the cats. The Reserve has many exceedingly rare species of fauna and flora.
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Water flowing in the dry season in our reserve!

South American Ocelot.

Also found in this reserve are over 50 locally used medicinal plants and the original genetic stocks of fruit,
nuts and vegetables, from which farm commercial hybrid plants have been developed. A tree with a cherry
without a pip grows wild in the reserve. How many additional new foods and medicines will be found in
future years?
Protection of forest with its vast diversity of life forms provides many benefits for man. Each organism
processes the minerals within the forest and in the underlying rock structure, mineralising the streams and
rivers.
These essential minerals and trace elements are needed for the future of all life forms in the forest and in our
diets and are released into the water escaping the forest.
The crops irrigated in farm land with this water and the water itself provides a constant source of minerals
and trace elements for the humans drinking this water and buying these foods which are exported all over
the world.

Real solutions for an endangered planet.
This year (2009), the new campaign is to be released. It has two stages. The first stage is to raise funds to
save 300,000 acres of forest in seven different countries. The second stage, which is to be launched later by
a new not-for-profit company is a revolutionary commercial plan to save at least 3 million acres of forest
through a novel new approach to make it possible for the environment to become self sustainable.
Prof. Searl has always stated that unless we all work together to clear up the mess we have and still doing
there will be no future for our grandchildren; therefore such work as detailed here is just an effort by a few
to improve the planet status for the benefit of all creatures regardless.
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A Geoffroy’s Cat from Argentina.

Snow Leopard Cubs at The Cat Survival Trust.

A number of real solutions to world problems are to be launched by the charity.
Details of these proposals will be announced on www.catsurvivaltrust.org the Trust's website. The public
may register for details of our work and find out how they can help by writing to the Cat Survival Trust, The
Centre, Codicote Road, Welwyn, Hertfordshire, AL6 9TU or by sending an e-mail to cattrust@aol.com
Saving and repairing cat habitat is critical for the future survival of all life forms, including, ultimately,
ourselves. It is no longer enough to sort out our own backyards. If our common support system, the Earth,
fails, all we achieve as individuals will have been in vain. Every charity deserves support. It is time to direct
more support to our common environment!

The Future.
There is hope for us all! It is possible for us to turn this planet into a utopia for the future. Do not expect the
leaders to find the solutions. Corruption, self-interest and short-term policies by many politicians have
helped many countries take retrograde steps to increase the environmental degradation of our common
fragile ecosystems.
There are now over 29,000 organisations with a membership and support group of over 198 million people,
actively looking for solutions to sustainable future survival for all fauna and flora on our planet.
The Trust is finding solutions. The Trust owes its success not just to its director but also to the hundreds of
volunteers and members that have been involved in the development of the charity since it is registration in
1976. The achievements are due to the combined efforts of all those volunteers past and present. It is
important to note that here in the UK; the charity has never had a single paid member of staff in its 33 years
of operation.
Our work in Welwyn, rescuing cats from zoos that close and from people that keep them illegally will
continue, but habitat protection benefits not only the cats more efficiently but all of us. The Trust has a
number of very important projects for the future. We would recommend that our website be watched on a
regular basis for details of these forthcoming projects.
You can register for a free email newsletter by sending ‘Subscribe’ as the subject in a blank email to
cattrust@aol.com or by becoming a member of The Cat Survival Trust
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We do require animals and the trees – they are vital to the
planet as a whole.
Find out about the issues facing us all and support those
organisations working to save and improve life on our fragile
planet. Together we can make a difference. If we wait for the
point of no return, life on this planet will become unbearable.
In the next few years, the problems will land in your back yard.
ACT NOW!
My sincere thanks to Dr. Terry Moore for the number of times
he has collected me to take me to hospital or airports or rail
stations and then collect me and returned me back home,
without charge for his time or cost.

Please help to save us so your grandchildren will also be able to see us as you have seen
us, unless you stop your destruction of our home they will never see us as you have seen
us.
We need your help now before it is too late to save us – we are a part of you and your
existence if you would only respect us then we shall respect you.
I, Prof. John Roy Robert Searl hereby thank Dr. Terry Moore for his devoted contribution in his struggle to
save these dear creatures for our children and their children of the future to be able to watch.
In addition, his determination to fight to save the forests of the world so all creatures may live in protection
zones where they can survive in peace without the fear of man.
If we call ourselves human now is the time to prove it, not by words but by deeds.
It is true that the universe and the stupidity of humankind are endless, but I am not quite sure about the
universe.
This Document released to the public by authority of:

Prof. John Roy Robert Searl Head of Human Studies in both health and existence requirements: and in
the interest of science for the future of humankind in relation to its environment issues.

IT IS TIME TO STOP – THINK – ACT - your future depends upon you now for help, join
us and become part of the future that is meant to be or there will be no future for our
children.
The state of this planet has not been created by a GOD but by man himself by greed; it is now time to
correct this problem NOW.
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Manned Flight.
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:

Instrument Flying.
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:

Prof. John Roy Robert Searl.

STATUS

:

Human studies.

First, let me say thank you: all you volunteers who informed me that they would fly the Inverse-GravityVehicle (I.G.V) for me.
First you need to be a pilot with experience of private flying and commercial flying and would like a fighter
pilot who are use to speed, not that they have done any such speeds as the IGV such as 54,000 mph
minimum on deep space missions.
Worse of all, is you have to be able to cope with so many operations should any member goes down sick on
mission.
I feel that 24 hour clock ship time could cope with an 8 hours duty system and maintain fully functional
operation if required to take over from automatic control.
It is a question of planning flow charts of operations in the even this happen or that happen what course of
action should be taken as standard functions.
Any case there is much to discuss upon what components shall be used in design and their functions to
understand.
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Flying is without question a wonderful pleasure technology, something I enjoyed accept there was just one
aircraft that I never did really like flying, which was the Piper PA-28, unfortunate I had no option as my
craft was under checks to set the magnets adjustments.
What I did not like about the Piper PA-28 was the fact that the nose appeared to be far too heavy, it did not
like down pressure upon it and I had to use more fuel to maintain height.
The other issue was if you had four members onboard and there was a need to disembark very quick – I
doubt that would had been possible, simply due to its design.
Never mind that – the thing is I have experience flying various aircraft, and only once did I have a heavy
nose wheel landing and that was the Piper PA-28, in my case I got away with no damage.
The only other aircraft I had problem with flying solo was landing with the Cessna 150 the wind caught me
from the left as the wheels where just about touching the runway.
Which I corrected that movement only to be wham from the right side to which I corrected the reaction, at
no time was the aircraft in danger of leaving the runway and I continued the landing with no more problems;
unfortunate the wrong person happen to be watching, the airport owner who rush to instruct the test
examiner to take my licence away as I just done a bad landing.
On arriving to sign out the test examiner came over to me to say that Dud want him to take my licence away,
I said why, I never left the runway or is there any damage done, I am not shaking with nerves, and ready to
take another flight.
He reply I know you will cope with anything so I take no notice of him, I was flying when the radar stations
had shut down due to very bad weather and you were on your own, sometimes thick fog was the problem.
Thus the weather can be a bit naughty at times for flying, but if you give and take-flying private is great fun.
First, you have to learn the rules of the air, agree that you start only with visual flying mode, this you cannot
do with the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle as your brain functions far too slow to cope.
Thus, you have no option until you pass conventional instrument flying, but there is a big problem because
the instrument flying of the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle is slightly more complex than a fighter aircraft uses.
So let me put you through the training from the start requirements of this section for now.
I agree that many statements have been made to illustrate the importance of instrument flying.
For one I have called it a pilot’s best life insurance policy, and I agree that with regular practice being the
premium required to keep it up to date.
I know that it has been said that no pilot is worthy of the name ‘pilot’ unless he / she can fly proficiently by
instruments as well as by visual reference to the ground, and so on.
In reference to the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle flying visual is not in the same domain – its instruments flying
even though the instruments are showing the ground reference as such, it is not your eyes watching out of
the cockpit at your surroundings.
No matter what phases are used to drive the point home they are all meant to make a student pilot realise
that he / she cannot always fly by “feel” alone.
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Have you ever tried to walk as far as you can along a straight line when blindfolded?
Although you have been able to walk straight for most of your life you lose the ability to do so as soon as
you are deprived of visual references.
When flying one is always likely to encounter cloud and as soon as this happens visual, reference is lost and
the aircraft must be flown according to indications given by instruments.
That applies to the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle 99 times out of 100 missions it will pass through cloud that is
certain, as it will fly all weather conditions.
The object of these seminars, in conjunction with many others on the subject, is to teach you how to use
these instruments, but your flying instructor is the only person who can give you necessary practical
instruction.
Reading this book on the subject will I hope will help you to understand the instruments and tell you how to
use them, after which you should put what you have read into practice; but make sure that you have
someone with you to act as safety pilot.
In this first seminar, I gave a full description of the six instruments collectively known as the ‘basic flight
panel’, and second seminar I covered how these instruments can be used to interpret attitude and control
flight.
The basic flight panel comprises six
instruments, namely: The artificial horizon;
the turn and slip indicator; the direction
indicator; the vertical speed indicator; the
altimeter; the air speed indicator.
Figure 1 shows how these instruments were
arranged in what was known as the
standard instrument flying panel but this
arrangement has not been adhered to and
they be found in different positions.
Figure 1.

The Basic Flight Panel.

The first three mentioned above are gyroscopically controlled and the latter three, air pressure controlled.
To understand how the gyroscopically controlled ones function, some knowledge of the principles of a
gyroscope is necessary.

THE GYROSCOPE:
The gyroscope is vital to understand for the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I-G-V) as it plays a vital role in the
functions of flight control system.
Any rotating mass is subject to gyroscopic principles and the term ‘Gyroscope’ is used to define such a
rotating mass designed to make use of these principles, and that is precisely what I have done with the
Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle.
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The gyroscope possesses two fundamental characteristics,
which are:
1. Gyroscopic inertia or rigidity.
2. Precession.
Rigidity is the tendency to resist change in the plane of
rotation.
A gyroscope is usually made of a heavy metal, not of
aluminium Al 13, the weight being concentrated around the
perimeter of the rotor and the rotor is driven at high speed.

Figure 17.2.
As the gyroscope rotates at high speed, each molecule tends to fly out at a tangent and will tend to resist any
effort to change its direction.
This tendency depends upon the speed of rotation, the mass of the rotor and the distance of that mass from
the axis of rotation.

Figure 17.3A

Figure 17.3B.

Now the gyroscope effects of the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I.G.V) have no real axis as such, in the sense of
the term, instead, the outer plate is the axis of the gyroscopic affects to be generated, but such effects still
depend on the rotation of speed.
Precession is the resultant movement of a gyroscope to an externally applied force.
This movement is in a plane at right angles to the applied force and Figure 17.3 shows why this occurs.
Any force, such as gyro bearing friction or the rotor out of balance, will cause the gyro to precess and for
this reason, minimum friction and accurate balance are of great importance.
The Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle gyroscope effect is not like a normal accepted gyro – no sir – it is a split
personality – of mass – thou acts as a solid mass – its effects are much stronger in function.
That drive train of the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I.G.V) has extremely complex function and it will take time
to create the full facts that is involved.
It might be true to say that the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle contains within its function many individual gyros
acting in phase thereby creating a complex gyro in total.
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When a gyroscope is spinning it will maintain its plane of rotation in space, but there is no definite attitude
in space, which it will assume.

To be used in an instrument as
a reference it must be
controlled so that it assumes a
definite attitude in space or
relative to the Earth.

Figure 17.4
Figure 17.3A shows how one would expect the gyro to move, which is how, in fact, it would move if it
were not rotating.
Figure 17.3B shows how it would move when rotating at high speed.
The particle at X tending to fly out at a tangent is subject to a force in the direction xy.
When it is subjected to an external force EF in addition, it tends to move in a direction of the resultant of
these two forces, i.e. xz.
That is amazing, here again the law of the squares is proven correct.
It will continue to move until they both lie in the same direction.
The movement is in the plane at 900 to the external force.
When calculating the direction in which the gyro will move, imagine the point on the perimeter at which the
force is applied then imagine point moved round 900 in the direction of rotation and the applied force acting
there and moving the gyro in that direction. Figure 17.4.
Well that was a nice short sweat explanation of a gyro effects: do you not agree you sweat little bugger
Flowerbower?
You can rest assure that is not the end upon the subject on gyros – no sir – but for now we shall move
forward to the next problem.
For there are many problems to look at, sometimes one has to commence just about the basic part to help my
readers to absorb the contents whereby they can get more interested in the subject under discussion.
Of course, a key problem is a mental sick person name Flowerbower; I have to admit that having cared for
96 mental patients, none of whom was as ill as this man on youtube is. He sure makes them all appear sane
in reference to him.
Do not forget to bow three times before him as he is god almighty and we must show him high respects or
you will be next on his list for that ray gun of his that sits between those two checks called an arse.
There are far better things we can do here, and I will think what next should be the article to cover as there
are so many to handle in my life.
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Figure 17.5

The artificial horizon.

That is a good start at my thinking session, excuse my drawings I am not an artist, nor am a sex symbol like
flowerbower.
Just an old worn out man who had no formal education, thank heaven for that, just think if I had a formal
education I be just as insane as Flowerbower is.
A type of gyroscope known as an ‘Earth Gyro’, which to my mind is as good as any other, name, controls
the artificial horizon.
Hi there: students, you who are artists, got any idea on a cartoon poking fun at Flowerbower with me
teaching him about reality.
Come on surely you can produce some funny ones that I can insert in this book after all its time to show
Flowerbower that if he insults people, he has to expect them to hit back at him.
The gyro rotates about the vertical axis, interesting point as it might suggest that within the Inverse-GravityVehicle (I-G-V) the plates act as the vertical axis for the roller sets.
It is contained in a housing, which forms the inner gimbal ring.
This housing allows movement about the lateral axis only but it is pivoted into the outer gimbal ring, which
has freedom of movement about the fore and aft axis and pivoted to the instrument case.
This arrangement allows the gyro to maintain its plane of rotation – within limits – relative to the earth
while the conventional aircraft and instrument case move about it.
The horizon bar is so actuated that the conventional aircraft movement relative to the true horizon is
accurately shown.
The gyro is air driven.
Air enters the gyro housing and is sucked out of the instrument casing by the suction system of the aircraft.
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It is sucked out of the gyro housing into the instrument case through four ports in the housing base.
Pendulous vanes half cover each of the four ports.
When the gyro is rotating about its vertical axis each pendulous vane, hanging vertically by gravity, covers
half a part but when the gyro is displaced from the vertical axis the vane on one side may completely cover
its port while on the other side may completely uncover its port.
This exerts a force on the gyro, which
will cause it to precess back to its
correct position.
At Figure 17.6(a), the gyro is spinning
about its vertical axis.
All ports, A, B, C and D, are half open
so there is no external force and the
gyro maintains its plane of rotation.
Figure 17.6(b) the gyro has been
displaced from its vertical axis and
therefore the port at A is fully open
while that on the opposite side, at B, is
fully closed.

Figure 17.6
This causes an external force to be applied to the gyro as shown and the resultant force to act upon it
restoring it to rotate about its vertical axis once more, when the external forces being equalised have no
effect.
The dial of the instrument shows the
horizon line, which is actuated by
the gyro, and a miniature aircraft
which, being fixed to the dial, moves
as the aircraft moves.
This arrangement provides an
immediate pictorial indication of the
movements of the aircraft relative to
the horizon line.

Figure 17.7
A pointer fixed at 900 to the horizon line: moves over a scale and indicates the actual angle between the
lateral axis of the aircraft and the horizon.
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VARIATIONS:
The illustrations show only the necessary parts of the artificial horizon.
They are presented in different ways according to make of the instrument and vary as follows:
(1) The miniature aircraft may be shaped differently.
(2) The position of the miniature aircraft may be adjustable by means of a turn button.
(3) The angle of bank indicator may be at the top of the dial.
(4) The areas above and below the line may be coloured or lined in some way.
(5) There may be provision for caging the mechanism, i.e. locking it in a fixed position to prevent
damage during aerobatics dear Flowerbower.

LIMITS:
Because of construction, problems there are certain limits to conventional aircraft movements which if
exceeded will topple the gyro and render the instrument useless.
The limits are such that ordinary manoeuvres are well within them but they should be known and checked
for the type of horizon fitted to your conventional aircraft.
They are normally between 900 – 1100 in the rolling plane and 550 – 600 in the pitching plane.
There is, of course, no limit in the turning plane.
If it is intended to exceed these limits the mechanism should be caged.

ERRORS:
The instrument is subject to a few slight errors due to forces, which act upon it.
The errors are slight: should be known to all pilot students.
Only one of them will be mentioned here because it could lead to danger.
When the conventional aircraft accelerates rapidly, as when taking off, the gyroscope will be subjected to a
force, which will cause it to depress and slightly tilt the horizon line away from its true position.
If, just after becoming airborne, the miniature aircraft is placed on and parallel to the line the aircraft will
descend and turn slowly.
Near the ground, this could be extremely dangerous.
I have to admit here that when I take off I never use the horizon line as reference, I use my eyes and
compass only, and I must admit that at no time have I hit a problem on taking off.
Now I come to think of it I do not recall ever being instructed upon this problem, guess that I perform the
take-offs so perfect that the instructor never consider that he need to inform me of this problem.
Any case the instructor would not had inform me as I should be flying visual not instrument, unknown to
him once I was over 400 feet and recover flaps I was flying instrument not visual as he thought I was doing.
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There was never any problem with the actual test examiner as he had gone out on flights with me and
quickly realise that I was flying instruments and not visual but said nothing because he knew how desperate
I was to get flight experience to fly the I.G.V when it became available.
Any arguments from my training instructor about me flying two different aircraft while training was always
countered reacted with the words he has no problems with his training program and we approve of what he
is doing.
In addition, when he complained that I was flying in cloud the test examiner replied he came out the right
way up.
You can guess that my instructor felt that his authority was being undermined.
My other instructor at the higher school never bother at all, I was flying that faster heavier aircraft perfect
not once did he had to take over.
He was only there to meet the requirements of the laws that a second pilot had to be onboard, as I was
carrying passengers, in case I was taken sick there was someone able to return and land the aircraft.

PILOT’S SERVICEABILITY CHECKS:
If the gyroscope is, air driven the suction required is 4 – 4½ Hg – NOTE – some are electrically driven.
After starting, check suction and see that the horizon line takes up a horizontal position near to the miniature
aircraft.
During taxying, turn the aircraft gently to left and right and check that the line remains horizontal.

NOTE: The gyroscope will not attain full working speed until five minutes after starting but will give
reliable indications after approximately two minutes.

REFERENCE:
When in stable flight use the artificial horizon to check whether the attitude of the conventional aircraft has
altered.
When altering attitude, use it to check that the attitude alters as desired.
Remember that only the angle of the bank is precisely indicated and that performance is not indicated at all.
This ends this issue for the moment and will continue another day, upon the subject of flying.
This document released to the public by the authority of:

Prof. John Roy Robert Searl Head of R&D Human Studies.
Manned Flight Division.
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DOC.SISRC-MFD-SC-A-1.
DATE: 3rd May 1971.
EDITION: 1A.

SWALLOW COMMAND – BERKSHIRE – ENGLAND.
LOCATION ;

Headquarters – Berkshire – England.

DIVISION

Manned Flight.

:

CATEGORY :

Air Accidents.

AUTHOR

:

John Roy Robert Searl.

STATUS

:

R & D human behavior Studies.

As stated before, the need to understand about the types of accidents relating to conventional aircraft, which
have been reported, I took the year 1971 as a test bed for study.
I have already presented tables 1 and 2 in details as I have filed here, now I shall present table 3, if only to
shut up that nut case named Flowerbower with his expertise about flying.
Moreover, for you real experts who do exist in the domain of reality to question why a boy with no formal
education takes such interest in flying, unless he actually has a reason for doing so.
What would such a reason relate too?
Clearly, this class of information is not required for a private flying license or for a commercial pilot’s
license.
Thus, this uneducated boy must be doing something unusual, as he needs to fly different aircraft under
different weather conditions and landing taking off from different airports even large fast aircraft into small
airfields – why would anyone want to undertake such action.
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ACCIDENTS TOHELICOPTERS AND GYROPLANES:

Why would Searl want to know all this Flowerbower?
Do you think that he wants to enter a quiz completion to win a million?
Sorry son: no it is not for any completion; but to get an understanding of reality, my interest is why do such
accidents happen and can we design them out of the system, after all, you do not want spacecrafts to crash
on planet Mars do you?
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TABLE 3. ACCIDENTS TO HELICOPTERS AND GYROPLANES (Continue)

When you are designing a new concept in flight technology you must understand what problems exists at
that times in conventional flying otherwise, how can you create a new type of craft that does not have the
same problems to those we have already in service
Swallow Command cannot create space transport that contains the same problems of today.
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TABLE 3. ACCIDENTS TO HELICOPTERS AND GYROPLANES (Continued):

Hello you old bugger Flowerbower, this day is coming when Television will again be full of news about you
know who, yes that’s the boy who had no formal education, just as it was in the 60s, only this time with a
difference we shall be doing the publicity.
That symbol will be on the side of that lorry, Flowerbower, I will be delighted that you were on its first
transmission live; presented with the medication of 25 stokes of my cane with love and devotion for all to
witness that you have received your honoree degree as professor of bullshit.
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TABLE 4. ACCIDENTS TO GLIDERS:

Again, I must think hard if some of these events were more a case of misjudgement, pilot error under
estimating what clearance he had to land in, until there was no return.
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TABLE 4. ACCIDENTS TO GLIDERS (Continued):

Well slowly we see the problems that has taken place during one year only, could they been avoided?
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TABLE 4. ACCIDENTS TO GLIDERS (Continued):
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TABLE 4. ACCIDENTS TO GLIDERS (Continued):

I hope everyone can read these sheets of data, if you really study them, they are interesting.
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TABLE 4. ACCIDENTS TO GLIDERS (Continued):
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TABLE 4. ACCIDENTS TO GLIDERS (Continued):
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TABLE 4. ACCIDENTS TO GLIDERS (Continued):

This ends the data for tables 3 and 4, and I will leave the other tables for a later date Flowerbower.
Flowerbower darling, if you lack the intelligence to help those who do give everything to create a better
world for all humankind even for evil-minded people like you, then do not knock them down.
Fact: you would not eat the food I eat to continue with this work: you would throw it in the bin.
You would never work the hours I do; to help this planet.
However, Flowerbower there is one thing that is certain about you, that is your shit sinks high heaven, and
the viewers on youtube would appreciate if you could use some scent on it before plaster it all over
YouTube that would be highly appreciate if you could be a sweet flower son!

The day is coming when this will be part of Swallow Command mobile field AV unit Flowerbower, and it
would be a great pleasure for me to welcome you on its opening day for the entertainment of the viewers
watching YouTube.
It sure will be a great day for YouTube, they will get their greatest hits ever that I feel certain.
This document released to the public by authority of:

Prof. John Roy Robert Searl Head of R&D
Manned Flight Division – human studies.
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A time forgotten, photos taken by the media of time that is now only a flash on record filed
of a time where men and women were men and women and rally round to help to create a
world that was of the future that was meant to be.
Since that period many have died the question which I ask was there really a need for
them to die, would this technology had saved many of them if people were not evil and
allowed it to be developed and marketed.
Yes, indeed this was the past flowerbower – you were not there to help – why knock
something, which you have no knowledge upon as if you are an expert upon the subject.
Flowerbower, there are no experts on this planet today; in relation to this technology, they
are only just started to be trained.
Those seen in the above press photos are the closest to becoming real experts, before to
days ones who are being trained.
Unfortunate, Flowerbower you think that you are a wonderful flower, while most of us see
you as a great smelly turd on the road to the future.
My son you need to buck up, pack your bags and go to the Moon, maybe NASA can give you a lift there.
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This is my world of reality – not your world of fantasy – FLOWERBOWER – you have to be an imbecile
to think that you are God – technically you are a criminal – as your intentions are to take away every ones
human rights to cleaner and cheaper energy and transport systems – HAIL HITLER!
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DOC-SISRC-MFD-AP-1.
DATE: 1st January 1975
EDITION: First.
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DIVISION

:

Manned Flight.

LECTURE

:

Air pilot.

LECTURER :

John Roy Robert Searl.

STATUS

Head of R&D Human Studies.

:

Due to the function of the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I.G.V),- it is vital to understand the Air Law of United
Kingdom, as at this time is where all the research and development of the concept is taking place.
This is my world – the world of reality – it exists – I must turn into it – without generating any problems
to the present conventional flying system.
There is no reason why conventional flying and the advance flying system of the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle
(I.G.V) cannot exists side by side in co-operation, not as a treat to conventional flying, but as an extended
arm of flight.
Opening a new window for man to explore space, learn about his universe, and gain knowledge for the
benefit of planet Earth.
First, we must understand functions, which are in place at this date for flight operations that is precisely
what my world is all about understanding reality.
This document starts that issue – reality of flight – not fantasy – there is no time for fantasy – for new
concepts to become reality – calls for devotion of an order not normal found in Earthlings.
However, there is no excuse for not trying to understand today world that is; and the world that will become
tomorrow reality.
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THE WORLD OF REALITY – AIR PILOT:

In my lecture to the team developing the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I.G.V), the Demo 1, this control sector
was presented as a start to understand how air operations function at that date.
In this document, I shall present in detail what my lecture covered in detail, so you may understand my
position at that time – the world of reality is extremely hard going and extremely costly to get underway.
But like all present day flight operations they succeeded, therefore, based upon that FACT, I see no reason
whatsoever why this concept should not succeed.
There is only one condition that could block it that is IGNORANCE AND GREED, there is no more
dangerous combination that exist which stops this planet from progress.
Let me now release again the details of that lecture so all may study and understand in more detail what I
have to contend with and why it cost so much to undertake both in hard cash and in time consumption.
It is my pleasure to present my life to you, which I hope will give you young ones hope for the future and
faith in all that you undertake to achieve success – never let idiots stop you from trying.
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THE WORLD OF REALITY – AIR PILOT:

Insert – hello Flowerbower my son, for your world of insanity – this is my world of reality.
I accept that you do not have the intelligence which is clearly exposed on YouTube to understand this; by a
boy who had no formal education can and do understand this; whereas you as a youngest had formal
education have no idea whatsoever what this world of reality is about.
I guess Mountbatten is correct there is money in shit, he should know he meet many farmers, and I guess
you are paid to produce shit as well.
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THE WORLD OF REALITY AIR PILOT:

INSERT –Flowerbower you beautiful flower – insane yes – conman yes – a crap dealer yes – evil person yes
– you get paid for crap I guess so – so you belong to the world of shithouse how nice – you sure like the sink
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THE WORLD OF REALITY AIR PILOT:

Today and tomorrow technology, the same rules
with a plus will operate, as function must have
order to maintain safety levels of operations.

To be or not to be is indeed a good question as time has shown that man’s efforts to block progress will in
the end loose out, progress will win for without progress the planet will die – and without risks, there would
be no tomorrows, just today as it is for all other living creatures.
Only to experience season changes as a routine operation, but fortunate we are blessed with the ability to
make a change but according to the Law of the Squares there are two prime states available being:
(1) To destroy
(2) To create
Man has proven that he is damn good at destroying the planet; it would be great to actually see man creating
a planet of paradise instead.
That is my world of reality creating a better world for all humankind regardless, a world where people are
human and live as one to survive Flowerbower – not like your world to destroy the future for all humankind.
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THE WORLD OF REALITY AIR PILOT:
Thank all of you who have sent me communication that all I need to do is fly the I.G.V. into any airport.
Agree, that does sound like a good idea, and in reality, it would be perfect if there was no other flight system
in operation, sadly to say there are flight systems in operation.
They operate under certain rules to maintain safety, or more precise attempt to maintain safety in the air.
Once you lift of the surface of a planet, you are responsible to maintain safety for others using the same
space and you and these rules have been agreed upon by arbitration to help you to maintain a safety at all
times during that flight transition.
Sometimes human error pops into the flight plan through communications by those who are trying to
maintain order of function, and at all times one must be alert to such possibility happening and recheck what
appears not to be correct action.
It is important, as I have found in conventional flying that you could be in the wrong place at the wrong
time.
And you see a flight of fighters flashing past you at rather close quarters, not that I worried about that issue,
but it exposes the need of communications to know that you need to watch out for a problem that is rushing
towards you and what that problem is.
I had to climb quickly and hold until they had cleared the road before continuing my training practice of
spinning.
Yes FLOWERBOWER, I have flown at night in thick fog and landed at Blackbushe airport where you were
just able to see the runway surface as the wheels were about to touch; on my return from Amsterdam.
All this is possible because of the Air rules.
That is the reality, in which I have to exist.
Because of the very nature of my research and development requires from me to be a responsible person in
control of dangerous forces to act in a manner, which will not create accidents with other users of flight.
I am a responsive person and shall make my actions safe to all other users of the air whether its business or
pleasure, makes no difference.
This is the future that is meant to be, time will
give birth to it: as it has done for all other flight
system now in operation.
The world had accepted the expert’s claims that
a heavier than air aircraft could not fly.
Based upon that claim: we can state that
expertise cannot foretell the future possibilities
in technology of flight
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THE WORLD OF REALITY AIR PILOT:
1 RESPONSIBLE AUTHORIYTY:
Responsibility for the overall administration of the Air Traffic Services in the United Kingdom is
vested in the Controller of the National Air Traffic Services (CNATS) of the Civil Aviation
Authority (CAA) acting under the powers of the Secretaries of State for Trade and for Defence.

2

Postal address:

Controller
National Air Traffic Services
Civil Aviation Authority
129 Kingsway
London WC2B 6NN.

Telegraphic address:
Aeronautical address;
Telex:

CIVIL AIR LONDON
EGGAYA
22119 CIVIL AIR

AREA OF RESPONSIBILITY:
Air Traffic Services as indicated in the following paragraphs are provided for that airspace above the
UK and the surrounding seas within the London and Scottish FIRs but excluding a certain portion of
the Scottish FIR at 3,000 ft. amsl and below.
By arrangement with the appropriate authorities, the area is extended to include the Channel Islands
Control Zone, certain portions of airspace over the Republic of Ireland and its territorial waters and a
portion of the Norwegian airspace up to and including 3,000 ft. amsl.

3

Under the terms of a bi-lateral contract between the European Organisation for the Safety of Air
Navigation (Eurocontrol) and the UK Government, Air Traffic Serices above FL245 are provided by
the London and Scottish ATCCs throughout the entire UK FIR / UIR and certain portions of airspace
over the Republic of Ireland and its territorial waters.

4

By agreement with the North Atlantic Provider States, Air Traffic Services are provided by Scottish
ATCC for the airspace over the high seas encompassed by the boundaries of the Shanwick Oceanic
Control Area.

5

Under the terms of bi-lateral agreements between the UK and Denmark and the UK and Norway,
responsibility for providing Air Traffic Services to all aircraft at 3,000 ft. amsl and below in these
areas of their FIRs between the FIR boundary and the line of demarcation of National areas for the
exploration and exploitation of national resources from the sea bed (the Median Line), has been
transferred to the nation exploiting the national resources of the area.

6

Detailed description and Charts of the divisions of all airspace for which the UK has responsibility
will appear in another section of this book.

My dearly beloved Flowerbower son or daughter whom we all appreciate belong to a shithouse which has
never been clean since it was open for use many years ago, and you lap up that rich aroma and thrive upon it
bless you my darling!
Guess you are paid for this crap and hope they will pay your court bills and cost when you appear before the
Supreme Court in Washington DC as a poison pen writer, slander just for starters that most likely cost you
$1m compensation.
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THE WORLD OF REALITY AIR PILOT:
3

AIR TRAFFIC SERVICES:
With the exception of certain military aerodromes, municipal airports and Swallow Command, CAA
provides Air Traffic Services in the UK.
Air Traffic Control, alerting and Flight Information Services as appropriate are supplied by various
ATC Units.
Details will be given later.
Procedures in the UK generally conform to the ICAO standards, Recommended Practices and
Procedures but where National differences exist, these are specified at the appropriate places in other
RAC parts.

4

CO-ORDINATION BETWEEN THE OPERATOR AND ATS:
Co-ordination between the operator Swallow Command and air traffic services is effected in
accordance with 2.11 of Annex 11 and 2.1.1.4 and 2.1.1.5 of Part VIII of PANS-RAC (Doc 4444RAC 501).

5

DEFINITIONS:
The definitions listed in Chapter 1 of ICAO Annex 2 and / or Part 1 of ICAO Doc 4444 applies
throughout the UK AIP except for these terms given in List A where the UK has an interpretation,
which differs from the ICAO definition.
List B gives definitions of terms which are not defined in either Annex 2 or Doc 4444 but which the
UK has found necessary for clarification.

6

REFERENCES TO LEGISLATION:
NOTIFICATION:
When material in the RAC Section is “notified” (see GEN 1) a formal statement of notification is
included in the sub-section concerned.

7

GENERAL REFERENCES TO LEGISLATION:
For the additional guidance of pilots and all concerned, like me, references to the provisions of the
relevant legislation are included in the text of some sub-sections of the RAC Section.
Where the reference is not given in full, the following abbreviations are used:Article: - meaning an article in the Air Navigation Order, 1976.
Rules: - meaning one of the Rules of the Air and Air Traffic Control contain in the Schedule to
The Rules of the Air and Air Traffic Control Regulations, 1976.

Dear Flowerbower; has this blown your brains – yes I appreciate you have no bloody idea what I am
talking about, with all that great education that is not worth the steam off my piss that you claim you
got.
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This completes this first part if that lecture, sorry about inserting this nut case in here unfortunate he / she
needs to be taught how to have manners and not to insults others unless he / she wants the same returned to
them.
You note that I include the term she, because some readers think it is; I do not mine if it’s a male or female
arse that I actually ended up canning; it will be the same pleasure for me and the same pleasure for them at
the receiving end of the cane.
Until the next time we meet, take care and thank you for your time in reading this document.
This document released by authority of:

Prof. John Roy Robert Searl – manned flight division – human studies. Swallow Command.
There is one major question about flight: that is vital important issue and that is navigation.
If you look in the dictionary for the word ‘navigate’ you may have the impression that it concerns only ships
and aircraft, without a doubt that is the case for Swallow Command, but just here, I want to look at it in its
full relationship, where we usually mean it to include finding one’s way in any circumstances.
When you go from one place to another, whether on foot or in some form of vehicle, you may possibly look
at a map before starting out, to decide what roads to take and which towns to pass through.
During the journey, you will refer to signposts to make sure that you are going the right direction.
This is just as much as ‘navigation’ as anything done by the navigator of a ship or aeroplane, even though it
may not be so complicated.
How do you find your way from anywhere to anywhere?
This may sound a silly question, but think about it for a while.
If we see something on the other side of a room and we wish to get to it, we navigate our way by looking at
the object and walking towards it.
If that something is in another room where we cannot see it, we navigate our way around the house using
familiar objects to guide us.
When moving around our town or village we find our way by referring to landmarks that we know.
What happens, though, when we want to navigate our way to something, which we cannot see, in a house or
district, which we do not know?
Well Flowerbower, what is your answer, guess it is beyond your capability to answer with a brain full of
crap.
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We then need someone to give us directions.
They may do this either by telling us verbally or by drawing, a diagram with landmarks and turnings marked
on it.
If they do this, then, of course, they have drawn a map.
Now just stop and think: a mission to Mars; there are no towns, roads, sign posts to guide you, but today we
are lucky to have radio communications and radar by which we can be guided to Mars.
Thus, these two inventions have made it possible to carry out such a mission.
Nevertheless once landed there are no maps, unless, by then someone has sent robots up and film the planet
in detail and created maps ready.
Agree today, we can easy navigate from any point to any point on earth thanks to the invention of the
satellites, which can show us the way.
However, at this time there are no such satellites orbiting planet Mars by which to guide you around.
It will be like centuries ago on planet earth, follow stars by night and the sun by day.
If you could go up in a helicopter and see the unfamiliar district, or could take a roof off the house and see
the layout of the rooms, this would help you find your way when you were on level ground, because you
would carry a picture of these places in your head.
A map is just such a picture: it shows in miniature where things are on the ground in relation to each other.
A map can show us how to get from one side of our town to the other or from one side of our country to the
other, or to the other side of the world.
This is all very well so long as there are landmarks to be seen, but suppose we are in the middle of an ocean
or in an aeroplane over cloud or in the middle of a featureless desert?
A map in these circumstances is useless and we have to find some other way of telling our position.
This, to most people, is where navigation really comes in, and perhaps they are right in a way; because when
you cannot see where you are going you actually have to work something out, and this sounds more
difficult.
However, it is a lot easier to make calculations with modern instruments.
I stated that on land, we can refer to landmarks, but what is a landmark?
It is something unique, which enables us to tell for certain that we are in one particular place and not in
another.
A tall building, a lighthouse and a road junction can all be landmarks.
Sometimes we have to put two things together to make sure of our position.
There may be three or four tall buildings exactly alike and close to one another and then we have to
distinguish the one we want by some other means,
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Possible three of them are next to roads but the one we want is next to a railway: we then use both the
building and the railway to make sure of our landmark.
Incidentally, a second check of this sort is always advisable when map reading.
A landmark is a special spot on the earth’s surface which tells us exactly where we are but, when you come
to think of it, every spot is a special spot; it is just that most have nothing special to distinguish them from
any other spot.
Every waver on the ocean is a special wave, but is useless as a landmark because a navigator cannot
distinguish it from any others and say, ‘That is the wave I am looking for,’
Lord Baden-Powell: the first Chief Scout used to tell a story about some Australian aborigines who went to
sea for the first time.
They stood staring at the waves, very puzzled, looking for the tracks on them.
They simply could not understand how anyone could find the way without tracks to follow.
I think that this simple explanation says clearly, what Mars will present to us; until robots have return,
enough data back to us, which we can covert to maps from which man / women will be able to find spots
that are needed for the mission undertaking to be achieved.
Man has indeed progress from the days I was born to the present – they is no end to progress – except this
planets time ends.

Through satellite technology and devotion to the development, we have today gain vast amount of data upon
our universe and planet Mars that we never knew when I was born.
This is my world – the world of reality – not your world of fantasy Flowerbower- you will never fit into the
world of reality you are far too mentally sick.
To all viewers watching this site please remember I have to try to write as simple as possible and explain
items as simple as possible so all can understand what is being stated, this can be difficult as I am not an
artists, just a simple old uneducated man by the standards of experts.
As long as you understand what I mean, then there is no problem never mind the grammar or spelling, they
do not create an S.E.G. Hard word devoted effort and time that is what creates the S.E.G.
If you are an expert on English, Grammar and spelling then you are not an expert on the S.E.G.
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MY WORLD OF REALITY - HOW IT USE BE:

No 53 PZ30
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was a popular rectifier valve used by me in the Searl Technology.

MY WORLD OF REALITY –HOW IT USED TO BE:

No 53 PZ30 rest of the available data of that time being used by me in the Searl Technology.
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MY WORLD OF REALITY – HOW IT USED TO BE:

No 28 EF50 many of these red metal bottles were used by me in this research and development work.
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MY WORLD OF REALITY-HOW IT USED TO BE:

No 28 EF50 rests of the data available to me for my research and development of the Searl Technology.
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MY WORLD OF REALITY – MY FLIGHT COMPUTER – FLOWERBOWER.

Take note:
This is my actual
flight computer.

This image alone
counters the
flowerbower’s crap;
which is plastered
on YouTube.

It exposes this
person as a poison
pen writer that is
operating a hate
campaign; and no
doubt being paid to
do so.

The work claimed
in this book is
currently moving
full-steam ahead
with my team in
Thailand.

There is no way we
will let one bent
and evil individual
stop the progress
for a better future
for all involving
clean energy and
transportations
systems.
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MY WORLD OF REALITY – MY FLIGHT COMPUTER – FLOWERBOWER.

Here is my flight
computer for the
benefit of that idiot
that goes by the name
flowerbower.
I shall close this part at
this point and sincerely
hoping that all have a
better understanding
about my life and
work.

This document
released to the public
by the authority of:

Prof. J. R. R. Searl.
Manned Flight
Division.
Swallow Command.
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To my understanding that a Russian whose name was Mendeléeff took on the task to sort some order in
the chaos of the elements and did a great job, like always there are option to improve upon it.
I think the name was D. I. Mendeleyev – 1843 – 1907 – a Russian chemist who devised the first form of
the periodic table and what a great job he did.
The trouble was that I never got around meeting him so I could not thank him for helping me to develop
the Searl Effect Generator or the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle; he sure played a major role in its development.
Therefore, what was it that was so important to me today that he played such a major role?
I will tell you as simple as humanly possible ATOMS.
The Periodic Chart of the Atoms is designed to give people like me plus the physicist, chemist, and student a
vivid grasp of the unity of atoms, their structure and behavior, their mode of formation and disintegration.
The atom is today the outstanding topic of interest to the world of John Searl including the world of science.
When its magic begins to be realized: the atom will become as fascinating for popular study and experiment
as the camera, motor and radio.
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Indeed, the individuality of the atom and its varied properties already form subjects of surpassing interest.
There are Light-giving phosphorus, magnetic iron; odorous bromine, not forgetting light-sensitive selenium.
And the super hardness of crystal carbon; the softness of lead, the toughness of tantalum, the explosive
radium, the inert helium, the active oxygen; calcium the bone maker; nitrogen, the keystone of unstable
molecules of food, drug, and high explosives; copper, the speedway for electronics; chlorine the scavenger;
iodine controlling body growth; energetic uranium.
We can add Chromium the colour maker and scores of others having equally interesting individuality and
unique behaviour.
Apart from the intrinsic interest in the new knowledge of the atom, the importance of such knowledge is
seen in the vision of a new power given to Searl of tomorrow to create forms of matter and energy having
any desired properties.
Such as the Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G): and the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I.G.V).

Occasionally, a mind trained in the classics is confronted with the task of handling problems of a scientific
nature and finds the change surprisingly attractive and absorbingly interesting.
Such a mind was Henry Hubbard’s.
From my seat, his name rings no bell, and it appears more of claims made by people then a scientific record.
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Henry D. Hubbard was born in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania,
U.S.A in 1870 and was graduated from Central High School –
the first public High School of Philadelphia.
Hubbard’s first college work was at Temple College,
Philadelphia.
He registered at the opening of the University of Chicago in
September 1892 and graduated with an A.B. degree in January
1897, majoring in Greek.

After holding several clerical positions in the offices of the Deans of the Senior College and Graduate
Schools and doing considerable work in the graduate School of the University in Ethics, Political Economy,
and mathematics, he became, in 1899, President W. R. Harper’s secretary and continued in that capacity
unitl he was brought, in 1901, to Washington by Dr. S. W. Stratton, the director of the new National Bureau
of Standards, as the Bureau’s first Secretary.
Henry D. Hubbard, the re-designer of the Chart of the Atoms, was the first secretary of the National Bureau
of Standards and served continuously in that capacity from 1901 until his retirement in 1938, that would
placde me at about six years old how strange the law of the squares kicks in, six years of dreams, does this
suggest that this person was laying the grounds for this work?
Because he also played a part of this development.
As secretary he was also the Editor of the Bureau’s publications and, of course, this contact automatically
kept him in touch with every scientific problem handled at thye Bureau over this long period.
His active mind absorbed these facts and through their aid he acquired a broad scientific training.
His admirable compilation and modernisation of Mendeléeff’s periodia table, that is actly what I guess,
which he completed and published by the W. M Welch Manufacturing Company in 1924, showed the effect
of this excellent training and the real power of his analytical ability.
I would like to present here what I think and that is Henry was in a better time period which contain far more
information upon the atom than Mendeleyev time period had to offer.
To my mind they is no question that Mendeleyev was the father of the atomic periodia table, and that all
Hubbard had to do was switch a few around to agree with the lastest information on the atoms.
Agree, that took lots of hands on experience to switch them around to agree with our new understanding of
the atom.
The chart of the atoms was a success from the start and still the outstanding contribution to scientific
literature in its fiels and the keystone of the Searl Technology.
I can truly second that statement as FACT, no element chart, no S.E.G or IGV.
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In addition to the compilation of the chart, Mt. Hubbard was author of numerous scientific papers, articles,
and charts, and for many years wrote the Annual Review of Physics for the international Yearbook.
I have no knowledge upon this annual review, as I have never been in a position to studied one so far to date.
He was a leading authority on weights and measures, industrial standardisation, and atomic physics.
I understand that Mr. Hubbard married Mary Furness in 1897; sorry I could not make it to the wedding.
Children: Henry F. Hubbard and Mrs Mabel Sutherlin.
He died June 26th, 1943, amazing I were just turned 11 years and a month old then; does not time fly.
Whatever Hubbard achieved with the element chart the results played a great part in my work, thus
Mendeleyev and Hubbard are part of this success story.
For without their input, they may not been a S.E.G. or I.G.V concept to day, by which reality of a new age
could be born that was pollution clean, improved health, improved food, clean water to add to life pleasure.
In addition, an issue that is badly needed today the reduction of viruses and bacteria, which do not enjoy a
negative charge state, would perish.
I feel that this is rather a good point to close this issue until the next time we meet to extend this discussion.
This document released by the authority of:

Prof. John Roy Robert Searl. Head of R&D Energy and Transportation System.
From the tiny acorn grows the mighty oak, likewise, a dream that child had shall grow into a multinational
operation that will expand throughout the universe as no other has achieved, so shall it be!
It time for man to say STOP – THINK – ACT before it too late; where do you go when Planet Earth
can no longer support you, which could happen at any time now.
That is correct – there is nowhere for you to go – WHY?
Because you failed to listen to the warnings, rivers, ditches should been dug out deep and clean where
possible widen to take floodwaters, but they are not.
Thousands of trees should have been planted so by now they would had reach adulthood – but they are not.
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During storage, the cables within this kit may have received surface contamination due to a reaction
between the PVC insulation and the polystyrene packaging material.
This is a cosmetic problem only Flowerbower and no cause for concerns.
When returning the kit, please repack as received, with the cable packed in a plastic bag.
O. U. W’boro. Oct 1986
Dear beloved son Flowerbower that must be a great shock for you if you are indeed employed by a
University that is not so far away from this address.
Do you do know this University? You see I have undertaken two different courses within them, all of
which relates to industry and automation – clearly for this technology sake.
In this document, I shall only be dealing with one of those two courses, which is for your benefit son.
The note above in red relates to the cable enclosed to show proof that I did in fact have the equipment for
training purposes.
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By the way, Flowerbower you can be excused to change your underwear, I appreciate that is must be
extremely uncomfortable sitting on that lump of such hot material.
Welcome to the HEKTOR microcomputer!
This manual has been written to make my use of HEKTOR as easy as possible and to provide a description
of its facilities to all my readers so that you may know that I am indeed telling the truth.
The contents of this manual are divided into three parts:
1) Part 1:

Introduction and set-up;

2) Part 11:

Using HEKTOR’s main software facilities;

3) Part 111:

Further technical information.

In more detail, the contents of this manual are:

PART 1

Introduction and set-up

Section 2

Overview of the HEKTOR system

This section describes the structure and operation of computers in general, and relates this general structure
to the particular components and operation of the HEKTOR microcomputer.
There is also an introduction to HEKTOR’s system software.

Section 3

HEKTOR system set-up.

In addition to information on connecting and setting-up my HEKTOR, this section contains handling
precautions and a description of how to use the built-in self-test program to check for any system
malfunction.
There is also a subsection to aid diagnosis of, and recovery from, hardware faults.
For this document let me stop here and start this first section:

2

OVERVIEW OF THE HEKTOR SYSTEM:

This section contains a review of the basic structure and principles of operation of digital computers.
These general principles are illustrated with respect to the HEKTOR microcomputer system.
The section also serves to introduce some of the terminology that will be used in the later sections of the
manual.
Sorry Flowerbower that I have to keep exposing you as a mentally ill person (which you are) within these
permanent records and I will continue to do so until you stop your evil ways on YouTube. I will continue to
ridicule you wherever and whenever the opportunity arrives.

2.1

The structure of a computer:

The overall structure of a computer can be described in terms of five principal subsystems:
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Figure 17.2.1

Computer structure.

1. The processor (or processing unit)
2. The memory.
3. The interfaces.
4. The peripherals.
5. The computer bus.
These subsystems are connected together electrically, as shown schematically in Figure 17.2.1.
The bus is a common highway, to which the processor, interfaces, and memory are connected.
It consists only of a set of electrical connections, but these are organized so as to allow the orderly
communication of data between any of the other subsystems connected to it,
The bus is important because it offers flexibility; extra memory or additional interfaces can be added to a
computer simply by connecting them to the bus – the existing interconnections do not have to be modified.
The processor organizes the fetching of data via the bus, performs operations on it, and despatches the
results.
It is directed in these tasks by a list of encoded machine instructions called a program, no doubt similar to
the system I used for my mass railway operation system of train control, and the unmanned Levity Discs.
One of the jobs of the memory is to hold this list of instructions, which the processor will fetch, interpret,
and execute, one at a time.
The memory also holds data that will be operated on by instructions, and the results of these operations can
be stored in memory for later use.
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The memory, therefore, is used for several different purposes.
It can retain data, which is to be operated on by machine instructions, as well as the list of instructions itself.
There is no distinction between the way in which data is stored and the way in which instructions are stored,
it is the responsibility of the program designer to ensure that data in memory representing numbers to be
arithmetically processed, say, is not treated by the processor as instructions in a program, and vice versa.
If the computer is to be generally useful, not only must it be able to process data held in memory, but it must
also be able to communicate data to and from equipment external to the memory and processor.
Various displays, knobs, switches, sensors and actuators can be controlled or interrogated by the processor.

When connected to a computer system, these devices are called peripherals.
Because the data they supply or expect to receive is seldom in the precise electrical form required for
transmission via the bus, additional electronic circuits are required to provide the necessary conversions.
These pieces of circuitry are connected between the bus and the peripherals as shown in Figure 17.2.1, and
are called interfaces.
In summary, the processor (or processing unit) controls the operation of the computer, by a sequence of
operations resulting from its execution of machine instructions held in memory.
Writing this chapter 17 has been a big pain in the arse for every time I go to insert a photo, drawing or
table it must crash first then you can add it.
Thus you get many pages of scrap to trash for every page I attempt to write if I insert something into that
page – this machine instructions sure is a mixed up kid or on drugs and it sure is time consuming.
These operations involved processing data held in memory or supplied, via an appropriate interface, by an
input peripheral.
The data resulting from these processing operations can be returned to memory or sent to an output
peripheral.
All date transfers between the processor and memory or peripheral interfaces are via the computer bus.
How is that Flowerbower, this is university stuff and I am not yet steamed up to race with you – that is yet
to come – so keep watching – your hour of excitement with my cane is approaching as certain as apples are
apples; might call this operation WACK-O DAY!
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2.2

The HEKTOR microcomputer board:

The microcomputer board layout inside HEKTOR can be viewed by removing the lid in the top of the case.

Figure 17.2.2

HEKTOR microcomputer board layout.

Figure 17.2.2 is a plan view of the HEKTOR microcomputer printed circuit board, showing the main
components grouped into six subsystems.
The principal peripherals are a cassette recorder, which you youngest of today may not ever seen one, I had
one on this kit, a TV set, which I had to supply, and a keyboard, which they supplied.
There was a massive robot, which I shall not be discussing at this moment in this part of events. I know all
of you students training with this university in relation to Digital computing will have used this computer so
you know what I am saying is absolute true.
Of these, only the keyboard is mounted on the HEKTOR board itself.
In Figure 17.2.2, the keyboard is at the bottom.
The line around the keyboard shows the area of the board that includes the keyboard and its interface.
The keyboard interface consists primarily of the component labelled IC14, and it connects both to the
individual keys on the keyboard and to the microcomputer bus, which consists of some of the copper printed
circuit tracts in the area of the board labelled ‘processor / bus’.
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The processor is IC13 in Figure 17.2.2, and it requires a few extra electronic components around it to enable
it to operate.
However, most of the area of the board is taken up with the bus tracks, which goes to the edge connector
(between the slots at the left hand side of the processor / bus area).
The edge connector enables peripheral interfaces or memory external to the main HEKTOR board to be
connected to the microcomputer bus.
The memory subsystem includes IC7, IC12, and SKT0 TO SKT5, in Figure 17.2.2.
The interface components for the cassette recorder are shown in the top left hand corner.
The recorder itself is connected to its interface by means of the socket labelled SKT7.
There is also a general-purpose serial line interface in this area of the board, which enables a wide range of
peripherals (such as printers) to be connected via SKT6.
Above the memory subsystem, in Figure 17.2.2, is the TV interface, which connects via SKT9 to the aerial
socket of a standard UHF TV receiver.
The remaining components on the board, at the top and right, are part of the power supply for HEKTOR.
Mains power, transformed down to a lower voltage, connects to SKT8, from where it is converted into a
stable DC electrical supply required by the electronic components on the HEKTOR board.

2.3

Inside the processor:

Figure 17.2.3

Structure of the processor.

Figure 17.2.3, is a simplified diagram of the internal structure of a processor (of which the 8085
microprocessor in HEKTOR is a typical example), all my data upon this microprocessor I feel certain that
Martin and Ken took it.
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The processor contains four main groups of components:
1. The registers.
2. The arithmetic / logic unit (ALU)
3

The control unit.

4 The internal bus.
Of these components, the internal bus (like the microcomputer bus of the computer as a whole) acts as a
common intercommunication facility for the other components.
The registers hold data within the processor.
Some hold data for a specific purpose related to the operation of the computer, and others are available for
general use by the program designer as a small but convenient memory.

2.3.1. The arithmetic / logic unit:
The arithmetic / logic unit is shown in Figure 17.2.3, as the ALU.
It is the ALU that performs an actual processing operation on data, as directed by a machine instruction
following its fetching into, and interpretation by, the control unit.
Suppose two data items, each representing numbers, are being added together; a typical processing
operation.
One of the numbers to be added is assumed to be stored in the accumulator register; the second number may
be in one of the general registers in the register array.
The machine instruction calling for the addition operation will specify which general register.
In interpreting this instruction, the control unit will first cause the second number to be copied into the
temporary register, via the internal bus.
The ALU will then perform the addition, usually returning the results – via the internal bus – to the
accumulator, where it replaces the original number.
The result of the operation is avail – in the accumulator. but it is also useful to have a summary of the
features of the results.
This is the purpose of the flags in the flag register.
There is a flag – a simple yes / no indicator –, which indicates whether the result was zero, or not, another
which indicates the sign of the results – positive or negative - , and so on.
Other machine instructions can test individual flags and behave accordingly.
Thus, it is possible to execute one sequence of instructions if the result of a previous addition is positive and
a different sequence if the result was negative.
The ALU can be instructed to perform a variety of arithmetic operation such as addition and subtraction, and
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Logical operations such as AND and OR.
There are, of course, separate machine instructions for each type of operation, and different processors have
different instruction sets.
However, these simple operations available in the instruction set can be combined by the programmer so as
to provide arbitrarily complex processing operations.
Multiplication, by repeated addition, is one example.

2.3.2. The program counter:

Figure 17.2.4

Figure 17.2.5

fetching an instruction.

Figure 17.2.4. Memory locations and addresses.
One of the registers in the register array of Figure 17.2.3 has a single special purpose.
It is called the program counter, and it holds information specifying the location in memory of the next
machine instruction to be executed by the processor.
The memory consists of a collection of identical memory locations, each of which can hold a piece of data
or part of a machine instruction.
In most microcomputers, a machine instruction occupies one, two or three adjacent locations.
Each location is identified by a unique number called its address, and consecutive locations in memory have
consecutive addresses, as shown in Figure 17.2.4.
If that is true then one unique, number is missing in a program by which you can insert data from the
desktop into it.
Suppose that the list of instructions forming a program is stored in an area of memory, and that the first
instruction in the program – that is the one occupying the location with the lowest address – occupies the
single location with address 100.
In order to execute this program, the program counter – or PC register – must contain the address 100.
The first action of the processor in executing this program is to communicate the address in the PC to the
memory subsystem, via the address part of the computer bus – see Figure 17.2.3.
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How this address can be stored in the PC will be discussed later.
The memory responds by communicating the information stored in the address location back to the
processor via the data part of the computer bus.
This information is stored within the control unit of the processor as the machine instruction it is to execute.
This fetching of an instruction summarized schematically in Figure 17.2.5.
The instruction is then ready for interpretation and execution by the control unit of the processor – possibly
using its ALU
However, the control unit, before executing the instruction, increases by one the number stored in the PC
register.
Then, having completed the instruction execution, the PC will be ‘pointing’ to the next location in memory,
which in this example has the address 101 and contains the second instruction in the program.
The second fetch / execute sequence can then begin automatically.
Some machine instructions may occupy two or three memory locations.
Likewise, with my rail way lay out every signal contained a memory cell; every train had codes to identify
itself to the signal memory unit.
It then identify the train than fetch the instructions from the main memory and executed such machine codes
it received in to functions as points closed = 0: points open = 1: power ground = 0: power overhead = 1: and
so on to cover all possibilities.
In these cases, there are extra ‘fetches’ with the PC contents increased by one each time, before the ‘execute’
phase of the sequence.
For much of the time, the instructions in a program are fetched and executed in the order that they are stored
in memory.
However, sometimes, the programmer will want to interfere with this natural sequence.
An example already mentioned is that of using the value of a flag to decide which of two sections of
program should be executed next.
A simple instruction, which enables the program sequencing to diverge from the natural order, is the jump
type of instruction.
This instruction includes a memory address.
When the instruction is executed, the address part of the instruction is simply stored in the PC register.
Then, as the processor moves on automatically to the next fetch / execute sequence, the new instruction will
fetch from the location whose address specified in the jump instruction.
NOTE: the reason why I am covering it is to prove that I understand what I am doing in both the IGV and
the Rail control systems; automation, I have always accepted as the key to future progress: I understand
many do not understand this need.
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2.3.3. The control unit:
The control unit – Figure 17.2.3 – of the processor already mentioned in the context of the interpretation of
machine instructions.
The control unit issues the sequence of electronic signals, which trigger the transfer of data of all types both
inside and outside the processor.
For example, within the processor, they cause the transfer of data from a general-purpose register to the
temporary register.
Other control signals define which operation, of the several available, is to be performed by the ALU during
the execution of a processing instruction.
Similarly, the control unit issues control signal sequences on the control panel of the computer bus Figure
17.2.3, which enable properly timed data transfers between the processor and memory – or interfaces.
This timing aspect of the control signals is achieved by the use of a clock signal, a regularly space sequence
of electrical pulses or ‘ticks’.
Consider again the instruction fetch sequence of Figure 17.2.5.
At one clock tick, the control unit will cause the PC’s contents to be made available on the address bus.
Clearly, it will take some time before the memory can respond by placing the required machine instruction
on the data bus.
Therefore, the control unit will wait for one or more clock ticks before accepting the instruction from the
data bus.
Besides timing this data transfer, the control unit will have to define the direction of data transfer.
One of the signals making up the control bus indicates to the memory whether the addressed location is to
have data read from it or written into it.
That is, is the direction of data transfer to the processor from the memory, or vice versa?
Besides the control, bus signals that allow for the orderly transfer of data via the bus, there is another group
of signals, which enables events outside the computer to influence the normal sequence of program
execution.
These are termed interrupt signals.
When the control unit of the processor receives an interrupt signal, it suspends program execution – after
completing the execution of the current instruction – and performs some special action, depending on
which of several types of interrupt is received.
Typically, the interrupt will be a request for attention from some peripheral device, and the effect of the
interrupt is similar to that of a ‘jump’ instruction; that is, the processor starts executing a separate piece of
program called an interrupt handler, which will perform the operations required by the peripheral device.
A special type of interrupt is the reset signal.
This signal is generated automatically when the computer is first switched on – and there also may be a
reset switch that the computer operator can use.
In HEKTOR, the reset signal sets the PC contents to zero, thus enabling the program, which is stored in
memory at address zero to be executed.
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This solves the problem of how to set the program counter to a known address, a necessary preliminary to
allowing the automatic fetch / execute sequence of the processor to take control of the computer.
Bank upon this document, you ought to be able to judge if or if not I could had created a railway display
fully automatic operation or not.
The unmanned models of the Levity Disc operated on a critical sequencing of functions required for perfect
operation.
So far, you have still only read a small amount of Searl’s life and work, his knowledge and interest all adds
up to show that the subject matter is based on reality (or fantasy if you prefer); you make the choice.
This document released to the public by the authority of:

Prof. John Roy Robert Searl Head of Human Studies.
Automation and Robotics for the advancement of the Searl Technology.
The Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G) and Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I.G.V).
To all those who have requested details of my life in the Midlands, as most of you have never read all my
books which I have written, I will just insert a few maps covering the area I worked and lived, please note
that Hollywood ran out of time so they never got around to cover Suffolk or the Midlands areas.

A district I knew well as I cover 11 districts within my work: on this map above I got my coco three times a
week and boy it sure was hot.
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These maps cover all the articles written by me about my time before I married and then later after I left
my Mortimer home and return to this district that is correct Roy.
I know that Princes End: where I meet my wife after 31 years I wished I had left here there, is most likely
vanished by now the line of toilets at the back of the garden, A shed no door to wash just cold running water,
yes I sure know that area.
I took my property owner to Wednesbury court charged her with stealing my property while I was serving in
the military.
West Bromwich, yes I work as submarine seamless pipes inspector to pass or fail them, Also worked at
Carters green cinema, now no longer a cinema but it was then in 1952.
Great Bridge, yes lived there used the market place for food evenings work second job as projectionist at the
cinema there.
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My sincere thanks to the Civil Aviation Authority, who compile this data that played a major role in the
studies in the design of the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I.G.V) ; without this data I would not known of these
problems with conventional aircraft.
As stated, I am only using one whole year of air accidents as a model relating to structure failure that year
selected was 1971.
Structures for flight often are cut close to the thin line of no go and go, which means as long as no problem
occurs the structure holds good, but if problem occur then structure cannot cope with the surge of energy it
needs to disperse, therefore it disintegrates.
Todays heavy passenger’s aircraft making a bad touchdown, are more likely to suffer material fatigue,
which could and often does cause actual destruction of the aircraft as a whole, which is without question no
good for your health.
Understanding these problems, as to how to disperse sudden surges of energy is a major issue, which applies
to all transportation systems regardless.
To that of material problems, you also have to add those of human life that needs to be coping with.
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TABLE 5. ACCIDENTS CLASSIFIED BY PHASE OF OPERATION AND NATURE OF
FLIGHT:

Hello Flowerbower yes I am watching you watching me watching you, how are you son you beautiful
flower, this is my world of reality – not your world of insanity.
Keep watching over your shoulder if you see a man with a cane in his hand, that’s I; the can is searching for
your arse to give it the best welcome it has ever experience in its life.
That sure will be a great day for your arse, I know where you are, as stated I am playing a game with you,
just for now.
You pick the wrong man when you pick me for your poison pen letters, as you will discover that I do not
treat evil people kindly.
I have delivered this data upon aircraft accidents in blocks, mainly to avoid boring readers, and yet to show
the truth what I was involved in at what times and where, in answer to all who wrote me about evil claims
against me what am I going to do, you have to answer them
That is precisely what this book on the web is about placing in the public domain the facts involving the past
wherever it is possible to recover the facts, what is involved today, and what our plans for the future are and
if funds are available, where are the workplaces and the workforces.
Therefore, this story has no ending because it is a living story of reality, which will continue after I have
gone for good, because it is the future that is meant to be, the dreams of men and women for knowledge and
a better life than presently exists on planet Earth.
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TABLE 6 ACCIDENTS CLASSIFIED BY TYPE OF ACCIDENT AND NATURE OF FLIGHT:

As a matter of interest upon the question of when did I first went airborne; the answer is simple it was from
Birmingham to Northolt London with my wife on coronation day of our present Queen.
I know why you said the Lord’s Prayer before taking off – the landing was so bad that a drunk could had
done a better job of it – he must had landed with his eyes shut – then it was an Irish crew, what can you
expect!
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TABLE 6 ACCIDENTS CLASSIFIED BY TYPE OF ACCIDENT AND NATURE OF FLIGHT
(Continued)

Sorry just remember that was not my first airborne trip, I had flown before I ever meet a girl. From North
holt London to Dublin, then I discover why the need to say the Lord’s prayer before take off.
The landing was so heavy a drunk could had done a better job of it, he must had tried to show he could land
with his eyes shut; then it was an Irish crew what else could I expect; clearly the cabin crew had grown use
to it and consider it just a bumper car practice.
If you think that was bad – you are wrong – you should had been on that bus that took me from the airport to
Dublin centre.
The driver must had fancy himself driving a gaint amour tank in the front line as he ripped down the center
of the road at speed as if his arse was on fire, a mircle – by heavens it was that I got there in one piece.
When he stopped I continue on my way, which prove not a good idea as I tried to pass through metal wall,
which are possible for spirits to do, but not for the living.
I returned by sea; by the St. Patrict to Hollyhead then train back to London, which I considered a safeter
route, and it was.
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TABLE 7 ACCIDENTS CLASSIFIED BYAPPARENT CAUSE AND NATURE OF FLIGHT:

Yes, I expect you are surprised on how accidents happen, my problem is solving why they actually happen
and what can be done to see that SWALLOW COMMAND do not make such errors in their operations.
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TABLE 7 ACCIDENTS CLASSIFIED BY APPARENT CUSE AND NATURE OF FLIGHT:
(Continued)

These are not good records for any company to have attached to them, and SWALLOW COMMAND must
see that their operations never ever are listed in any one of these reports as shown in this book, not even if
they do fly conventional aircraft from time to time.
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TABLE 7 ACCIDENTS CLASSIFIED BY APPARENT CAUSE AND NATURE OF FLIGHT:
(Continued)

Here we see a problem that some accidents leave no clear indication as to why it happen, and therefore no
solution can be offered to prevent such happening again – or was it an pilot error.
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TABLE 7 ACCIDENTS CLASSIFIED BY APPARENT CAUSE AND NATURE OF FLIGHT:
(Continued)

This completes seven tables so far within this book, dealing with accidents in 1971 from which I can obtain
a mental picture of the problems, which have occurred.
Taking off engine could fail; I accept that as possible, what my mind question is why did it.
Was the climb out far too steep for the load being carried?
Alternatively, was it fuel related problem, I was lucky that engine failure never occurred during all my
flying hours.
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In this release; I shall re-do three passed subjects in the effort to help you to understand what I am involved
in, or connected with.
I may not be in any kind of sport, no interest at all, far too busy worrying about you and your future families
that might appear that they may have hope in the future to see a better life than you may be experiencing at
this time.
The one thing which gets my goat is people like George Best who had an alcohol problem was given a new
liver – why on earth waste time and money plus a organ that are in short supply on a person like that, who I
knew would destroyed it did not require intelligence to identify that would happen.
I would never give a liver to a person suffering from alcoholism; they achieved that condition by show off
then let them show off what dying is like as an alcoholism state death.
Alcoholism is a disease and it is unfair to give a liver to someone who will not look after it.
In fact, it is an insult to people who have given their organs hoping to do good.
It makes me think twice about being on the donor register; I would be very upset if my organs went to
someone who had already wasted their own.
However, how far down the track do we go with only treating worthy causes?
I think more people would donate if they knew their parts were going to a good home.
One minute we are being asked to consider the opt-out scheme, next thing we hear negative stories like this
may well put many people off donating their organs; I do not really care – when I am dead, I will not need
them anymore.
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Human Facts.
Sea urchins share many of the same genes as humans. On the face of it, it seems an unlikely cousin.
The spiky underwater invertebrate more closely related to people than are flies or worms, and share more
than 7000 of the same genes.
Within an urchin’s DNA is closely associated with human disorders; including muscular dystrophy and
Huntingdon’s disease.
Other genes include those that humans need for taste, smell, hearing, balance and perhaps most surprisingly,
vision.
Sea urchins can apparently see, or at least sense light, through their feet.
Another unexpected find was that sea urchins have a unique and complex immune system, which in some
respects out performs those of much more advanced animals.
Experts have identified 23,300 genes made from 814 million strands of DNA taken from the California
purple urchin.
One of the biggest shocks was the discovery that the creatures have inate sense of vision.
These organisms have been looked at for 31 years or more and now we know all that time they were looking
back at us. No one would have predicted that sea urchins have such a robust gene set of visual perception.
The creature has been widely studied for many years. They lay millions of eggs and their transparent
embryos reveal all their working parts.
Humans have about 100,000 genes.
Therefore, when you jump into the bed and find your girlfriend all prickly you will understand why that she
has more sea urchins genes than female human genes in her makeup, but watch out for her feet that might
have vision capability.
This might not interest you, but it does to me as there are far too many children and adults who have
damaged genes because their parents were not check to see if they were ok to bred and have passed on
damaged genes.
If we could mass-produce these creatures; at a rate that could generate sight for the blind and other
improvements for life that would be a wonderful achievement.
This also can apply to other animals that we kill for food chain, if they grew human parts in place of their
present parts; would be a great achievement in giving those who suffer a better lease on life.
What about the blood, if we could mass-produce it, think of the lives it can save these days.
The problem of deep space exploration, any major accident with flight crew, they will depend on what
materials are available to save life onboard; we must learn and understand ourselves in terms of reality and
not baby talk of fantasy.
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NUTRITION IS ESSENTIALLY A VERY SIMPLE THING:

Eggs are not such bad things and are a better
friend to have than a kebab or a Viennese whirl.

I have stated so many times what a track record our experts have, before I remind you of this one let me
make it clear when I can afford eggs I eat them every day regardless.
After years of being falsely accused of causing heart disease and clogging arteries, the good old-fashioned
egg has been enjoying its recent releases from the Unhealthy Food Club, where it shared a cell with high-fat
cheese and the potato waffle.
The egg is now at the gym with its old friends the mackerel and the blueberry.
Yogurt tried to join but was turned away after a dispute about how much fat it contained.
I have to admit that I was never one for yogurt.
Nothing gets past the healthy food police.
Nothing, except the obvious.
Just let me remind you of my young days that is fifty years ago, a successful advertising campaign urged us
to go to work on an egg – so I went to work on two eggs.
Decades later, as our knowledge of nutrients, cholesterol and saturated fats grew; we began to label what we
ate, I found the labels did not taste very good.
However, they were useful, as the waste out got label, use in 4 days once defrosted.
In addition, that was when the humble egg was rebranded from natural source of protein and vitamins to
potential bringer of Death.
It’s OK said the experts, if you have two a week but any more and you will risk raising your cholesterol –
and we all know that cholesterol is bad.
In addition, as usual new research tells us this was all rubbish that is not news to me, I knew that so I started
eating two eggs a day, and still do when I can afford to buy eggs.
Eggs do not raise Cholesterol levels.
Eggs in fact are not such bad things and are better friend than a Kebab or a Viennese whirl, which so far I
have never tried a kebab whatever they are but I have been naughty and have eaten 6 Viennese whirls
secretly, so please don’t tell anyone what I have done, we will keep it a secret.
I will avoid the obvious route here and not poke fun at the pursuit of temporary truths that is evidence-based
health care.
Suffice to say that research – no matter how robust – is really no substitute for thinking.
Instead, I invite you to chat about the exciting near-science of nutritionism, which is the process of
understanding and meeting the nutritional needs of people including SWALLOW COMMAND flight crew
of long mission durations in deep space.
Its emergence has led to technicians playing with all sorts of previously dull foods to ensure they contain
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more omega-3 or less saturated fat.
Nutritionism says the key to understanding food is examining and reorganising its nutrients.
That does not say that I am convinced they are right.
Now, I don’t have anything against nutritionists and I don’t mind omega-3but, as healthcare professionals,
shouldn’t we be cautious of intervening too much?
Nutrition is fundamentally a simple thing, summed up wonderfully by the American writer and campaigner
Michael Pollan: Eat food.
Not too much.
Mostly plants.
Like others, he is concerned about the industry we have constructed around the inventing, processing and
marketing of foodstuffs.
All future nurses who will be employed with the Searl International Space Research Consortium complex
will know changing unhealthy habits is difficult, and that an ever-shifting evidence base makes for complex
and contradictory messages.
Food is better than foodstuffs.
Plants are better than processed stuff.
Meat and fish are probably fine if you do not fill them with rubbish before you kill them.
In addition, eggs?
Eggs are fine.
This is just common sense, isn’t it?
In addition, wasn’t that always the nurse’s best friend?
This is just one of hundreds of problems, which must be solved before mans journey to Mars and beyond
can commence as a business.
I hope you have enjoy reading this issue, and many more issues will be aired, things are moving faster today
in trying to solve problems then every before, man will travel on long term missions in space, but we are not
yet quite ready for that day.
This document released to the public by authority of:

Prof. John Roy Robert Searl. Head of Human Studies.
Medical Division – Manned Flight/
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THIS IS THE CONTINUE ARTICLE FROM CHAPTER 16.
EARTH-TO-MARS TRAJECTORY CHARACTERISTICS:
For the best utilisation of the available rocket energy, the relative motion and position of the planets about
the Sun must be considered, since the spacecraft itself, once freed from the Earth’s gravitational pull,
becomes a member – planetoid – of the solar system and, therefore, subject to the same inertial forces.
As a result of the changing planetary relationships, the available time departure – launch date -, the speed of
travel, and the time of the flight, and the flight path change continually.
Of prime significance in scheduling, an interplanetary trip is the knowledge that a free-falling – orbiting –
body travels in an imaginary plane, which passes through the centre of a controlling body.
For an Earth-to-Mars interplanetary spacecraft, this controlling body is first the Earth, then the Sun, then
Mars, and again the Sun.
Within each of these planes, the spacecraft follows certain geometric paths that are mathematically definable
and predictable.
The trajectory path describes various conic figures: Earth orbit: ellipse; Earth escape: hyperbola; Suncentred transfer orbit: ellipse; Mars encounter and escape: hyperbola; and Sun-centred permanent orbit:
ellipse.

Near-Earth Ascent:
Well Flowerbower you are about to learn more about reality then you know at this date.
I will start this next statement on the next page because I do not wish to break it up into sections.
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Figure 17.2.1 Typical near-Earth ascent trajectory profile – in near-Earth ascent trajectory plane – for
Mariner – Mars 1964 spacecraft.
The ascent phase for mission – Figure 17.2-1 – could by divided into three portions:
1. The power-flight ascent;
2. The parking-orbit coast;
3. The post injection ascent.
The powered-flight ascent consists of the Atlas D and Agena D thrust periods. At the end of the first Agena
D thrust period, the Agena D / spacecraft combination is placed in a nearly circular parking orbit at an
altitude of approximately 188 km – 117.5 statute miles -.
The Agena D / spacecraft combination “coasts” in this orbit until the optimum point is reached for a final
thrust phase – near perigee or closest point of the required escape hyperbola - , at which time the Agena D
thrust period and, consequently, when the spacecraft is “injected” into its hyperbolic orbit away from the
Earth.
The post injection ascent describes an escape hyperbola with the Earth’s center as its principal focus.A
characteristic of the escape trajectory is that after a few hours the spacecraft travels essentially radially away
from the Earth along the outgoing asymptote of the escape hyperbola.
This asymptote is a straight line parallel to the outgoing radial – a straight line connecting Earth’s center
and the geocentric point in space at which the spacecraft finally escapes the pull of the Earth’s
gravitational fieldHow about that Flowerbower, can your sarcastic brain comprehend yet and accept with my understanding of
reality? Regardless, here everyone can see that you must be just a paid troll on YouTube with an evil streak.
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The spacing between these two lines is determined by the eccentricity of the hyperbola, which is, in turn,
determined by the velocity of the spacecraft at the time of injection.
The direction of the outgoing radial is defined by its celestially referenced right ascension and declination.
The value of the right ascension and declination is determined from the relative positions of Earth at launch
and Mars at encounter, and remains essentially fixed for a given launch date.
Since the launch site remains at a fixed geographic latitude, the requirement of the near-Earth ascent phase is
to match the powered-flight portion – which begins at the launch site – to the required escape velocity
vector.
The direction of this vector is determined by the asymptote of the escape hyperbola.
The hyperbolic excess velocity is the geocentric velocity – the velocity in relation to the Earth’s centre –,
which the spacecraft attains a few days after launch as it becomes free of the gravitational pull of the earth.
The magnitude of this velocity is proportional to the square root of the injection energy.
The outgoing radial and the geocentric position of the launch site define the plane of the near-Earth ascent
trajectory.
The injection energy – that energy required to effect the ballistic transfer from Earth to Mars – is at a
minimum every 25 months.
This time period is determined by the harmonic relationship between the duration of time required by Mars
and the Earth to complete their orbital revolutions about the Sun – approximately 687 and 365 days,
respectively.
Any launch other than one at optimum time requires an increase in injection energy and a resultant decrease
in allowable spacecraft weight.
For a given spacecraft weight, there is a corresponding value of injection energy which is achievable by
the launch vehicle.
For any available energy above the absolute minimum, there is a corresponding launch interval – number of
days – in which the spacecraft can be launched.
Each day in this launch interval has its own launch period or “window” of only several hours or minutes.
This launch window results from several interrelated restrictions and conditions:
1. The geographically fixed launch site on the surface of the Earth.
2. The Earth’s centre point.
3. The geocentrically referenced location and direction of injection into an Earth-escape hyperbolic
orbit.
The range of locations and directions varies with celestial latitude of Mars at encounter and with Earth’s
own orbit position and, therefore, does not change significantly for any given day.
4. The rotation of the Earth about its axis.
5. The 930 to 1110 East of true North – North referenced to the Earth’s axis rather than to the
magnetic poles – geographic launch range or corridor.
Hello, Flowerbower, are you still there or has your illicit brain overloaded and shut down? Well we all hope
so, if it prevents seeing your nonsense and sanity on YouTube.
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This is an Air Force Eastern Test Range – AFETR – safety restriction to minimise the hazard to
populated areas below the launch vehicle ascent path.
The parking-orbit coast time decreases as the time of launch is delayed during a daily launch window, since
the angle between the launch-site position vector and the outgoing radial – projected backward – gets
smaller as the Earth rotates.
The change in both launch azimuth and parking orbit coast time results in a wide geographic range of
injection locations.
The effect of the Earth’s rotation is to move the launch site eastward 15 degree hour and to change
continuously the required launch azimuth to coincide with the continuously inclining spacecraft orbit plane.
This is why the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I.G.V) has an advantage over the rocket concept of space travel.
The launch site, Earth centre point, and asymptote of the escape hyperbola will all be in the orbit plane of
the spacecraft when the location and direction conditions of injection are satisfied.
Since the launch azimuth, increases as the time of launch increases, the period of time during a day is
limited, which the required range of azimuth headings is available.
This period of time defines the launch window.

Heliocentric Transfer:
The heliocentric – Sun-centred – transfer orbit is an ellipse that essentially intersects Earth at launch and the
planet Mars at encounter, with the Sun at one focus.
The hyperbolic excess velocity vector and the Earth’s velocity vector about the Sun add vectorially to
determine the velocity at which the spacecraft is launched “forward” from the Earth’s orbital velocity, the
magnitude of the spacecraft’s resultant velocity vector is larger – relative to the Sun - than that of the
Earth’s velocity vector.
As the spacecraft then travels outward from the Sun, it decreases in speed and the Earth finally passes it – as
viewed from the Sun -.
The minimum velocity required to escape the pull of the Earth’s gravitational field is approximately 11.18
km / sec – 6.95 statute miles / sec -; the actual velocity required to reach Mars is approximately 11.44 km /
sec – 7.11 status miles / sec.
The additional velocity is necessary to move the spacecraft out further away from the Sun and to displace it
from the ecliptical plane – the orbital plane of the Earth as projected on the celestial sphere1 – on a
trajectory suitable for intersection of the orbital plane of Mars – as projected on the celestial sphere – at the
optimum time for planetary encounter.
1

An imaginary sphere of infinite radius, with the observer at its centre, on which all celestial bodies
except the Earth appear to be projected.

Mars Encounter:
During the encounter with Mars, the primary source of gravitational attraction is the planet itself.
The trajectory of the spacecraft is similar to that during the near-Earth ascent phase – both described by
hyperbolas -, except that during Mars encounter the spacecraft travels along an incoming hyperbolic path.
In addition, the altitude of closest approach to Mars is several times greater for the Mars encounter phase
than for the near-Earth ascent phase.
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Heliocentric Orbit:
After Mars encounter and a hyperbolic escape from the gravitational pull of that planet, the spacecraft
begins a new heliocentric orbit.
The parameters of the new elliptic orbit differ greatly from those of the preencounter orbit because of large
inertial perturbations introduced during the encounter.
Summing up: it would be best that the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I.G.V) should once clear of Earth’s
atmosphere increase velocity to 9.00 statute miles / second and once clear of Earth’s gravitational field
increase velocity to 12.00 statute miles / sec to push away from Sun.

MARINER-MARS 1964 TRAJECTORY DESIGN:
Determination of Launch Interval and Arrival Dates:
In order to determine the acceptable launch intervals and trajectory characteristics for the Mariner-Mars
1964 mission, studies of the relationship between flight time, launch date, and injection energy were
required.
Six major factors had to be considered in the preliminary trajectory design:
1. Desire for scientific data gathering during a close flyby and transmission of the data back to Earth.
2. Use of the Atlas D/Agena D launch vehicle and an approximately 189 km – 117.5 statute mile –
nearly circular parking orbit.
3. Launchings of two spacecraft with at least a two-day separation in arrival dates.
4. Launchings from two separate launch pads with a maximum launch azimuth spread of from 900 to
1140 east of true north.
In order to maximise the probability of launching two spacecraft, it was necessary to maximise the
size of the launch window and thus the launch corridor.
Therefore, permission was granted for a launch corridor of 900 to 1140, instead of the usual 930 to
1110.
5. Use of an attitude-stabilised spacecraft: with the Sun and the star Canopus as reference bodies.
6. A maximum allowable Earth-spacecraft communications distance of approximately 250 million km
– 156 million statute miles.
Two possible types of trajectories may be used:
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The type 1 trajectories are characterised by a heliocentric transfer angle of less than 1800 from launch to
encounter.
The total transfer angle for type II trajectories lies between 1800 and 3600.
Longer flight times and communications distance at encounter are allowed by the type II trajectories.
In order to increase the probability of launching two spacecraft, a launch period composed of both type I and
type II trajectories was selected to provide a maximum number of launch of launch days.
The two types of possible trajectories are represented in Figure 17.2-2 and 17.2-3 as two sets of closed
contours.

Figure 17.2.2.

Time of flight as a function of launch date.

As may be seen, the energy contours for both types provided overlapping flight times and communications
distances at encounter.
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Figure 17.2.3. Earth-Mars communications distance as a function of launch date.
After careful study of all possible trajectories, a decision was made to use those with small variations in
arrival dates.
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Since the relative positions of Earth, Mars, and the Sun are fixed for a given arrival date, the selection of
constant arrival-date trajectories allowed the use of a fixed high-gain antenna on the spacecraft.
Also, because of the relatively constant spacecraft approach direction and velocity, the use of a fixed aiming
point was permitted.
A single arrival date was not allowable, however, because of the requirement for a separation of at least 2
days between the Mars encounter of each Mariner-Mars 1964 spacecraft.
The 1965 arrival dates selected – July 15 and 17 for type I trajectories, July 17 and 19 for type II trajectories
– resulted in trajectories with near minimum energy for each launch date – Figure 17.2.4. In addition,
insured that a maximum possible launch interval would be available once the spacecraft were built and the
maximum injection energies attainable were calculated.

Launch Date,

Figure 17.2.4

Geocentric injection energy as a function of launch date.

The communications distances at encounter for the selected dates varied from 217.5 to 221.7 million km –
135.2 to 137.8 million statute miles.
It was felt at that time that the maximum communications distance would be 251 million km – 156 million
statute miles, reached approximately 25 days after encounter; thus, sufficient time would remain after
encounter for two complete transmissions of the television picture data.
During the actual Mariner IV flight, however, telemetry contact was maintained to a distance of
approximately 309.2 million km – 192.2 million statute miles – on the 78th day after encounter.
Because of the direct relationship between the injection energy achievable from the launch vehicle and the
weight of the spacecraft, a trade-off between the length of the firing period and the spacecraft weight
existed.
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Figure 17.2.5

Definition of B∙T, B∙R system.

Once the spacecraft weight of approximately 261 kg – 575 lb – was established, a launch interval of
approximately 27 days was calculated.

Aiming Point Determination:
Studies were also to determine the region near Mars most desirable for flyby.
This aiming point could be specified by a vector B directed from the center of Mars to the point at which the
incoming asymptote pierced the T-R plane.
This plane, shown in Figure 17.2-5, is defined to be normal to the incoming asymptote of the spacecraft
approach hyperbola, T is a unit vector parallel to the ecliptic plane, and R is normal to T.
The aiming point is usually defined by its two components B∙T and B∙R or by its magnitude B – from the
center of Mars – and the polar angle φ measured from T to R.
Spacecraft design and planetary-science-experiment consideration imposed numerous constraints on the
selection of the aiming point; among the more important constraints were:
1. The Sun-probe – spacecraft – near limb of Mars angle – SPM – had to be greater than 00 during the
entire encounter phase, since the Sun served as both a power source and a reference body for the
attitude-control subsystem.
Thus the aiming point must be outside the SPM = 00 contour in Figure 17.2.6 – calculated for a
November 15, 1964, launch.
2 No part of Mars or its Moons could fall within a region ±260 in clock angle and 920 ± 360 in cone
angle during the encounter phase so that Canopus would be the only detectable body within the
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Figure 17.2.6: Aiming point and constraint regions for type I trajectory launch with a November 15, 1964,
launch date, and a July 15, 1965, arrival date.
Canopus-sensor field of view: - the Canopus-probe-near limb of Mars angle - CPM – had to be greater
than 360 during the entire encounter phase.
Therefore, the aiming point must be outside the region defined by CPM = 360 in Figure 17.2.6.
3

It was desirable for the spacecraft to pass within 40,200 km = 25,000 statute miles of the surface of
the planet to insure a maximum scientific return from the fields and particles experiments on the
spacecraft and the desired picture resolution from the television experiment.

4

The aiming point had to lie between 00 and 900 from the T-axis in the T-R plane – Figure 17.2.5.
This constraint was necessary to ensure that the planet would fall within the field of view of the
planetary-scan system and to provide a picture trace across a desirable region of the planet.
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5

The Earth-probe-near limb of Mars angle – EPM – had to be less than 00 sometimes during the
encounter phase to enable the spacecraft to pass behind Mars – as seen from earth.
Then the occultation experiment could be performed to determine the characteristics of the Martian
atmosphere.
Thus, the aiming point had to lie within the region defined by EPM = 00 in Figure 17.2-6.

6

The probability that the spacecraft would impact Mars had to be less than 10-4.
Therefore, the region defined by impact probability – IMP = 10-4 in Figure 17.2.6 had to be avoided.

After careful consideration of the constraints, aiming points were selected to lie on the centreline of the
Earth’s occultation contour with B = 12,068 km – 7,500 statute miles.
Since the centreline varied slightly with trajectory type and arrival date, the aiming point would change
slightly also.
The precise arrival time had to be selected also and was chosen so that the spacecraft could be viewed by the
Goldstone Deep Space Communication Complex during the encounter sequence.
Since the television sequence was designed to occur before closest approach, the arrival time – defined as
the time of closest approach to Mars – was chosen to be 1 hour past the middle of the Goldstone-view
period.
I will break at this point; one can see the task involved to plan a trip to Mars, certainly not on a credit card.
This document released to the public by the authority of:

Prof. John Roy Robert Searl Head of Research and Development.
Manned Flight Division.
Space is mans future, all the materials which are here plus others which are not here are sitting there unused;
problem the present cost to collect them – that is where the challenge lies – how to get them within an
economic value.
One day that will happen, as the cycle, car, aircraft, Phone etc have already arrived as stepping-stones to the
stars, so shall man follow the path to the cosmos and no doubt, if man survives time will reach the far
corners of space.
We today may never know the truth of the universe for we are just learning to crawl it will take time before
we can run, but we shall in the end run.
To the young, you are entering a period where science will leap forward in bounces, you will see things,
which I shall never live to see – all that I can wish you is that it will be for the good of humankind.
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TIME MOVES FORWARDS LIKE A FLOWING RIVER FROM TIME TO TIME SOME
OF US FREEZE A FRAME OF TIME AS A RECORD – I HAVE FROOZED TIME
FRAMES MANY TIMES SOME OF WHICH YOU HAVE SEEN IN THIS BOOK.
You have seen this equipment showing the voltage output of a plate to the German TV Pro7 program, just to
remain you

LeCroy Digital Oscilloscopes 9300 series, which was used for the interview with the
German TV Pro7 program they spent one whole day filming at my Grahame Park Estate
address.

This is Tayfun: the man who supplied that scope, by which we were
able for the first time to watch what that plate structure was doing.

Amazed by what we saw on the screen, the waveforms are almost
perfect which surprises that it is even possible to form patterns. The
lower half of the waveform is more symmetrical while the top half
had a small amount of saturation.

There are some good people remaining on planet Earth but in much lesser numbers than the 60s, they are
hard to find, but from time to time one appears, to them the rest of us should thank them for helping this
planet.
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:

The program under research and development related to the project Star Ship Ezekiel MKV that entailed
materials, equipment and Homo sapiens – well Homo sapiens material will come under medical, and
equipment will come under equipment.
So this document relates to materials: in itself, it is a nightmare of products to select from, therefore the first
thing we need to do is to understand what are we are talking about.
I will be talking about materials, their properties, which is vital for Swallow Command research and
development work.

ABLATIVES:
Materials used for the outward dissipation of extremely high heats by mass removal.
Their most common use is as an external heat shield to protect supersonic aerospace vehicles from an
excessive build up of heat caused by air friction at the surface.
The ablative material must have a low thermal conductivity in order that the heat may remain concentrated
in the thin surface layer.
As the surface of the ablator melts or sublimes, it is wiped away by the frictional forces that simultaneously
heat newly exposed surfaces.
The heat is carried off with the material removed.
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The less material that is lost, the more efficient is the material.
The ablative material also should have a high thermal capacity in the solid, liquid, and gaseous states; a high
heat of fusion and evaporation; and a high heat of dissociation of its vapors.
The ablative agent, or ablator, is usually a carbonaceous organic compound, such as a phenolic plastic.
That is why in press plus television news upon my work being Demo one, you see that I was using plastic
for the shells, now you know why.
As the dissociation products are lost as liquid or vapor, the char is held in place by the refractory reinforcing
fibers, still giving a measure of heat resistance.
The effective life of an ablative is short, calculated in seconds per millimeter of thickness for the distance
traveled in the atmosphere.
Single ablative materials seldom have all of the desirable factors, and thus composites are used.
Phenolic or epoxy resins are reinforced with asbestos fabric, carbonized cloth, or refractory fibers, such as
asbestos, fused silica, and glass.
The refractory fibers are incorporated for not only mechanical strength, but also have a function in the
ablative process, and surface-active agents may be added to speed the rate of evaporation.

Ablative paint:
For protecting woodwork, may be organic silicones, which convert to silica at temperatures above 20000F –
10930C.
Metals can resist temperatures higher than their melting point by convection cooling or thermal cooling,
which is heat protection by heat exchange with a coolant.
Thus, tungsten W 74 can be arc-melted in a copper Cu 29 kettle, which is cooled by circulating water.
The container metal must have high conductivity, and the heat must be quickly carried away and stored or
dissipated.
When convection cooling is difficult or not possible, cooling may be accomplished by a heat sink.
I am quoting this information to let you see what options I had for this work and how did I select them.
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Heat sink cooling:
Depends on the heat absorption capability of the structural material itself or backed up by another material
of higher heat absorption.
I am aware that copper Cu 29, beryllium Be 4, graphite, and beryllium oxide have been used.
A heat sink material should have high thermal conductivity, high specific gravity.
The use of carbon fibre in aircraft is growing
steadily.
Shown here is a Martin Baker carbon fibrereinforced composite ejection seat under test.
Man has advanced a long way since man first flew a
heavier than aircraft machine, both in science and in
technology, and has gone where no other animal has
been.
His sensors may be lacking in respect to other
animals, but makes up for it in brain capability.
Only problem with the Homo sapiens is their failures
to accept their body structure as great, where all
other animals do accept their bodies as nature
created them without complaining.
Hello, you forgot your aircraft!
I, Prof. John Searl, head of research and development have to be responsible for the materials he selects for
the studies being undertaken to generate a new concept in flight that can employ both air and space functions
for the benefit of commercial transportation
I do try to encourage companies and organisations involved in advanced, high performance, structural
composites throughout the world to come together to strengthen this rapidly growing, yet newly emerging,
basic manufacturing industry.
At this seminar, I stressed that a new manufacturing industry such as this needs a developing and expanding
market, not only for strategic defence reasons.
In addition, to develop further the applications of these materials in the widest possible range of engineering
and industrial products, which the Searl Technology can advance with designs for land, road, rail, and air
and space expansion, as a market business would indeed benefit this planet with increased employment of its
labour force.
Searl International Space Research Consortium has specialised divisions, each has to employ materials
within its research programs, and space exploration has the greatest demand on getting our sums right the
first time, and as a research and development unit, I do not just fly aircraft but also creating the future ones
yet to be,
Materials for me are vital issue, based upon that FACT; I need data from materials suppliers, and from a
technical section, involving all sectors of industry plus research organisations, designers, and universities.
Then Searl International Space research Consortium can be said to truly represent the whole of the globe
advanced composites industry that sure would be the day that technology base would create a better world.
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If the Government is really interested in encouraging new manufacturing industry then here is an ideal
example for support where Searl International Space Research Consortium is genuine demonstrator
programs of what it is undertaking in research and development which will yield substantial benefits in the
future for the world as a whole and not just a small part thereof.
The Governments should commit itself to the emerging Searl Technologies and if this technology is not
accepted the results will be increasing investments in pollution class products as usual.
No doubt in my mind that there will be an increase in investment in advanced materials but it will be abroad
and by 1990s they will I expect an even larger quantity of imported advanced composite materials in the UK
than the high figure noted currently, in the statistics covering carbon fibre products, for example:
Searl International Space Research Consortium underlined at its seminar that Britain is in danger of seeing
the US, Japan, France and Germany establishing better component manufacturers and design facilities.
This will give them a lead in industrial and general engineering applications because their national
commitment today to advanced composite materials for aerospace and defence products.
The Searl Technology is not, therefore, a mature business such as that covered by the British Plastics
Federation, but one at the beginning of a product life cycle.
To my mind, there is a need for better fabrication methods are needed, as well as an increase in types and
quality of composite materials, to meet the demands of Swallow Command, S.I.S.R.C. in general and NST
Ltd.
Searl Technology Ltd and Searl Magnetic Ltd would also benefit from better materials for its broader base
engineering research and development undertakings, which are in motion.
An understanding of ‘through’ and ‘life’ costs and parts consolidation needs to be acquired by Searl
technology engineers and specifiers if these materials are to be effectively used by Swallow Command and
its various units.
Unlike metals, composites lend themselves to complex integrated designs, providing a specific answer to my
engineering problems, which are many.
Therefore, computer-aided design, laminate analysis and comparative performance data banks are essential
for SWALLOW COMMAND engineers to make real progress with these materials.
Knowledge of fibre forms and polymer chemistry are also of the utmost importance.
These special features associated with a new industry underline the education and training requirements
throughout Searl Technologies complex throughout the world if this company are to have a viable and
competitive industry in the future.
There is a distinct shortage of skilled people in these fields and this problem must be addressed effectively
and urgently.
Because of the engineering and design requirements, it seems especially appropriate for companies to be
associated with Searl and his engineering and design teams.
I can only hope that this seminar document will serve to emphasise the opportunities for these structural
materials that will be required by SWALLOW COMMAND in an ever-increasing range of applications.
The future looks bright so turn on the lights and be seen, to hide is not the solution to the future, but be seen
creating, talking and demonstrating the future that shall be now; is the only solution available to secure that
future, don’t leave for tomorrow what you can do today.
Have faith in all that you do, without faith is there is no hope for planet earth.
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This should help you to understand the class of materials, which I used in my work during 1963 to 1979.
So far within this book you have only seen the value of just one hair of a human head that has been involved
within this study, from that statement you can guess this book will become the largest book ever to been
written by one man for the general public to read.
It has been a great pleasure just to look back upon my life; and remember the hell I have gone through to get
to old age.
It is good that we can freeze time frames, through which we can see what we have missed out on in life
when we grow old and no one cares about you anymore.
Those girls who gave you the signal to come and get it, and you run the other way instead, how now you
regret that event, that job that was offer and you refused it only to see too late what you have missed out on.
Yes, the S.E.G falls in the same category, people have the offer but lose out because they allow greed to rule
them.
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I will end this issue at this point as materials is a major requirement for research and development
undertakings and for you to understand the problems which are involved will be the only way you will
understand the world of reality is not all Gold.
This document released by the authority of:

Prof. John Roy Robert Searl Head of Research and Development.
Man flight division – human studies.
You may wonder what my life was like; from the marriage side unhappy, from my employment side I was
very happy, every day was exciting, something new to learn, something new to do, often working two jobs a
day to make ends meet.
Sad to state that I was glad to work 18 hours out of 24 hours, sometimes a whole 36 hours none stop I would
work.
Strange really, you at an age where life should had been happy with a wife who care about you and children
that loved you.
Unfortunate that was not to be the case, it would be other people’s children that would love me, not my own,
my own would steal and lie to me, walk over me when I collapsed like if you were some dogs mess laying
on the floor.
Today it is still other people’s children who are devoted to me, mine no longer exists, and they claim to
people that I am dead and they buried and forgotten me, that I am a imposture pretending to be him; that is
nothing new.
However, those days which have now gone for good, leave pictures of those valves etc that I worked with
the excitement of blowing fuses and finding out why.
This is my world the world of
reality, the world, which was full
of excitement, creative, and a
pleasure, sadly its now the world
forgotten, like us old ones they say
we have had our days and must be
replaced.
So few every saw what I created,
today no one really wants to know.
I represent yesterday and today,
and the future, which is meant to
be. May the future be just as great
as the past was for me.
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This is my set up at 17 St. Stephens Close, Mortimer some of the equipment you have seen in TV newsreels,
unfortunate I have no photos left from that time, but with a strike of luck the set up arrived here old but not
too bad for its age.
It was a typical Aircraft Equipment which was better known as the T.1154/r.1155, yes it was that 1154 that
brought the GPO detectives running here to destroy – but left it as they saw that it was vital for my work.
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Does any one out there have this set up still available?
I would love to have it or could you take a great picture of it in colour to show those bright colour knobs I
cannot colour them on this picture but it would be nice to have real photos of that set up, just to remember
17 St. Stephens close in that time period of 1968.
There must been many airmen radio officers that actually use this set up, do any of you got photos of this
setup, either with you in an aircraft, name type and call sign as a matter of interest of the past, or had such a
set up in your shed.
The real details of that set up is as follows Marconi AD.87B/8882B a sending and receiving installation for
general communication and direction finding which was critical for my work.
If so, please kindly send to me by e- mail either jrrs@searlsolution.com which will be forwarded straight to
me.
Bless you for your kind help in this request.
The valves shown on page 17.446: representative range of valve bases in current use, showing how they
vary.
Where there is no locating key, the pins are asymmetrically arranged, of cause I can go on and on about this
time, as I was so involved with my research creating control systems for the model discs and to top that the
model railway layout to be fully automatic control which I term train control.
Repairing TV sets, Radio sets was great fun, to have been involved in the big switch over to a fix power
system ready for Atomic power to come on line was great experience for me.
Looking back now, it is sad that I gave up jobs which I grew to love so much, because the contract I was
book on was completed, so I moved on to look for new adventures to tackle and there were many to choose
from.
Yet, there was a reason for that status to obtain hands on experience across the band of science and
technology, which I had to know for the undertaking of this technology; without such hands on experience, I
would be of little value if any at all for this technology.
Therefore, if fools want to insult me with stupidity on the internet, believing they are informing the world
like idiots – most welcome to do so, it is a free world with my blessings.
My world was certainly different to that of today’s, the problem is that the world technically is moving so
fast I do not have the funds to keep up with the changes in technology and science including medical,
materials, components and equipment without doubt it is entirely different world to that of mine.

This world has changed indeed this is now my world somewhat different to my world that I knew.
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The world of reality that could be if we wanted it to be:
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This is the world of reality: I would like to see more of; to be loved and to give love – I close now with love
to all my viewers – see you again soon.
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THE LAW OF THE
SQUARES

This introduction, which shows that work out of star ship Ezekiel MK V,
took three people to hold it out to film it. At this date, John Thomas in
Rochester New York holds it at his home.
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JOHN A. THOMAS Jr.

Vice President, D.I.S.C.
1

Mr. Thomas has a technical background in electricity and process control.

2

He has studied such varied topics as UFO’s and Ancient Technology that has been
lost or forgotten.

3

He has carried on the efforts of Mr. William Sherwood, formerly Professor Searl’s
contact and helpmate in the National Space Research Consortium. (NSRC).

4

He first contacted Professor Searl in 1990 and since that, time has printed and
distributed his books on “The Law of the Squares.”

5

John has been a student of Professor Searl and has come to an understanding of
“the Square Technology” which is the basis for the Searl Effect Generator (SEG)
and the InverseGVehicle (IGV)

6

John is presently Vice President of the Direct International Science Consortium
(D.I.S.C.) and is Technical Representative for Professor Searl.

7
Prof. Searl promised John that he could ride in a small hut pulled behind the IGV.
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1

This is the man who owns the technology termed the SET.

2

The technology sits in his brain; therefore it cannot be own by anyone else.

3

What he states is that he is prepared to form a group to develop this technology.

4

That statement means that his dream at this time is in the world of fantasy

5

But that dream can and has been defined by structure and function

6

Therefore, it is legal for him to state that he has a concept for research and development, and
no other person living or dead has the right to that statement.

7

It is known that others make belief that they own it, how can them when they have no idea
how to do it.
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7

The concept herein: shall be defined as being a ring and a roller set.

8

The purpose of that set is to demonstrate proof of a phenomenon herein termed the ‘Searl
Effect’

9

Proof of the ‘Searl Effect’ being accepted when the roller operates nonstop for 3 days or
greater.

10

The term ‘operate’ refers to that a roller; without any form of assistance commences to
rotate around a ring, and continues to do so; without any form of assistance from any other
source other then itself.

11

This definition defines the concept for research and development.
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1

Up to this moment in time in which I had been living at No. 13 Blackburn the
Following people were involved.

Luis Jarillo found John Searl and the accommodation at No. 13 Blackburn.
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2

That paper work shown on the first page is the scale model of Starship Ezekiel MK.V.

3

Three people against wall just yards are holding it from No. 13 Blackburn protects against
the wind.

4

I myself work out the structure than cut it out to check that my figures were correct.

5

That cut out is held in John Thomas hands in Rochester. USA.

6

These are those who were encouraging me to return to this work

Miss Susanah N. Mutua.
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7

First picture is Luis who found me as a lonely down hearted person who had been destroyed
by his own family.

8

He found the home in which that picture was taken

9

The next picture of Susan is that person who gave me her home to live and work so that all
humankind could benefit in the end.

10

This next picture is Dominic Mutua son of Susan who helped me from time to time with the
heavy lifting work.

11

That is basic the main story, from the time my first wife destroyed my life and work.

12

Susan became my whole life; I work many hours to recover this work under terrible pain
conditions.

13

All this based upon faith that this time I would succeed to the market place and Susan would
become my wife.

14

Faith that here at number 13 Blackburn would be my home, and never again would I be
lonely and homeless.

15

Only time will tell the truth what happen to this work.

16

This move to number 13 Blackburn cost me thousands of pound loss.

17

Equipment again was needed to be replaced so I could undertake this work.

18

Susan went out of her way to help me upon that issue, where no one else made the offer.

19

Latter another big problem occurred which would have ended this work, but John Thomas
did rush in to save the day.

20

Teams form and then disappear.

21

WHY?
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22

The answer is quite simple. A person informs us that they will have millions in a month’s
time and wish to invest a million or more to develop this engine.

23

The group start to work hard to get ready for full speed ahead as soon as the funds arrive.

24

Alas, as always, no funds came, and it is only natural that the hard work put into this without
payment cannot continue.

25

Therefore, the team slowly breaks up, as it had no purpose to continue if no product could
be produced.

26

This class of work clicks into millions of £’s or $’s to develop it to a point in which it could
be massproduced.

27

Without that funding there is almost nothing I can do, except to write my life story, which is
the Law of the Squares.

28

That is also greatly expensive to do.

29

Here are two more ladies who helped me in different ways.

30

The first was Rita a lifetime friend of Susan; she helped me with the book called the dream
that came true.

31

The young lady named Joy came into my life right from the moment of her birth, at this age
she was communicating with me as a fullgrown adult.

32

She amazed me with her questions, which clearly showed me that she was reasoning every
thing, which she was being taught at school.

33

She would give me her feelings on the subject and then ask me what I think about it.

34

Her reasoning was sound, her judgement was perfect, in reference to adult women and men
who come here to talk, and she was far more intelligent. I enjoyed listening to her reasoning
and judgement.
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35

By the time this photo was taken, she was capable of correctly and quickly works out the
answers to extremely large sums, which her mother Phyllis always complained to me that I
should not give her such large sums to do.

36

However, she loved them, because she loved me so much that she put her heart and soul
behind her learning with me.

37

This little woman gave me the driving force, not only to make Susan’s home lovely but also
to speed up the work on this technology, and to record what I did and what was happening
around me at that time.

38

In return, I gave her love and the power to learn, because she knew I would tell her the truth
to all her questions.

39

Not only that, but I would listen to all her problems without getting nasty about what she
had said.

40

It was a bond which is rarely seen between an adult and a child, a bond so great that it
became her driving force to learn

41

If this bond is ever broken, the power to learn will also be lost for good.

42

If a child loses a bond it will result in the lost of ability to learn.

43

These books, which I hope I shall live to write will present what has happened to me and
how I have responded to each situation involved.

44

However, when I am dead that may be all which is left to show the effort which I went to for
support to create a new technology which would solve all of our present day problems.

45

Yet 80 % of the world’s population has no idea that there are any problems, because they
fully believe without question that if there were any problems their government would solve
that problem.

46

Though most people may not believe that there is any problem to worry about, but the very
few who do know, many of which go to the extreme state and start to present insane activity,
in place of logic thinking.

47

Like for example, Aliens will be arriving in the year 2000 to collect all you UFO nut cases
and take you to a place of safety.

48

Maybe the backside of the Moon or better still on top of a mountain on Mars.

49

They are in communications with Aliens, but do not show you their transmitter or receiver
so you can order one from your local shop.

50

Others are constructing large airships, arming members, and teaching them how to defend
themselves and kill. This is the crap, which this planet is loaded with sadly to say but the
insanity level is increasing at a much faster rate than ever before from where I sitting.
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1

OCTOBER 4th, 1993, work has restarted upon my technology, now is the time to evaluate
the latest components for selecting the best option for the various functions, which will be
required within this technology.

2

I know there is just one person who states that people claim that I write bullshit in my books
to blind readers with technology.

3

I know these people buy these UFO mags and videos and believe absolutely what they state.

4

To those people, the truth can never be accepted.

5

I do not intend to try to convince them, in FACT, the TRUTH is, and I have no intentions
whatsoever of trying to convince anyone as far as it goes.

6

What I am offering to the world is a CONCEPT FOR DEVELOPMENT and the FACTS,
which I can present in support of such a concept, what I actually know, and how to apply
that knowledge to such a concept.

7

I can propose what components should be considered to meet each function part thereof, to
arrive at the best option for success.

8

Therefore, everything stated within these books are more precise than that of the bible will
ever be in FACTS.

9

Far more TRUTHFUL than the bible is.

10

It is a BIBLE of absolute FACTS, as I know them.

11

Only advancement in science and technology can actually update these books.

12

That is why there is no end to this story because it is forever extending its bonds in science
and technology.

13

So let me introduce you to the latest problems, which must be solved for this technology,
which has just restarted.

14

The hydraulic connection between an agricultural implement and a tractor as shown below
is now an easier task with these Pioneer multicouple.

15

Now such a concept could very well be applied to the slender disc project for the flight cell
function.

16

In the above figure, that system connects up to seven hydraulic lines and six electrical lines
in a single operation.

17

Well done!

18

Two heavyduty die cast aluminium housings hold the quick couplings during connection.
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MULTICOUPLER SYSTEM
19

In the above figure, the quick couplings used conform to ISO standard 7241 series A.

20

It allows simultaneous connection of all hydraulic and electrical lines and offers many
advantages:
(1)

Service pressure up to 250 bar

(2)

Compact, lightweight, multicoupler with a strong construction

(3)

Simple, effective and fast connection even under severe service conditions

(4)

Housing and cover for total dust and moisture protection and long service life

(5)

Safe connection, even under pressure

(6)

Impossible to connect incorrectly

(7)

Developed with the user for the user

(8)

Compatible with any equipment already fitted with standard ISO A quick
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Couplings
21

This multicoupler system may also be used for materials handling and public works
equipment, machine tools and other industrial equipment.

22

That is just one point to think about, remember that there are 64 flight cells, which must be
able to function by more than just one option, there must be at least three different options of
operation of these flight cells.

23

So think upon it!

EO2 DRY TECHNOLOGY.
24

EO2 is a new generation of leak free fittings, and forms part of a “Searl’s Dry Technology”
programme for the INVERSEGVEHICLE, for a safe, clean, leak free sealing even under
the most severe conditions.

25

Conforming to DIN 2353 standard, the EO2 bite type fitting has been completely re
engineered to feature vastly simplified assembly characteristics.

26

EO2 incorporates soft sealing for secure, leak free performance, the number of parts has
been reduced for easier handling, and stocking, which will be very important point.

27

Simple one stage assembly to block, without lubrication, cuts assembly time, two very good
points to consider.

28

Assembly by torque is possible, as is full assembly by electrohydraulic tooling.

29

The nitrile rubber bonded seal on the ferrule gives all the advantages of soft sealed joints,
including tolerance of surface imperfections, dirt, misalignment, etc.
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EO2 Anew generation of fittings with soft sealing, allowing leaks to be
prevented more effectively than ever before
30

The sealing lip blocks the only possible leak path in the fitting, optimising performance.

31

An integral bite ring gives the mechanical joint onto the tube.

32

To make the use of EO2 even easier, the soft seal ferrule is factory fitted into the body nut
to operate as a single unit, making it impossible to lose ferrules or assemble them the wrong
way round.

33

Another unique advantage is that the nut stays where it is placed on the tube, instead of
sliding to the lowest point or off the end, as no doubt that many of my readers can well
appreciate the ruddy nuisance it is when you are trying to fit a pipe
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In a hurry, to find that the nut is not where you want it.
34

I know what you say even if it is only mentally, when you are up 50 or more feet in the air,
and that nut is lying on the floor.

35

You need not be ashamed of that fact, there are many more members of the same
Club, you are not alone.

36
EO2 can solve problems for applications where assembly difficulties have been
experienced, boy they can state that again, or leaks have led to costly rework, cleaning up, or
warranty charges.
37

FAULTTOLERANT CMOS MULTIPLEXERS OFFER "BEST BUY" PROTECTION

THE TRADITIONAL CMOS ANALOG SWITCH IS A TRANSMISSION GATE
38

All analog multiplexes act as the solidstate equivalents of digitally controlled rotary
switches.

39

However, multiplexes at the interface between an electronic system and its environment
have an additional function  they act as insurance policies against malfunction and damage.

40

As a designer, I may control the system, but input multiplexes contend with everything
outside the system  poor installation, careless operators, and electrical noise.

41

They must operate correctly in the presence of ground loops, electrical interference from
motors and engines, and unintentional inputs such as 240 VAC.

42

In my following discussion, a particular design (the serial MOSFET switch) comes to mind,
as one of the devices which emerges as the most economical choice in
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overcoming these problems.

WHOSE ONRESISTANCE VS. SIGNAL VOLTAGE CHARACTERISTIC EXHIBITS A
DOUBLE HUMP AS SHOWN
43

Other designs offer over voltage protection alone, but only, at least to my knowledge, the
serialMOSFET approach combines overvoltage and fault tolerance without the need for
external components.

44

The switches in common multiplexers have been designed the same way for nearly twenty
years: each consists of an nchannel and pchannel MOSFET connected in parallel on a
SILICON substrate, and driven with oppositepolarity gatedrive voltages as shown in my
figure on page 11.

45

This connection provides a symmetrical signal path through the parallel sourcetodrain
resistances, producing a characteristic double hump in the curve of onresistance vs. input
voltage as shown in my second figure above.

46

Many designs minimise this effect by driving the body connection of the nchannel
MOSFET with signal voltage.
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47

The presence of each device polarity guarantees that at least one of the two MOSFETs will
conduct for any input voltage between the supply rails.

48

Thus, the multiplexers can handle any signal level that falls between the rails.

49

A multiplexer switch ceases to be a switch, however, when signal voltage exceeds either
supply rail.

50

Each switch includes two parasitic diodes, intrinsic to the MOSFET source and drain
structures, which provide current paths to the rails, at this precise time.

51

I cannot put in the figure that I want, the drawing is far too large to scan in here, so
hopefully I can find a way of reducing the size of it and add it at the back of the book, if I
don't forget it.

52

Both diodes are reversebiased during normal operation, but any signal excursion beyond
the rails applies forward bias to one of the diodes, clamping the signal at 600 mV beyond the
rail.

53

Because the diodes are present when power is removed, they also clamp (at ± 600 mV)
when the rails are at zero volts.

54

Parasitic diodes provide a useful clamping function, but they also introduce problems.

55

Excessive current in the diodes can cause overheating and damage in the signal source as
well as the multiplexer (figure 3)

FIGURE 3.
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56

Somewhat lower levels of current (below that of overheating and damage) can still cause
latch up in the multiplexer.

57

And once it crosses a diode junction, the fault current becomes a flow of injected minority
carriers that "spray" into the SILICON substrate.

58

Collected by other switching devices, this current can induce an error voltage in every
channel.

59

Turning on parasitic diode clamps the multiplexer output to one supply rail  an action that
can damage external circuits connected to that output.

60

The cause of damage may not be obvious, but an output transient (to the rail) caused by
momentary over voltage at the multiplexer can destroy an A/D converter's input, or cause
differential overload and long settling times in an op amp.

61

Several design measures offer protection for a CMOS multiplexer and its associated external
circuits.

62

These measures include connecting a resistor in series with each channel input, connecting
dioderesistor networks to control the fault effects, and choosing a multiplexer whose
architecture and process technology provide faulttolerant properties.

FIGURE 4.

63

Adding a series resistor to the switch of figure 4 limits fault current,
But it also adds to the switch resistance and lengthens settling time

The simplest form of protection adds series resistors that work in conjunction with the
internal protection diodes (Figure 4)
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64

The resistor values are critical because they present a tradeoff: larger values give more
protection but introduce greater signal errors.

65

Leakage current into the multiplexer also flows through the series resistors, causing an error
voltage that worsens with temperature (the leakage doubles for each 8°C increase above
ambient).

66

Lowering the resistor values can reduce error to an acceptable level, but the lower value may
allow too much diode current, threatening latchup in the multiplexer.

67

As a rule, unless otherwise specified in the data sheet section on absolute maximum ratings,
you should limit the diode current to 20 mA continuous or 40 mA peaks.

68

Low leakage currents can offset this drawback of large protection resistors.

69

New, ultralowleakage multiplexers such as (MAX328 and MAX329) have extended the
design limits for seriesresistor protection over those for earliergeneration multiplexers.

70

The new devices low leakage (±1 pA at 25°C; ± 20 nA at 125°C) allows very highvalued
protection resistors.

71

Resistors of 150 kW, for example, admit fault currents of only 1 mA while withstanding ±
150 V input.

72

At ± 1500 V, they admit fault currents of only ± 10 mA.

73

The resistors produce only ± 3 mV of additional error at 125°C.

74

Note that in the next figure at ± 1500 V protection resistors require 15 W ratings for
continuous duty.

75

However, in most applications you can scale this thermal rating considerably because the
over voltage has a much lower duty cycle.

76

External resistors thus offer flexibility  you can choose different resistor values for different
channels in the same device, and scale their power ratings as required.

77

Integrated resistors, on the other hand, are constrained by their package power rating; this
rating may limit the number of channels that can withstand over voltage at the same time.

78

The seriesresistor approach protects the multiplexer, but it does not prevent corruption of
signals in the selected channel.

79

These signals are at the mercy of over voltage in any of the unselected channels.

80

But the direct cause isn't overvoltage ; it's fault current (the injected minority carriers
mentioned earlier) flowing into the substrate via one or more protection diodes.
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FIGURE 5

Fault protections for a conventional multiplexer entails current limiting resistors.
Two zener diodes for a bipolar clamp voltage network and dual clamp diodes for
each channel.

81

Eliminate that substrate current and you eliminate the gross signal errors.

82

One way to handle the fault current is to divert it into an external network (FIGURE 5
above).

83

Two zener diodes produce ± 12 V clamps levels, centred within the multiplexer's ± 15 V
supply rails.

84

Then, instead of flowing through an internal protective diode, the fault current due to over
voltage on any channel flows through one of the two external protection diodes for that
channel.

85

Though it offers excellent protection, this technique requires a large number of
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external components.
86

And, the external diodes produce additional leakage current that precludes use of the high
valued series resistors discussed earlier.

87

The external components represent extra board space, not to mention the cost of purchase,
test, throughhole assembly, and inventory.

88

I think that a better solution is to integrate this protection with the multiplexer, on a single
chip.

89

Faulttolerant multiplexer require no external components, yet are capable of withstanding
high levels of over voltage without corresponding high levels of fault current.

90

They achieve this protection with an internal design that is quite different from that of
conventional multiplexers.

91

Each switch in a faulttolerant multiplexer is actually a series connection of three
MOSFETs, in order nchannel/pchannel/nchannel (FIGURE 6a) below.

FIGURE 6a.

The 3 MOSFET switch element of a faulttolerant multiplexer

92

Internally generated drive voltages turn the switch on by simultaneously driving the n
channel gates to the positive rail and the pchannel gate to the negative rail.

93

The switch then remains on for as long as the analogue signal (which modulates the gate
source voltages) remains within limits set by the n and pchannel gatesource thresholds.
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94

Typical gatesource thresholds are 1.5 V for nchannel devices and 3 V for pchannel
devices.

95

Therefore, with ± 15 V supplies the thresholds confine a multiplexer's input signals to the
range  12 V to 13.5 V.

96

Because one of the three MOSFETs in a switch begins to turn off as the signal exceeds
either limit, the switch onresistance versus input voltage assumes a characteristic "bathtub
shaped" curve FIGURE 6b, below.

97

The resulting high impedance in the off state is very convenient: the switch is off, blocking
the over voltage, and fault current is virtually zeroed.

FIGURE 6B.
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FIGURE 7. Report on next page.
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FIGURE 7.

The onset of avalanche (fault) current in a MAX388 multiplexer defines a
Faulttolerant region of approximately ± 100 V.
A 0 V signal in the selected channel (top trace) is unaffected by ± 100 V applied to
an off channel.

98

Substrate (fault) current flows only as a result of avalanche, which occurs when the over
voltage exceeds a limit, set by the MOSFET's geometry and doping levels.

99

Below the avalanche limit, signals in the selected channel remain unaffected because the
over voltage produces no substrate current

100

The seriesconnected switch also turns off when power is removed.

101

This behaviour simplifies the design of redundant systems; because multiplexers connect to
common signal lines can be powered down without loading the lines.

102

Dr. Edwards please note that all these wonderful things quoted here were conceived in the
world of fantasy, but their birth was delivered in the world of reality.

103

Yes Dr. Edwards I am here to teach you as well as every one else, so please listen very
careful to what I state, and take note.

104

To my knowledge, Maxim offers several seriesstructure multiplexers.

105

The MAX358 and MAX359 devices (1of8 and dual 1of4) withstand over voltages to ±
35 V, and the MAX378 and MAX379 are similar devices that withstand over voltages to ±
75 V.

106

MAX368 and MAX369 add latched address inputs to the basic 35 V tolerant models, and
the new MAX388 and MAX389 are latched models that withstand ± 100 V.

107

The nonlatched devices are pin compatible with industrystandard multiplexers
DG508/509: the latched devices are pin compatible with the latched models DG528/529.

108

As shown earlier in FIGURE 5, conventional multiplexers such as the DG508/509 require
numerous external components to duplicate the faulttolerant capabilities mentioned in this
report.

109

MAX3XX devices not only save the cost and board area associated with external
components, they offer capabilities not available in discretecomponent circuits.

110

MAX3XX devices always turn off when over voltage is applied, but the switches of
FIGURE 5, remain on in the presence of over voltage whether power is applied or not; this
is only a tiny part of my thinking process for this development work.
I never knock NASA product, in effort to push mine  that is not cricket!
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111

The following (TABLE 1) shows the cost advantages of faulttolerant multiplexers vs. the
nonprotected DG508/509 alternatives.

TABLE 1.
NONLATCHED MULTIPLEXERS

DG528/
MAX368/
MAX388/
DG529
MAX369
MAX389

Inherent O/V protection
NONE
± 35 V
± 100 V
Resale cost, 1 K pcs

$1.78

$3.25

$3.75

External component cost
And assembly

$2.15*

0.00

0.00

TOTAL SYSTEM COST
$3.93
$3.25
$3.75

* = 28 External components (x)
.03 (+) 28 (x) 2 leads (x) .007

The cost of the:
(1)

10 resistors

(2)

16 diodes

(3)

2 zeners

112

In FIGURE 5, is about $0.92, based on the purchases of 1 K pieces or more.

113

Platedthrough holes are about $0.007 each, and the assembly cost for axialleaded parts is
about $0.03 per component.

114

The resulting total for multicomponent protection exceeds that of the simpler, single IC
protection offered by Maxim.

115

External components also require five times more board area than the IC alone.

116

The cost in FIGURE 5's, circuit is even greater if you consider the cost of troubleshooting,
reliability effects, and other hidden expenses.

117

All of TABLE 1's ICs have an Absolute Maximum rating of 44 V between the V+ and V
terminals, but increasing die sizes from left to right necessarily escalate the 1 Kpc prices.

118

I had to leave out what would have been FIGURE 2, as part of it was far too large to include
there. I have now reduced its size to half; it means that the contents do not stand out as clear
as planned.

119

I hope that you will obtain enough FACTS from it to understand what it shows.
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HeadquartersMortimerBerkshireEngland.
Manned Flight.
Star Ship Ezekiel MK V Concept.
John Roy Robert Searl.
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Star Ship Ezekiel MK V agreed concept:
Should be based upon my dreams one and two contents, that is to use the law of the
squares in the concept design.
First, let us look at the squares, what are we talking about in reality?

8
35
18
19
25
6
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1
17
20
11
32
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15
16
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3
9
21
22
23
33
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10
36
7
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12
13
24
2
29
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88
1
49
58
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94
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85
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95
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5
85
100
55
160
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105
110
115
165
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130
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50
180
35

155
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65
120
10
145

37
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87
92
122
27

147
2
82
97
52
157
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137
72
77
67
17

12
42
102
107
112
162

22
127
132
47
177
32

152
57
62
117
7
142

You should see that I am using square six; you can also see that it is constructed from 36
cells, each cell holds a value.
I use square six for flight requirements, why do I use square six and not some other form
of mathematics.
Son that is a good question, you see I have no knowledge on mathematics, as I had no
formal education, like you because I have no normal hearing.
It was impossible for me to understand what my teacher was saying, I did nether the less
understood what her hand was saying to my checks of my bum that she was going to
make it red and hot – and she did to that issue there is no argument.
They fail to try to find out why a child cannot learn, do not question if they are deaf – they
assume they hear.
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Have selected the square that you are going to employ you then have to select the
elements, which is important issue that the dream one say go square four, which is
absolutely correct but only for land base use, unfortunate not powerful enough for flight
work. Looking at dream one, I cannot help seeing that always there are eight squares, not
only that I am always in square 2.
This is where you actually use your brain, WHY?
Because that is what it is actually for, to be used, and I had no option but to use mine, that
is why I conceived the Searl Effect concept.
Here was a dream, which kept reoccurring surely, there must be some logic reason for it.
Now if we take two away from eight we get six, you agree, strange that dream run for six
years.
That two covers many issues that are actually involved, I shall be involved in two
completely different fields of technology:
1. Land base energy requirements.
2. Flight base requirements.
That dream also stating that you have to use four layers, three of which must be true
elements plus one, which is not a true element but a molecule structure.
A concept is being born, and it is from such a chart, which as displayed at the heading of
this document that I used within this technology.
Now I am standing in square two: there are two states involved here up and return back,
thus I accept that I shall be involved in two different domains.
One, which is down representing ground systems; and other one up; representing flight.
Thus cell two and cell four plus cell eight are the key issues as cell three you have to hop
over and not into it.
I multiply these together and obtain:
2x4=8
8 x 8 = 64
Therefore, eight must have some importance, and likewise 64 – this is where my brain
does the thinking and not me.
You can guess that eight relates to the periodic table, the 64 relates to the flight side, just
for this moment I shall concentrate upon that issue eight.
It relates to the electrons, which I have already explained within this book the behaviour of
the atom in its construct of the electrons.
That the four layers move from the outside layer the density goes up as you go towards
the centre, except for the molecule layer, which controls the flow of electrons from the rare
earth material.
Slowly a concept for research and study is in the development state
With all new idea, it is a case of probing in the dark until some light appears, as it will do if
you probe deep enough, as I had to do.
At first, it looks impossible and often it is only a small issue to be corrected then its all go.
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Dream one state there are two prime states in the universe.
1. Positive and negative
2. Electrons and positrons
3. Magnetic north and magnetic south
4. Stationary plates and moving parts the roller sets.
5. Conductors and insulators
6. Superconductivity and non superconductivity
7. Yes and no
8. Left and right
9. Hot and cold
10. Particle and wave
11. Male and female
12. Current and magnetism
These are all important issues, because they are all part of reality, and my world is reality
without question.

Here are eight conventional diagrams of crystals forms.
Which is strange that this hopscotch patch had its system based on eight squares, in the
following manner; from bottom to top?
Squares one, two and three in a vertical line then square four and five in horizontal mode
followed by square six in the vertical mode ending with square seven and eight in the
horizontal mode.
Square one is outside of the function as it represents that level one of all squares
structures is its DNA upon which that square system is constructed.
Squares are no different to all the animals; a DNA system controls the construction upon
how each species or square created by.
Maybe I have given you a bit too much to digest, after all it is my world born into it and
have lived it all my life, therefore, to me it is easy for me to follow, as a yellow brick road
would be.
It is an old saying when they is something unknown to be explain it is wiser to give it in
small bite at a time so that it may be digested slowly by those who wish to learn and
understand, agree most people can learn the problem remains will they understand that
which they have learnt.
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This is my world of reality, the world of tomorrow’s technology, the GyroFlywheelHigh
Energy DensityMechanicalmagnetic device the Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G) and
the InverseGravityVehicle (I.G.V), you might not yet got it, but you should had done so,
except for evil minds whose ignorance and greed have blocked you from having it.
Unfortunate there is no more dangerous combination than those who steal in ignorance for
personal gain

TABLE 1:
Electronic Properties of individual Atoms:
Columns 1 and 10 contain the atom number Z, equal to the number of elementary
positive charges borne by the nucleus and also to the number of extranuclear
electrons in the neutral atom.
Column 2 contains the name of the element or atom.
Column 3 contains the symbol for the element or atom.
Column 4 contains the atomic diameter as an expectation value from quantum
mechanical averageenergyofconfiguration HartreeFock computations for free
atoms – atomic data 4, the unit is 1010m.
=0.0000000001 m WOW!
What do you think about that Flowerbower?
You poor creature of misfortune: that is beyond your brain capabilities to understand
because that is reality.
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Column5 contains the ionization potential in volts:
The ionization energy is the ionization potential multiplied by the elementary charge e, and
has the same numerical value as the ionization potential when the latter is expressed in
volts and the former in electron volts:

That is:

(1 eV≅ 1.60219 x 1019 J)
1.60219 x 0.0000000000000000001 J

How are you coping Flowebower, guess there is a great amount of hot air rushing out of
that rear end of yours practice makes perfect ready for YouTube attack again?
I feel that I should halt here to let you recover from this reading, as there is such a lot to
show what I knew so long ago now.
Though I cannot no longer study at the same rate due to lack of hard cash not being
available, at least I try to continue to learn about reality, which also includes you.
This document released by authority of:

Prof. J. R. R. Searl Head of research and development.
Manned Flight – human studies.
Electric Express Locomotive,
modelled on the class
BB10000 of the Société
Nationale des Chemins de
Ferrancais (SNCF, or French
National Railways Co.)
Finished in green
This was one of a hundred
different trains that I used to
display on special show days
which were stolen while I
was on Business in Canada
by my family and replace to
be stolen again by then while
I was away.
They sold them for next to
nothing in cash.

Cost me £8.00 plus postage and package.
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MY MEDICAL KNOWLEDGE 1993.
JANUARY 1993
1

STARSHIP EZEKIEL MK.V. is designed to have its own hospital, and this also apply to a
housing complex upon that design.

2

But in 1968, its equipment design was very bulky and heavy, so now 25 years later, what is
new that can be use to reduce both the size and weight of that equipment which is needed.

3

There is a subject matter upon the human body which is really never spoken about, yet to
many it is a hell of a problem, one which I must make allowances for in the design of
STARSHIP EZEKIEL MK.V. or even a housing complex upon the same structural
concept.

4

The subject again is sensors, but in this case it is a chemical fibre sensor, which is the
subject of this discussion.

5

This discussion is based upon a subject matter which one do not talk about at the dinner
table, yet it is involved with your dinner one way or another.

6

It is a new optical sensor for monitoring bile in the stomach which is not just more accurate
than existing techniques, it also works around the clock with little disruption to the patient's
daily life.

7

Which of cause is great stuff for all of us who suffer from any bile related problems.

8

Chemical sensors based on optical fibres are advancing faster in biomedicine than those,
which depend on competing technologies.

9

And fibrebased chemical sensors are developing more rapidly in biomedicine than in any
other field.

THE COMPLETE BILE SENSOR, WHICH MONITORS BILIRUBIN.
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FIGURE 1b. IT’S OPTOELECTRONIC SYSTEM.
10

I regret that these last two pictures are missing, and I have had to scan them from book 4,
which was a photocopy of a photocopy, so as to maintain the same data.

11

Wherever I can I have replaced those pictures or drawings with new ones, but some take too
long to redraw them.

12

But I hope that it will give some indication of what I am talking about.

13

Some scientists might disagree with these two claims which were made by Francesco
Baldini, who researches chemical sensors at the Istituto di Ricerca sulle Onde
Elettromagnetiche (IROE), Florence, Italy.

14

Yes Mr. Anders Heerfordt, Dr. Edwards and Gunnar Sandberg, I bet that none of
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you knew that I know about that place or that person.
15

I also bet that you did not know that I knew the following FACT that an IROE sensor,
which continuously monitors bile in the oesophagus (for those who do not know what
oesophagus refers to, don't worry I am here to tell you, its the canal which extends from the
pharynx to the stomach.

16

To my knowledge it is about nine inches long, at least that is what I understood back there
in 1950.

17

You are happy now that you know what I am talking about; you are not, why?

18

You are confused as to what the term pharynx relate, o don't worry, I am here to tell you.
It’s the muscular pouch lined with mucous membrane situated at the back of the mouth.

19

It leads into the oesophagus, and also communicates with the nose through the posterior
nares, with the ears through the Eustachian tubes, and with the larynx.

20

Now you are happy?

21

You are not, you don't understand the terms used, well I am sorry I have to leave that for
another book, or otherwise the subject of this discussion will never appear within this book.

22

This sensor functions by an optical fibre probe inserted through the patient's nose, has just
gone on sale.

23

At this moment in time, I do not know what it cost.

24

Data from the optical transducer or optrode on the end of the fibre are collected in a small
batterypowered unit, which is light enough to hang off the patient's belt.

25

The sensor takes readings every 4, 8 or 16 seconds, which it displays or records for
analysis.

26

Buttons on the unit allow the patient to record pain, meals and periods of rest.

27

The Italian researchers have just started laboratory tests of a similar sensor to monitor
acidity levels in the stomach.

28

They are also working on prototypes of fibre sensors that measure the pH of blood, oxygen
levels in liquid or gas streams, and others, which, in combination with enzyme reagents,
could analyse biological compounds.

29

By now you should all know that I am determined to see that every functional unit within
the concept of STARSHIP EZEKIEL MK.V. or in any similar housing compound will be
of the absolute accurate and fast technology that science can offer.

Well you socall experts what a disgrace you are to your profession with your insults of crap.
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30

Baldini told the Biomedical Optics conference in Hungary that fibre sensors are succeeding
in biomedicine because they lack electrical contacts, they are tiny and they come in virtually
any shape.

31

These qualities, which I appreciate, added to fibre's inherent safety, make the technology
"competitive with traditional sensors in both chemical diagnostics and multitest kits and
allow, in some cases, performances which are unique."

32

As I stated in 1968, that biomedicine's requirements on STARSHIP EZEKIEL MK.V.
demand for quality and safety drives innovation by forcing designers to think carefully and
to base their sensors on a "thorough spectrophotometric investigation".

33

As I stated in 1968, spectrophotometry leads to a "better understanding of chromophores,
immobilised or not, which act as an optical transducer and optimise the optrode's optical
performance", and this is also what Baldini stated.

34

"If the goal of the sensor is in vivo measurements, then particular attention must be paid to
the biocompatibility of the optrode."

35

There are three basic elements to each sensor :
(1)

An optoelectronic system

(2)

An optical fibre

(3)

An optrode on the end of the fibre

36

Some optrodes carry chromophores, substances that have unique absorption spectra in the
presence of specific chemicals.

37

Other optrodes depend on the absorption spectra of target chemicals such as bilirubin, which
has an absorption peak at 452 nm.

38

Bilirubin is the main pigment in bile, which can cause disease if it enters the stomach from
the duodenum.

39

You look confused at a much higher level, let me deconfuse you, Duodenum (duode'num)
the first nine or ten inches of the small intestine, from the pyloric opening of the stomach to
the jejunum.

40

The pancreatic and common bile ducts open into it.

41

Now you are happy, you are not, sorry, I must continue with my discussion, or otherwise I
will never get it done.

42

A typical sensor has two identical fibre channels to monitor a pair of sites simultaneously.

43

Two diodes in each channel couple a reference wavelength and a signal
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Wavelength (matched to the target chemical or the chromophore in the optrode) into one
arm of a forked fibre.
44

The forked probe is a randomly mixed bundle of polymer optical fibres in a biocompatible
black polyurethane catheter.

FIGURE 2.

Open optrode for pH measurements with bromophenol blue

45

Light from the two sources passes to the optrode and then reflects back along the fibre and
out of the second arm onto a photodetector, an amplifier and a processor.

46

The processor drives the two light sources and passes collected data to an internal buffer for
transfer to an external computer.

47

Baldini has developed several designs for optrodes.

48

One is based on chromophores immobilised on glass microspheres in a stainless steel tube,
which has perforations or slits in its wall.

49

Each of these "windows" is smaller than the spheres but large enough to allow liquids to
enter.

50

An early optrode to measure acidity levels in the stomach was based on a tube 15 mm long
by 0.8 mm in diameter, perforated with 70 mm holes and containing a thymol blue
chromophore immobilised on glass.

51

Test measurements show that the prototype is sensitive to 0.007 pH to 4 pH, but the
response time of several minutes is too long, for my requirements for STARSHIP
EZEKIEL MK.V. Programme.

52

A narrower tube containing more holes would improve response times but the viscosity of
gastric juices in vivo would reduce them again.

53

Although the perforated optrode was abandoned as a gastric monitor, a modified design with
slits instead of holes measures the acidity of blood to 0.02 pH from 6.8 to 8 pH, with
response times of about one minute for each 0.25 pH step.
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54

Well that is getting better.

55

However, can we improve on that timing period?

56

The chromophore is phenol red immobilised on polymer spheres and the sensor's sources
emit at 570 nm for the signal and 660 nm for the reference.

57

Tubular optrodes are compact and simple.

58

They also suffer from slow leakage of the phenal red and, unless degassed, air bubbles
reduce their typical response time of 30 seconds.

59

IROE has decided, therefore, that the design of the optrode is not suited to in vivo
monitoring of acidity levels in blood.

60

Another optrode, designed to detect OXYGEN, is based on an organic metallic compound
adsorbed onto a plate.

61

Such compounds, bis (histidinato) cobalt (II) in this case, change their absorbency spectra in
the presence of OXYGEN.

62

A layer of SILICONE protects the compound, which is fixed to one wall of a flow cell.

63

The SILICONE allows the compound to react with liquids while protecting it from physical
damage.

64

The 470 nm signal and 620 nm reference beams shine through a quartz window in the
aluminium cell and reflect off the compound.

65

The optrode is accurate to 0.3 vol. percentage in the first 0 to 10vol. percentage of
OXYGEN in an OXYGEN ARGON mixture.

66

In addition, is slightly less accurate at higher concentrations of OXYGEN.

67

Response time is about two minutes, depending on the thickness of the SILICONE layer.

68

One of IROE's most promising optrode designs exposes bare ends, or chromophorecarrying
spheres fixed on the ends of fibres, to fluids such as gastric juices.

69

This open optrode design was used for the bile sensor, which has just gone on sale, and a
version of the design is under test as an acid sensor.

70

At the end of a 500 mm diameter polymer fibre is placed against a heated layer of glass
microspheres, the polymer softens and up to 50 spheres carrying about 5 Ng of chromophore
penetrate the tip.

71

When the polymer cools, it hardens and fixes the spheres in place.
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FIGURE 3.

Glass spheres carrying a chromophore fixed to a 500 mm
Diameter polymer optical fibre.

72

A Teflon reflector mounted by a wire in front of the bare or beadcarrying fibre tips
improves the coupling of the signal and reference beams to create an optrode, which is open
to gastric juices.

73

Its open structure allows liquids in the stomach to remove contaminants, such as mucus
collected by the optrode as it is inserted through the nose and oesophagus, and so ensures a
fast response from the sensor.

74

Measurements in vitro proved that an open optrode with bare fibre tips detects bilirubin to
an accuracy of four mmol compared with the 0 to 100 mmol range expected in the stomach.

75

Francesco Baldini reports that, based on over 100 in vivo measurements, bare fibre tips are
better than conventional medical techniques for detecting bile.
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76

For example, the sensor can determine the moment when bile enters the stomach from the
duodenum in conditions where conventional measurements do not even detect a change in
acidity.

77

Other techniques, such as the injection of a radioactive marker, which is rapidly eliminated
by the liver and bile ducts, record the presence of bile in the stomach.

78

However, radioactive markers, unlike the new sensor, cannot give information about the
concentration of bile.

79

An open optrode, with spheres carrying bromophenol blue fixed to its fibre tips, has just
begun in vivo trials to monitor acid levels inside the stomachs of patients.

80

The trials are in collaboration with Prof. Paolo Bechi of Clinica Chirurgica III at the
University of Florence.

81

Two sources shine 595nm signal and 870 nm reference beams down its 0.5mm diameter
fibres.

82

So far, the in vitro trials show that the optrode is accurate to ó0.05 pH in the range of 3 to 7
pH, with a response time of a few seconds.

83

Now we are talking my kind of language that is more like what I wish to hear.

84

Baldini reports that hysteresis is greater in acid detection with the open designs than with the
perforated stainless steel tube optrode.

85

"At the moment we can't give a sure interpretation of this because the only difference is the
thickness of the beads," he says.

86

However, the effect of hysteresis with the open optrode is consistent enough to be removed
by software.

87

The other good news about new acidity sensor is that its sensitivity is not affected by
temperature and it can be stored in dry conditions for long periods.

88

Baldini now predicts the device will join the bile sensor on the market in about 18 months. I
will be watching out for it.

89

This is only one subject matter where sensors will play a vital part of the STARSHIP
EZEKIEL MK.V. PROJECT, other sensors will be discussed within these books.

90

I will change this point to another point, which often appears.

91

QUESTION
Over the last two years, I have noticed that my penis becomes curved when I get an erection,
I have seen my doctor, who has diagnosed PEYRONIE'S DISEASE.
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I am 22 and a virgin  and about to go away with my girlfriend, with whom I have a very
caring and deep relationship.
I am sure that we will make love and I am worried that I will not be able to manage it.
Can you give me any advice?
92

ANSWER
My first piece of advice is not to worry.
PEYRONIE'S DISEASE, named after a French surgeon, is caused by harmless hard tissue,
which pulls the penis to one side or another when you get an erection.
It rarely affects your ability to make love and is best forgotten about  unless it is painful or
causes severe deformity, in which case your GP may want to refer you to a specialist.
I can tell you from actual experience that the pain can be beyond a limit, which would allow
you to even think of trying to make love.
However, it was not PEYRONIE'S DISEASE, which was the cause of my problem; it was
the lack of lovemaking.
Not all men have straight penises when erect.
I have seen some unusual sights in my career, one case that was a perfect
Cork screw from base to tip, very, few of which ever interfere with
Love making.
I must admit I do not know how the chap above managed, as it would need three times more
space to accommodate it.
Indeed some men are proud of their individuality!
Enjoy your holiday.

93

In 1968, Peyronie's disease was unknown to me, so at that time I would not had known of
that problem.

94

Strange as it may seem to one, as I reflect upon this matter, that during my training on the
hospital ward, I did not know of such problems. Then let us face it, it is not a normal
practice for men to erect themselves, just to show the medical staff what they got as a
weapon.

95

To some people they may feel that these discussions are not important to the STARSHIP
EZEKIEL MK.V. PROJECT, but that is where you go wrong.

96

The designer needs every bit of knowledge across the whole of humankind requirements.
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REALITY OR FANTASY SEARL’S MODEL RAIL SYSTEM 1978.
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THE IMPOSSIBLE MADE POSSIBLE BY FOOLS LIKE SEARL.
1

This is but one of the trains Searl operated on his system using the S.E.G. Technology

2

An articulated steam locomotive with tender of the Baltimore & Ohio Company, which again shows proof that the impossible can often become
possible.

3

It has a wheel arrangement 2880; somehow dream one has again popped in to say hello!

4

Projected by the USRA – United States Railway Administration, the loco group ED5 of the B & O was built between 1919 and 1920 by the
Baldwin locomotive company.

5

Well Dr. Edwards I bet you never knew that I knew that, but the question is did you know that?

6

They had the Baker distribution system and were equipped with a Vanderbilt type tender.

7

The B & O used the articulated locos to haul freight trains on the uneven lines of the Cumberland and on the severe ruling gradients of
Crandberry, Cheat River, Newburg.

REALITY OR FANTASY 1978.
Searl’s rail system, which became public, shows locos operating on the S.E.G. principal.
8

Very powerful motor driving the two articulated motor groups through a longitudinal shaft
and pendular transmission with universal joints.

9

Metal frame in spite of its considerable length this model has an exceptional smooth running
and could negotiate curves down to 40 CMS. Radius thanks to the two articulated motor
groups.

10

This model is extremely detailed and fully operating valve gear system

11

Length of this model was 40 CMS.

12

Of course, I can carry on and on about this train and its history, but the sole purpose of this
article is to answer those idiots who claim by their expertise of bullshit that Searl never had
anything.

13

You the reader have to make up your mind if Searl did have or not.

14

Was there such a model available, which he could, had brought matching the claims shown
here?

15

Searl does not confirm that today it is still possible to buy a copy of this train, as he has been
out of action for some time.

16

His sons, either sold at extreme stupid prices, as they had no knowledge of the cost of those
engines stole all of his rail system, from the first to the second one.

17

Stupid people who have no common sense use this unfortunate situation to expose how
cleaver they are in bullshitting.

18

That is the only reason they are experts.

19

They are sick in the mind, and represent the reason why this planet is in such a mess.

20

No other animal upon this planet does so much damage. This is a fact!

21

This is the man who gives his whole life to study the problems of this planet; his answer is
to transfer all Homo sapiens to Mars. Then this planet will be a paradise.

Prof. John Roy Robert Searl Head of R&D Human Studies.
Medical Division.
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SEARL’S RAIL CONTROL SYSTEM 1968.

1

Yes, this gives you the insight how things progressed through time

2

It is a timerelated project based upon cost and components availability.

3

The above diagram shows the common and control boards, bear in mind that at this time
much of the controls were operated by a person name Searl.

4

Below is the receiver circuit.

5

It was a great step forward from the masses of levels, which had been in use prior to this
insertion to the system.

6

I may have already referred to this before; I feel that I should extend this information in
details, because it could still be used if ever I could afford to replace that loss.
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SEARL’S RAIL CONTROL SYSTEM 1968.

Common board PSU circuit diagram.
7

If you remember from my past books and newsletters that I wanted, because of the increased
number of trains to be able to operate them faster in the effort to demonstrate that you can
operate a real system by the same methods.

8

Up till 1968 the trains could be controlled manually, by masses of switches.

9

Unfortunate that did not represent much of a real business by rail.
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SEARL’S RAIL CONTROL SYSTEM 1968.
10

Here is the view of the completed control PCB, remember there is not just one off there are
many of them.

Completed control PCB, sorry it has not come out very clear.
11

Bear in mind at this time the operation is still controlled by manpower.

12

However, we can now speed up the system; therefore, more trains can operate.

13

As this is a demonstration of a real time business rail system, we shall need to operate far
more trains without accident.

14

A model system must be able to perform the same operation requirements as that of a real
business system

15

Searl through his model rail system must bring out of the world of fantasy into the world of
reality that which sits in his mind.

16

Until he has modelled it, no one can really appreciate what he states possible.

17

Thus in 1968 he has to change much of his rail system, which is rather elementary stuff Dear
John to something more complex, yet still logic in operation.

18

That calls for a lot of research for the components to be able to bring out of Searl’s mind
that which you cannot see. Therefore, you too can see what he states.

19

Searl appreciated that if he went digital in thinking and construction followed suit; he would
be able to have multitrain control.

20

Up to 1968 Searl had just 14 locomotives operating over the same track.

21

One can appreciate that 14 trains running over the same track by the class of switching
supplied at that time, is time consuming, and thus a slow process.

22

Not only children like model rail layouts, so doe’s adults, maybe much more than children
do.
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PROF. JOHN ROY ROBERT SEARL
Author, Inventor, President, S.I.S.R.C.

Prof. Searl is the inventor of the SEARL EFFECT GENERATOR, S.E.G., which is its own prime
mover and generates electricity. He has written a series of books entitled “The Law of the Squares.”
Prof. Searl looks at things differently from most people in that he equates everything to “The Law
of the Squares.”He is only interested in the Truth in all things. He has written his books to dispel all
the missinformation and lies that have been written about him and his work.
He is setting the record straight. These books tell of his life experiences as well as the technology
that he has developed. After reading these books, you may look at things differently.
He is currently President and Consultant Engineer of the Searl International Space Research
Consortium (S.I.S.R.C.) Prof. Searl is truly trying to bring us into a better future through this
method of thinking and the technology that it has produced. Sorry this is the end of chapter 17. May
the power be with you always, take care; I am watching you watching me watching you the future
looks bright turn up the light and be seen.
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CHAPTER 18
INVENTORS.
When a measure of discipline is introduced into the associative process, thinking tends to become logical.
LOGIC:
The branch of philosophy concerned with analysing the patterns of reasoning by which a conclusion is
properly drawn from a set of premises, without reference to meaning or context.
Any formal systems in which are defined axioms and rules of inference.
The system and principles of reasoning used in a specific field of study.
A particular method of argument or reasoning.
Force or effectiveness in argument or dispute.
Reasoned thought or argument, as distinguished from irrationality.
The relationship and interdependence of a series of events, facts, etc.
Since ancient times, logic has come to be identified with the rules according to which we make judgements
as to the truth falsity of propositions.
These latter are the verbal forms in which ideas are confronted in pairs, whereas in ordinary associative
processes there is no effectual confrontation.
Logical thinking therefore represents an important step forward from automatic association, which is a
common factor within the bulk of the Homo sapiens functions.
A special effort, requiring either an unusual stimulus or a long training is needed before a person is able
effectually to entertain two complete independent ideas at once and to see their mutual bearing.
Maybe Searl’s success is because he can entertain more than two complete independent ideas at once and
see their mutual bearings, the results of not being brainwashed by education in early life.
The result goes beyond the content of the ideas as they are immediately presented and can be called POLAR
THINKING.
Two ideas, is that really what Searl is doing, or from this book records is he actually thinking of more than
two ideas at the same time?
In so far as, they are independent and mutually exclusive, from a dipole with its own field of force.
Through the ability to experience this force field, the trained logical thinker can make synthetic judgments
within the limits of the ideas he / she are able to formulate.
The difference between synthetic judgments and automatic association consists in the presence of polar
experience.
For example, the words ‘being’ and ‘nothing’ stand for two independent concepts that, when entertained as
one single act of consciousness, appear at once both compatible and incompatible.
The mental process whereby the two give rise to a third idea that harmonises them without destroying their
separate significance is called DIALECTIC.
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G. W. F. Hegel (1770-1831) a German philosopher his system of thought, especial his concept of dialectic,
in which the contradiction between a proposition (thesis) and its antithesis is resolved at a higher level of
truth (synthesis).
Hegel, for example, sees in ‘becoming’ a concept that reconciles ‘being’ and ‘nothing’.
Any pair of independent ideas can be treated as a polar dyad.
Thus, ‘kingship’ and ‘liberty’ can be reconciled through the idea of ‘responsibility’, which can apply to both
and yet is different from either.
Is this not the case in Searl’s situation ‘Magnetic’ and ‘Linear’ can be reconciled through the idea of ‘Searl
Effect’
Yet, still maintain their independent identity.
1946, Searl stated – the well-regulated and systematic development of the biosphere during the past fifteen
hundred million years could have proceeded only under the influence of exactly appropriate conditions.
At this ten-hour lecture, he asked the audience if this was not also true for the Searl Effect Generator, its
concept has taken many thousands of years and could only have proceeded under the influence of exactly
appropriate conditions of language, science, engineering, materials, tooling and equipment to this present
time.
These in turn require that the affirmative force of the Earth should express itself in all the spheres, and not
only at the surface.
Moreover, the measurable charges in the distribution of energy must represent only the external
manifestation of the eternal pattern that organises the completely complex process of actualisation in time.
Searl has already given you his opinion how this technology should proceed but he appears too got blocked
upon this issue.
From March 11th 2009, he intends to unblock that blockage: and has given instructions to set up that hub as
Searl International Marketing Hub, which will contain within its structure the following two companies:
1. Searl Technology Ltd. Registration Number 2129427
2. Searl Magnetic Ltd. Registration Number 2129432
All investments or donations should be made payable to either company bank account.
This way it will be accountable, and will be available on my website as to the financial position of funds are
for this research and development.
Please bear in mind that funds paid into any other account is not accountable by me, but by those who
operate that said account.
Searl Technology Ltd and Searl Magnetics Ltd have a responsible member of the bank to deal with all legal
matters and will inform me directly or via Dr. Robert Lipman who will pass the details to me to file and
make public in the next company board meeting.
As the Hub is, only about to be created and implemented there is no information that may be released at this
moment in time until the factories and investment has been organised and are in place.
However, accept as fact that I am now on the warpath to get the Searl Effect Technology to the marketplace
regardless of any opposition or resistance.
It is time to stop all anti-action it is useless to continue as such: if you cannot assist, then lose out.
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Everything will be recorded vision wise and audio wise, and I shall operate an open book status with the
world upon our objectives and progress, and you the world is the part of our total objective the rest is the
universe.
I will as always try to present all issue in as simple form as it is possible for me to do, so all may have a
chance to try to understand the reality of my world.

Many people are trying to create some improvement on today’s energy needs, in their minds if they can
make that little bit of difference the results would be a large financial awarded.
In my case: there is a difference of reference that I am not thinking about making a financial award but that
the planet as a whole will benefit from this success.
There is a class of occasions in each of which: one total living completely is associated with the active
surface of a planet.
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There has been for many centuries men and woman who have created products which have played a part in
changing our knowledge base and sometimes how we live and work, how we travel, may not had been for
the better of the planet but served the purpose of humankind.
There are times when nature hits back at us, then we are force to create change, here is where the inventor
comes into full play.
For its up to him or her to find a solution, sometimes a solution has been there for many years but ignored by
those who are making profit from the present day power systems and do not wish for change.
Change in a base line means changing our ways, which as one who have experienced changed from the
world that I knew as a child to the world of today is completely different, forget the issue of changing from a
child into an adult, that everyone has to experience.
The change I refer too is that domain in which we exists, how we dress, how we act, how we move from
point to point, how we work and the class of work we do, how we talk and our knowledge has changed
completely over my 77 years of life.
Change is life itself it is on a forward constant move and we must try at least to keep up with it if progress is
to be achieved.
In my case since 1968 I have failed to be able to keep up with change due to lack of funds, and the fact that
the past have been destroyed by evil minds to halt this success has not helped at all to make an impact on
change for the better in both the energy and transport domain.
From this chair, I appreciate that the vast number of Homo sapiens that exists upon this planet; only a very
small majority of whom have the capability of being able to understand why we need a change in both
energy and transport systems.
Alternatively, why the Searl Technology can supply the answer to these problems.
It is one of the major issues: that actually block this technology reaching the marketplace.
Those experts take advantage as they call themselves of this major status: to put out such crap that you will
believe them and thus by such tools block this work being achieved.
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One of my main interests is space from the point of a commercial operation, which means deep space
exploration the future for man flight.
I was sadden by the news that the space shuttle STS-119 Discovery had a gas leak launch from pad 39A
Kennedy Space Centre at Cape Canaveral, Florida USA on Wednesday 11th March had to be halted at 1837
hrs GMT. Due for lift off on March 12th at 0120 GMT.

Richard Arnold – Steve Swanson – Tony Antonelli – Lee Archambault – Koichi Wakata – John Phillips –
Joseph Acaba.
I, Prof. Searl Head of Swallow Command on behalf of my staff wish you all a
successful mission even if we are concern about the shuttle state of health that
your mission is completed and you all return safe and sound to your families.
I wish I were with you – but in the I-G-V instead, quicker to the ISS.
I wish that I could have been there to meet you on your touchdown – but very rare a wish comes true.
I understand that you take risks, because you love the work, agree without risks there are no rewards; this I
too understand why it is so hard for the masses to understand why you do it.
The I.G.V differ in function that it does not rely upon gases for its missions, it relies upon a magnetic river
that flows no different to that of old father Thames to generate the thrust required for flight.
While you men will force your way though the atmosphere like ramming your way up the backside of an
elephant, the I.G.V on the other hand gentle opens the atmosphere up to let it through, like stroking the
backside of an elephant to let you in.
Accept as fact that our hearts will be with you all the way there and back again, good luck!
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The future is now on the horizon; it is up to us to bring this baby home:
That is our objective to unit the world to create a better environment for all except bacteria and viruses, if
the Pharaoh’s of ancient Egypt could build vast size pyramids surely we are intelligent enough to create a
paradise for all animals to survive.
The reference to animals includes us in case you do not know that we are an animal as well.
Yes, a dream and a dream it will remain until the day you wake up and join, as one unit then that dream will
no longer be a dream but actual reality a landmark in time for the future generations to remember us by.
If you think that you will never live long enough to benefit from such a dream, just spare a minute to recap
that thousands of men and women went to war hoping to see a better future, they gave their all in that quest
many never return to see that dream materialized.
In addition, those who have return failed to see that dream of a better world come to reality.
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The world is just one not many worlds, it is time to accept that as FACT; and let us all work together to
make it as such, a home for our future generations to appreciate as a monument to our capabilities and skills.
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We are intelligent we are educated so we claim; yet I am still searching for proof that statement is true. If it
was true this planet would not now be in the ill state of health which evidence shows that it is now in.
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DOC-SISRC-MFD-MED-UC-1.
DATE: 19th November 1986.
EDITION: First
ISSUE: Three,

LONDON – ENGLAND.

LOCATION : Headquarters – Grahame Park Estate – London – England
DIVISION

: Manned Flight.

SECTION

: Medical.

LECTURER : Prof. John Roy Robert Searl.
STATUS

: R&D Human Studies.

PROBLEM ONE:
Long term missions of exploration into deep space besides the need of clean air, is water.
This problem does not apply only to Swallow Command, but to the ISS as well.
In reality that means water cannot be wasted and on Earth what is the largest of water that is wasted?
Yes, it is urine; millions of gallons of the stuff are produced each day.
The ISS has already started using this commodity thus it is being put through a testing period; though it’s
just gone, faulty this means we shall have to improve upon the method of purifying urine conversion to
drinking water.
This planet cannot be saved by the domain of fantasy, to save it we must approach the problems via the
domain of reality, which applies also to space exploration, we shall not be going to Mars on a credit card.
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Figure 18.1. Peripheral structure of the cell.
We observe structures: and try to understand their functions, unfortunate our results, which appears related
more to assuming than actuality and yet we claim to be experts.
From what I learnt as a child has been completely reversed in structure and function.
For argument sake the cell that heads this report we know very little about how it is formed or its function
Reality is that I am aware of its existence but have no understanding upon its structure content or its
functions.
This generates an important question for long-term space exploration;
1

Are their presences good for our well-being?

2

Are their presence bad for our well-being?

In the domain of reality that answer is simply we do not know, that is only one hair of the hair on a body of
an ape that we do not know the truth about that item which we ought to understand.
By saying, we know of, does not refer to the statement that we understand what we know that is two
completely different domains.
However, we have a problem that when we say we understand we are only assuming the reality not reality
that exists but one we try to fit to our observed impression, based upon our stored data.
Above drawings, give an insight of the peripheral cell structure as we know of at this time.
The one thing which teases my mind is that if the experts are right that everything in the universe are made
from atoms; why then don’t one cell destroy those nearby or interfere with their structure or function, are
their valence shell fully loaded, and why do some atoms join together to form one shape only.
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INTRODUCTION:
One thing I do outright agree upon and that is the cells found in urinary sediment can be identified through
the combined microscopic observations of ordinary fresh unstained urine specimens and I am talking from
experience of both Shenley and Kirkburton hospitals where I was employed that are in my early days long
gone now sadly to say.
This also includes Sterneimer stained urine specimens.
To my mind, what are interesting is how they differ in design structure, why and what their objective is.
All structures have functions as such all these different cells are structures they must have function/s but in
reality what do we understand about them.
We can identify some of these cells through this type of examination are:
1

Squamous cells.

2

Transitional epithelial cells.

3

Renal tubular epithelial cells.

4

Macrophages.

5

Fat granular cells.

6

Inclusion bearing cells.

7

Malignant cells.

Do not run away with the idea that this means we understand the structure and its functions, we might know
the structure content but its function belongs to another domain in which far too often have to assume their
functions and so often at a much later date discover we were wrong.
The cytological identification system, which I shall actually discuss herein, is to my mind far superior to the
conventional morphological classification commonly.
So that is another point, I may think different to that in common use, does not mean that I am alien, or am I?
First, such identification makes sense at least to my mind of the differing cytologic characteristics of the
different areas involved in the urinary system; namely:
1

The kidney.(kid-ni) n My knowledge in 1968.
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Either of the pair of organs responsible for the excretion of nitrogenous wastes, principally urea,
from the blood (see illustration above.)
The active units of the kidney are the nephrons, which filter the blood under pressure and then
reabsorb water and selected substances back into the blood.
The urine thus formed is conducted via the renal tubules to the ureter, which leads to the bladder.
2

Pelvis. (pel-vis) n

(pelves) pl.

The bony structure formed by the
hipbones, sacrum, and coccyx.
See illustration).
The hipbones are fused at the
back to the sacrum to form a rigid
structure that protects the organs
of the lower abdomen and
provides attachment for the bones
and muscles of the lower limbs.
The cavity within the bony pelvis.
Any structure shaped like a basin.
Renal pelvis. The expanded part
of the ureter in the kidney. –
pelvic adj.

My knowledge 1968.
3

Ureter, (yoor-ee-sis) n
Either of a pair of tubes, 25 – 30 cm long that conducts urine from the pelvis of kidneys to the
bladder.

4

Urinary bladder, (yoor-in-er-i) n
A sac-shaped organ that has a wall of smooth muscle and stores the urine produced by the
kidneys.

5

Urethra, (yoo-ee-thră) n.
The tube that conducts urine from the bladder to the exterior.
The female urethra is quite short – about 3.5 cm – and opens just within the vulva, between the
clitoris and vagina.
The male urethra is longer – about 20 cm- and runs through the penis, it also serves as the
ejaculatory duct. Urethral adj.
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I trust that this clarifying matters pertaining to the relationship between those areas in a given pathological
condition.
Second, cytological identification permits differentiation between atypical cells, which are benign, and those
that are malignant.
My world is the domain of reality Flowerbower, it is a hard world, but exciting because I have seen things,
which I guess that you have never seen which has been a pleasure for me, has allowed me to see what to
expect for the future and helped me to planned ahead of the event.
However, this article is not to discuss what I see will happen but solutions to meet flight crew’s
requirements on long term missions.

THE STERNHEIMER STAINING METHOD:
Sternheimer first described this supravital staining method for urinary sediment in a 1975 publication.
But do not go running off thinking staining was not done before that date, it was done I used a similar
system to stain cells, back there in early 1950 as a medical student.
That got you Flowerbower – you were stupid to let people pay you to knock me down, it is clear to all that
your aim or those paying you to do so; is to stop the success of this project, but you will not succeed its far
too late now.
What you have to worry about is how much pain your arse will have to suffer for these poison pen activities
you did; it is not the arses of those who paid you that will enjoy the pain, it is yours that will enjoy that
session of love making between my cane and those two lovely cheeks of your arse.
The nuclei of urinary sediment cells are stained with blue dye, and the cytoplasm with pyronin B dye.
I have to state that at this date I do not have such dyes available here, I do have the microscope, not the one
you seen me using in this book that was supplied by Tayfun who recovered it when he felt that Martin and
Company were planning to rob me.
Upon subsequent microscopic examination, the nuclei show up as blue and the cytoplasm as reddish-pink.
CYTOPLASM

(sy-toh-plazsm) n.

The jelly-like substance: that surrounds the nucleus of a cell.
NUCLEUS (newkli-ǔs) n

(nuclei) pl.

The part of a cell that contains the genetic material, DNA.
The nucleus also contains RNA, most of which is located in the nucleolus.
NOTE: that although Sternheimer used national fast blue dye, phthalocyaninic basophilic alcian blue is
quite similar, and produces acceptable results, as does astra blue.
I am aware of the difficulty of obtaining national fat blue in Japan, therefore they generally preferred alcian
blue and if it does the job just as well why not use it.
Kits containing the necessary dyes are now on the market, in Europe there is a manufacturer in Germany just
at this time I cannot think of the name, but there is also available in Japan through Wakojunyaku
Kokusaishiyaku.
I do have slides ready to undertake research upon myself as to what is happening to my skin on the lower
section of my legs, and the bottom of the feet, which is indeed unnatural in colour and falls off easy every
way that keeps the vacuum cleaner busy sucking me up off the floor.
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What I know and understand:

Staining solution:
Solution A:

2% Alcian blue aqueous solution.

Solution B:

1.5% pyronin B aqueous solution.

Solution A and B are filtered, and then mixed together at a 2 to 1 proportion.
Flowerbower that means that I take two parts of A, and one part of B.
Flowerbower that might still be far too complicated for you to follow, so let me see if I can instruct at a
much lower level of intelligence, now get yourself, yes you a bloody cup fill it with solution A full, now
pour that into a suitable container.
Now repeat what you just done son, good now fill that cup from the other Solution B only once dear son,
now bloody well mixed them together.
Now Flowerbower did you do all that hard work at room temperature? If not, I hope you got enough
insurance cover.
At room temperature, the mixed solution is stable for several months.

The Staining Procedure:
1. After mixing the urine thoroughly, pour 10 ml into a centrifuge tube.
Centrifuge at 1500 rpm for 5 minutes.
2. Pour off supernatant fluid through an aspirator or slanting test tube, so about 200μI of sediment
is saved.
3. Add one or two drops of Sternheimer’s staining solution – which I explain how to make with A
and B to the sediment, mix, and allow standing for one to two minutes.
4. Blend the specimen with a disposable micropipette, then roll 15∽20μl of the sediment onto a slide,
carefully lower a cover glass onto the slide, and proceed to examine the slide under a microscope.

NOTES:
As usual if a system concept is change, one have to expect things might not work as well, and that can
happen here.
1. The disadvantage inherent in the Sternheimer method is lack of permanency: the findings must be
photographed for later use and confirmation.
2. Fresh cells and the central portion of the cell mass are occasionally unstained.
In such cases, the specimen should be left for an additional 30 – 60 minutes, then checked again.
You see what I mean and that applies to the S.E.G changing the construction so it can be mass-produced
might have delays problems to get the magnetiser to function at speed precisely time after time
However, in the end we shall win, that is the objective of Searl Magnetics Ltd; we do not surrender to
problems we fight them to win.
Maybe it is true that we are really problem solvers, the S.E.G has been a major problem but not technical but
funding has been the major issue.
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Figure 18.2a.

Wrinkled type - a bit like me these days.

The main normal cells encountered in urine are classified as follows;
1 Squamous epithelial cells.
2 Transitional epithelial cells.
3 Renal tubular epithelial cells.
4 Columnar epithelial cells.
5 Macrophages.
6 White cells.
Please take note that to my knowledge are no absolute criteria for the classification of cells in the urine, so
you can understand that sometimes difficult to decide which classification a cell should be given.
Further, differentiation of a cell is difficult to achieve from a single slide observation.
As a result, detailed observation of cell structures and careful examination of the specific morphological
characteristics of individual cells are essential before an accurate overall judgment can be made.
The key differential factors in cell morphology are size, peripheral structure, surface structure, color tone,
stain ability, and staining behavior of the cells.
In addition, the size, number, and shape of the nuclei are important.
These factors are explained and discussed in detail in the text, which follows.
1. SIZE OF THE CELL:
The most important differential factor here is whether the diameter of the cell exceeds 40μm or not.
Although squamous epithelial cells, transitional epithelial cells, and macrophages all vary in size
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Figure 18.2b. Reticular type
From 15 to 100μm in diameter, renal tubular epithelial cells and columnar epithelial cells rarely exceed
40μm in diameter.
2.

Peripheral structure of the cell:
The peripheral structure of the cell is a more important differential factor than the overall shape of
the cell.
Depending upon their peripheral structures, the cells can be divided into three types there goes the
law of the squares again:
1. Curved.
2. Angular.
3. Indented.

1. Curved type:
These are spherically and spheroid shaped cells showing a roundness of periphery.
Intermediate and deep layer squamous epithelial cells and water-blistered macrophages belong to this
type.
Wake up flowerbower this is for your education, in the effort to try even if it is useless to educate you.
Seeing the crap, you put on YouTube I cannot help wondering if your head contains your bowls instead of a
brain, have you had a brain scan to check if not I advise you to see that is done as soon as possible.
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Figure 18.2c. Homogeneous type

2.

Angular type:
These show polygonal, triangular, or spindle shapes with an angular periphery.
Mainly transitional epithelial cells belong to this type.
Among the angular type cells shown in figure 18.1 on page 18.10, note that inside the brackets – on
the right hand side of the row – are three cells, which – from top to bottom – are columnar,
trapezoid, and teardrop shaped.
These three shapes usually represent columnar epithelial cells.
My sincere thanks to those who invented such technology, which is helping to create SWALLOW
COMMAND objectives, become reality.

3.

Surface Structure of the cell:
The surface structures of cells found in urine are shown in figure 18.2.
These are classified according to the following types.
(1) Wrinkled type:
The surface appearance resembles a piece of paper that has been crumpled and then spread out again.
Superficial squamous epithelial cells frequently exhibit this type of surface.
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Figure 18.2d. Tortoise-shell type.
(2)

Homogenous type:
A smooth surface with no unevenness.
Squamous epithelial cells and columnar epithelial cells exhibit this type of surface.

(3)

Plastered type:
A surface, which appears similar to a ‘bird’s-eye-view’ of mountain, peaks.
Primarily transitional epithelial cells exhibit this type of surface.

(4)

Granular type:
Divided into two sub-categories, depending on the shape of the granules.
(a) Spherical / spheroid granular type.
The granules are spherically or spheroid shaped.
Primarily macrophages belong to this type.
(b) Angular / indented granular type.
The granules have an irregular shape, with angularities and indentations.
Primarily renal tubular epithelial cells belong to this type.

How is that flowerbower has that made you boil over what crap are you now going to plaster all over
YouTube.
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Figure 18.2e. Plastered type.

Figure 18.2f. Mosaic type.
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Figure 18.2g. Spherical / spheroid granular type.

Figure 18.2h. Folded type.
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Figure 18.2i. Angular / indented granular type.

5

Reticular type:
Transitional epithelial cells and columnar epithelial cells are of this type.

6

Tortoise-shell or mosaic type:
Transitional epithelial cells.

7

Folded or dent type:
Squamous epithelial, intermediate-deep layer type cells occasionally belongs to this type/

Well beloved Flowerbower I could go on and on about this subject which takes me back so long ago now
sadly since those days I have not been able to keep to date upon this subject which is vital for missions into
deep space whether it is NASA, Russia or SWALLOW COMMAND,
This document released to the public by authority of:
Prof. John Roy Robert Searl head of research and development of
human studies.
Medical department.
Manned Flight Division.
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I understand that the primary purpose of the Timaeus is theological, that is to say, to give a religious and
teleological account of the origin of the world and of the phenomena of nature.
In the laws, Plato sharply criticises those who account for the natural world and its processes in purely
material terms, attributing them to necessity or chance, both of which share the common characteristic of
excluding intelligence or design.
The creator in the Timaeus is in himself an assertion of the opposite view, that the power behind the
universe is that of a divine purpose.
However, the creator is in many ways a shadowy figure.
Even at this time of 2009, massive numbers of the population are brainwashed from childhood into this
doctrine, where in reality the universe is in random state no intelligent force create it that is certain.
Let me look at a logic problem:
A pair of old age pensioners the male name being Bill and his wife name Jill.
As her birthday was due in a few days time, and she was a truly nagging woman; he hope by taking her on
holiday where they had never been before might shut her up nagging.
After a long search at the travel agent, he selected the Holy land for this vocation.
During this time, on vocation, bless her she stopped nagging to Bills relief and was bless to hear that his
wife had passed on.
The undertaker informed him that he could return her body home for $5,000 or bury her there in the Holy
land for $150.
Bill studies this problem for some minutes and then replied that he had better return her home.
The undertaker is shocked, why it will cost $5,000 while bury her here cost only $150.
Bill replied that some time back a man was buried there and in three days he rose from the dead so he cannot
take the risk that she would rise from the dead again, it is certain back home she will not rise again from the
dead.
A religious brainwashing that was done by man so long ago to control the masses as a policing force still
operates today, not as a controlling police force as it was then, but it still controls the minds of millions of
Homo sapiens; not mine thank nature.
Prof. Searl:
One, two, three – but where, my dear Richard, is the fourth of my team of yesterday who were to report to
me today?
Richard:
He is running late, Prof, otherwise he would never willingly have missed today’s open discussion.
Prof. Searl:
I understand that he will be late for his own funeral, and then if he is running late it is up to you and others to
play his part as well as your own.
Richard:
Yes, we will certainly do our best
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For it would not be fair, after the hospitality you showed your team yesterday, if the rest of us were not
ready to answer your questions in return.
Prof. Searl:
Do you remember, then, the subject I set you and its scope?
Richard:
Part of it; and you are here to remind us of anything we have forgotten.
Better still, if it is not too much trouble, give us a brief summary of the discussion, to fortify out memory.
On your left is the member who was always late for
meeting name Ken Gibbs, one of the five who stole
£3,800 pounds of my property, which includes pension
money.
On your right is Richard Huntley who took the
minutes: even when it was, only a club meeting he
filed it as company meeting. That was my world of
reality.
Prof. Searl:
I will, Yesterday my main object was to describe my view of the ideal world and its citizens, if the Searl
Effect Generator (S.E.G) and the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I.G.V) could be implemented as soon as
humanly possible.
Richard:
In addition, your description was much to our liking, Professor.
Prof. Searl:
We began, did we not, by separating the farmers and the other crafts men from the defence forces?
Richard:
Yes.
Prof. Searl:
In addition, we assigned to each class, as being natural to it, a single appropriate occupation or craft.
Therefore, those whose duty it was to defend the community would be its sole guardians against threats of
injury, whether external or internal.
They would be gentle in administering justice to their subjects, who were their natural friends, and tough in
fighting battles against external enemies.
This reference related to terrorists who are determining to unbalance a peaceful existence throughout the
world.
Richard:
Certainly.
Flowerbower you could technically be listed as terrorists, as likewise those robbers are.
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Prof. Searl:
In addition, to ensure the appropriate gentleness and toughness in their behaviour to each, we said that the
character of the guardians must combine the spirited and the philosophic to a rare degree.
This requirement will also relate to those who apply to join as members, this organisation shall not be based
upon words alone but by actions to prove that they are worthy to belong to this party that shall represent the
world as one unit.
Richard:
Yes.
Prof. Searl:
As for SWALLOW COMMAND their upbringing, they shall both train physically and mentally in all studies
suitable for the purpose of deep space exploration.
Richard:
Of course.
Prof. Searl:
Having been so brought up they must never, we said, regard gold, silver, or anything else as their own
private property, but earn as a company section a modest wage, sufficient for their simple needs, in return
for the safeguard of the technology under their protection.
They were to share all expenditure and live a common life together, devoting their attention wholly to
excellence, freed from all other preoccupations.
Richard:
That was what we said.
Prof. Searl:
In addition, we had something to say about the women, too.
Their characters were to be moulded similarly to men’s, and they were to share the same occupations both in
war and in the rest of their lives.
Richard:
We said that too.
Prof. Searl:
I expect you remember what was said about the production of children, because it was unusual.
We laid it down that marriages and children should be shared in common by all, and arranged that no one
should recognise any child born as their own, but that all should regard themselves as related to everyone
else.
So all those born within an appropriate period would regard each other as brothers and sisters, anyone born
earlier than themselves as parents and grandparents, and anyone born later than themselves as children and
grandchildren.
Richard:
Yes, the provisions you describe are easy to remember.
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Prof. Searl:
In addition, to ensure that their natural endowment should from the start be the best possible, you will
remember that we said that men and women in authority should secretly arrange the lots.
So that bad and good men would be allocated for mating at marriage festivals to, women like themselves,
and prevent any possible consequent ill feeling by letting it be supposed that the allocation was due to
chance.
Richard:
I remember.
Prof. Searl:
You will remember too that we said that the children of the good were to be brought up and care for.
Those of the bad distributed secretly among the rest of the community; and the heads of that section were to
keep an eye on the children as they grow up and promote in turn any who deserve it, and degrade into the
places of the promoted any in their own ranks who seemed unworthy of their position.
Richard:
So we said.
Prof. Searl:
Is that an adequate summary of yesterday’s discussion, Richard, or is there anything that we have omitted?
Richard:
There is nothing, Professor; you have covered the ground completely.
Prof. Searl:
I shall bring this club meeting to a close at this point, and thank you for your time and please inform Ken
that he has a bloody good spanking waiting for him at the next meeting of the club.
To our readers, please note that the plan operations of Searl International Space Research Consortium
complex is massive in structure and will take time to present all of the meetings and functions that has taken
place since 1946 to this present day.
Most of which are still current operation of today, and millions of more meetings in the future upon its plans
of operations will be available for all to read.
We are indeed the tomorrow’s people who are working to create a better world for all humankind regardless.
However, we do understand that Rome was not built in a day nor will the Searl Technology be available in a
day, it will take time providing no more robberies are attempted to stop it, as has happening over the years,
which has passed us by.
There are many serious operational objectives that have to be iron out and implemented as soon as funds
will permit such to be achieved.
Whatever they are, our aim is to manufacture clean energy and transportation systems regardless for the
whole planet and not for any select group.
That has always been my objectives; regardless of those who have gone out of their way to stop me from
achieving that success, but the future now begins to look bright, I see the light at the end of the tunnel.
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The Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I.G.V) is not conventional flying; therefore, it has to merge within
conventional flying being both military and civilian operations.

SWALLOW COMMAND:
1. Pavement Evaluation:
Object:
The object in evaluating a pavement is to ensure:
(a) A pavement strength sufficient to bear the loads imposed on the surface and to prevent excessive
deterioration in the condition of the pavement surface by repeated I.G.V. loading.
(b) A pavement surface condition adequate for the safe operation of I.G.V.
This is important where I.G.V are freighting heavy loads of equipment to urgent reference on Earth or in
space; I.G.V while grounded are applying total dead weight upon the pavement surface.
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2

BASIS OF EVALUATION:
The pavement evaluation is based on an investigation of the major factors in pavement serviceability,
namely:
a) The pavement strength.
b) The structural continuity of the pavement.
c) The surface quality – roughness and skid resistance – of the pavement.
d) The type and intensity of traffic.

3

FLEXIBLE PAVEMENT STRENGTH PRINCIPLES:
Flexible Pavement Requirements:
The pavement is required:
a) To distribute through the surface and the base the loads imposed on the surface of the pavement
so that the sub grade is not overstressed.
b) To provide adequate shear strength in the wearing course, base course and sub-base.
c) To provide sufficient thickness of non-frost susceptible material to minimise frost effects.

4

Method of Test:
Flexible pavement design and evaluation procedures of Swallow Command Department of Transport
are based on repetitive plate bearing tests.

These tests are made in accordance with ASTM test methods.
Flexible pavements up to 65 cm – 25 inch – in thickness may also be tested by Benkelman Beam.
Benkelman Beam deflections are converted to plate loads by the correlation hope to produce in this book.
Benkelman Beam tests are made in accordance with the procedure outline in the Department of Transport’s
Pavement Design and Construction Manual, Section 9,”Load Testing” which I no longer process as my
family burnt that amongst a ton of other official data.

5

Conversion Factors for plate size, Deflection and Numbers of Repetition of loading:

The relationship between the major variables in the plate load testing of a pavement:
1) Plate size.
2) Deflection.
3) Number of repetitions of loading.
Have been evaluated.
This enables empirical conversions from one set of conditions to another.
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Figure 18-a

Ratios of Loads supported on given bearing plate at different numbers of load repetitions.

Figure 18-b

Perimeter area ratio versus pressure supported on sub-grade.

Figure 18-c

Perimeter area ratio versus pressure supported at the surface of flexible pavement.

Figure 18-d

Factors for converting loads on various plate sizes.
At various deflections to the load on a 75 cm – 30 inch – φ plate, 12.5 mm – 0.5 inch –
deflection.

6

Design Equation:

Swallow Command Department of Transport shall use an equation developed for testing pavements at UK
airports.
The bearing strength at top of base course is related to the bearing strength at the top of the sub-grade by the
equation:
T = K log P/S
Where t =
K=

thickness of pavement structure in cm or inches in terms of an equivalent thickness of
granular base.
a constant which depends chiefly on the plate size, and on the load distributing properties of
the base per unit thickness.
Equal to 162.5 for a 75 cm – 65 for a 30 inch – diameter plate and granular base,

P=

load carried at top of base course on a given plate size at a given deflection and given number
of repetitions of loading.

S=

Load carried at the top of sub-grade on the same plate size and at the same deflection and
number of repetitions as in case of P.

Please take note that from this point the matter becomes rather lengthy in real technology matters of
structure that Swallow Command will need to meet when creating its star ports on planet earth.
It is only right for investors to get to understand what I know and understand in structure, functions that can
assure them that their investment is safe to go ahead.
I understand that most of my readers have no idea what I am talking about, but there are a number of experts
watching who do know what I am talking about and checking if I make a cock up anywhere in this book, so
they can give me a kick to let me know that I made a cock up.
This document released to the public by authority of:
Prof. John Roy Robert Searl Head of Research and
Development.
Manned Flight Division = Swallow Command.
Human Behaviour studies.
S.I.S.R.C. Tomorrows energy and Transport systems.
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The Division of Searl International Space Research Consortium herein known as Searl Technology
Limited: shall be responsible for the research and development of products to meet the needs of planet
Earth, shall extend its activities into space requirements for energy sources and structures.
It is a new section to cover all pass developments for the requirements of mass production methods.
Now I shall try to explain what that takes to achieve, which applies to all companies that have been set up
and operating already.
The subject of this document is organization theory, which comprises an examination of the fabric of
organizations within which all business activities are pursued.
As such, it is intended as background material against which other specific subject areas in this company
may be put onto context.
It serves to remind us that the efficiency and effectiveness of functions and people can be influenced by the
nature of an organization’s structure, its control mechanisms and the values and aims which it incorporates.
My aim is to identify the important components which comprises a business organization and to enhance a
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Student’s understanding of the relationship between them and their impact not only on the efficiency of the
business but also on its ability to function effectively as a social unit.
In this document series, in particular I shall focus on people, who represent an important resource and
investment from which a business endeavours to obtain a satisfactory rate of return.
Equally, by virtue of his / her membership of Searl Technology Ltd such individual also seeks a return,
namely, the satisfaction of certain of his / her needs both economic and social.
In extreme cases, failure to meet either or both may result in the business failing to survive.
Individuals perform their roles within a configuration of structural and control mechanisms.
Their value systems, attitudes and subsequent behaviour stem from many sources but are most certainly
influenced by their organization membership.

Approaches to Searl Technology Limited Studies:
Introduction:
In basic term, Searl Technology Limited exists where two or more people unit together and co-ordinate their
activities in order to achieve a set of common goals.
A product of the Industrial Revolution, complex business organizations are a relatively new phenomenon.
Theories about organization behaviour began to develop during the early and middle part of the twentieth
century.
Organization theory seeks to understand, explain and predict human behaviour in organization.
Theory should never be divorced from practice: it forms the basis of management decisions on how to act in
certain situations.
A manager’s understanding of the past will help him / her to predict and decide upon some future course of
action.
Attempts to improve our understanding of human activity in organizations have come from both managerial
practitioners and academics representing a wide range of disciplines.
Particular groups have emphasised different aspects of organizations, including economic, technical, social,
psychological and structural factors.
It is intended to summarise here the major developments in theoretical thinking which will be referred to in
latter chapters.
Developments in theoretical thinking for the set up of Searl Technology Ltd: can be traced historically and
classified under three headings – that law of the Squares again:
1. Classical Organization Theory.
2. Human Relations School.
3. Systems Theory.
Searl Technology Ltd: operates within the Searl International Hub that is the administered department of
Searl International Space Research Consortium complex; which is responsible to create funding and
attending to orders and dispatches and all communications worldwide. Whereas Searl Technology Limited
is technical, section which designs and manufacture the products.
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CLASSICAL ORGANIZATION THEORY
This group of theorists began writing in the early part of the twentieth century.
They were, with the exception of Weber, experienced practitioners seeking new and better ways of
managing larger, more complex organizations produced by the Industrial Revolution.
Many of the concepts and principles they developed formed the foundation for further theoretical advances
and still influence managerial thinking today.
Searl see three major strands, which can be identified within classical theory:
1. Scientific management.
2. Formal organization theory – sometimes referred to as administrative theory.
3. Bureaucracy.

SCIENTIFIC MANAGEMENT:
Owes its origins to Taylor: who, rather than create a science of management, produced a number of
guidelines for managers to replace the existing ‘rule of thumb’ methods.
The ideas of hierarchical structure and division of labour – that is breaking the production process down
into numerous simple tasks – S.I.S.R.C. accepted that systems was becoming well established for mass
production of products.
Searl focused his attention: upon how managers within the S.I.S.R.C. COMPLEX: could control and coordinate the performance of tasks that would improve company efficiency.
Hence, scientific management is sometimes referred to as task management.
The most efficient methods of performing tasks: should be studied using scientific methods:
Such methods: like time and motion studies and, to induce individuals to adopt these methods.
Searl suggest that Searl Technology Limited should introduce incentive payments schemes such as payment
by results.
Searl Technology Limited could therefore maximise their output levels as efficiently as possible while at the
same time workers could increase their earnings levels.
Searl therefore believed that workers would accept scientific methods since what was good for Searl
Technology Limited was clearly also to their advantage.
In the interests of efficiency, Searl Technology Limited management: would also have to pay careful
attention more to the selection and training of individuals.
Such an approach: by Searl Technology Limited: of work based on a rather - mechanistic and economic
view of human nature.
This tends to conjure up well-known images of people working like cogs in a machine.
Searl from his experience in Industry is aware that workers did not always behave in an economically
rational way, so that, where it appeared to be to their advantage to maximize output, group norms actually
restricted output levels.
Clearly, the mechanistic, economic view of man failed to take account of how people at work were affected
by social variables like informal group behaviour.
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Worker resistance was also evident to Searl from the way in which workers often manipulated the results
derived from the application of scientific methods and trade unions questioned the distribution of the gains
achieved by increase efficiency.
Scientific management: often described as a micro approach to the study of Searl International Space
Research Consortium complex, how management could optimize performance at the shop floor level.
The other two strands of classical theory, formal organization theory and bureaucracy, are viewed as more of
a macro approach; dealing with structure and developing principles applicable to higher authority levels in
the company Searl Technology Ltd.

Formal organization theory:
Have its origins in the writings of practitioners like Fayol.
They propounded that organizations could be managed more efficiently if certain universal principles were
applied.
These principles: provided the guidelines for formal organization structure, which include Searl’s approach.
1. Specialisation:
By function and division of labour:
Tasks are sub-divided and employees performing those tasks: are allocated to functional
departments.
2. Scalar principle:
The chain of command shall be in line of authority moving downwards through the company Searl
Technology Limited structure.
3. Unity of command:
Therefore Searl Technology Limited idea of employees having to report to one manager only who is
responsible is to the operational functions of that department and its employees.
4. Span of control:
Searl Technology Limited: shall determine by the optimum level of effective supervision which,
though variable: considered five or six subordinates per supervisor.
5. Vertical communication:
Searl Technology Limited: The chain of command shall be the official channel for communication.
6. Minimum authority levels:
Searl Technology Limited: Reducing the number of levels of authority: thus making communication,
control easier, and hence improving efficiency.
7. Line and staff division:
Searl Technology Limited: Line departments shall have direct responsibility for decisions relating to
the production of a good service, and staff departments.
Personnel, employed to provide specialist advice and services to assist the line departments.
Yes, Flowerbower you have selected the wrong man to put out poison pen letters public – you never do that!
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Prof. Searl is aware that the formal organisation theorists over-emphasised structure at the expense of
sociological and psychological factors relating to human behaviour.
They shared with scientific management thinkers the assumption of rational economic man.
Searl also questioned the notion of universal panaceas to problems of organisation structure.
Other factors in the organisation may have an important influence on structure, which they overlooked, for
example, Searl 1968, on how different types of technology such as:
1. Small batch production.
2. Mass production.
3. Continuous process
Might affect company structure.

Bureaucracy:
Forms the final strand of classical theory.
This was based on the work of sociologist Weber who depicted the bureaucratic model as the most
appropriate form of organisation for large-scale, complex concerns.
The bureaucratic model based on the notion of rational-legal authority, that is, authority that employees
freely recognise as inherent in the manager’s position in the hierarchical structure.
Searl understands that the bureaucratic structures also encompassed the scalar principle, division of labour
and functional specialisation.
However, along with rational-legal authority, bureaucracy emphasised rules and procedures.
Each position in the hierarchy had its duties and rights carefully defined and a system of procedures
determined how authority could be exercised.
Prof. Searl appreciate that the functioning of Searl Technology Limited did not depend solely upon the
‘know-how’ of individuals who obviously could join and leave; which Prof. Searl sincerely hope that this
will not be the case that their loyalty could be fostered by promotional opportunities based purely on merit.
‘Know-how’ instead should largely embodied in the rules, procedures and written records which always
remain with Searl Technology Ltd.

Bureaucracy has many of the characteristics of the strands of classical theory: a mechanistic view of man,
the prevalence of hierarchy and authority, and the neglect of social and psychological influences on the
behaviour of people in organisations.

Searl in his many studies over the years have highlighted the dysfunctional consequences of bureaucratic
organisations.
Searl 1968, showed how compliance with rigid rules and procedures could become a goal in itself rather
than the achievement of actual company goals.
Searl is aware that most people claim to have experienced to some degree problems of ‘red tape’ in
bureaucratic structures.
Searl did observed that many people did not question the internal functioning of bureaucratic organisations,
but rather their goodness of fit to the economic and social environments confronting them.
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They classified organisation into the broad categories of mechanistic and organic forms.
The rigidity inherent in bureaucratic structures was considered more appropriate to mechanistic forms of
organisations were largely of a routine nature and their environment a relatively stable one.
However, in organic forms of organisation, faced with a rapidly changing environment, which required nonroutine and often innovatory decisions, Searl decided that bureaucracy was considered too inflexible.
In their search to improve organisation efficiency, classical theorists concentrated on the analysis of tasks
and formal organisation structure.
Human behaviour in organisations was seen as being non-problematic.
Prof. Searl observed that they were way of the mark upon that issue.
They considered employees would behave in a rational economic manner and operate within the formal
organisation structure.
The weakness of these theories in explaining human behaviour in reality was a gap, which the next group of
theorists attempted to fill.
This major stage in the historical development of theory came from a group of academics in the social
sciences who were primarily concerned with the social and psychological influences upon human behaviour
in organisations.
Prof. Searl, since 1968 tried to set up S.I.S.R.C. as a hub by which the whole world could revolve around it.
The hub would operate internationally, with the administration for the whole of S.I.S.R.C. functioning from
it, and then another main section within it would be the Searl Technology Ltd plus another section for Searl
Magnetic Ltd.
There will be another section for AV, filmmaking, and lectures.
There are much to present just within this section to fit into a chapter thus I shall make a break here.
This document released by the authority of:

Prof. John Roy Robert Searl.
Searl Technology Limited.
Head of research upon Human behaviour / functions.
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DATE : 8th July 1968
EDITION : First
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LOCATION : Star Port Earth One – Berkshire – England.
DIVISION

; Manned Flight.

LECTURE

: Mariner-Mars 1964 – Final Project Report.

LECTURER : John Roy Robert Searl.
STATUS

: Head of R&D Star ship Ezekiel MK V project.

Agree, Star Port Earth One was nothing like NASA, and then it never was plan to be equal in status.
It was only intended for research and development including testing grounds away from the public domain
for safety sake.
Yes, NASA was busy with their own problems of meeting the deadline for Mars during 1964, and what a
problem they had to cope with.
I have already starting to tell you the facts as I know them, and will now continue upon that subject for it
was an amazing bit of technology created by man in the task of making the impossible – possible.
For those who clearly think it took just one man to do that, let me certify that it took a bloody large group of
real experts working as a term with all the funding needed to undertake it.
Something which I have never experience in this effort, yes things are now changing the power unit is now
being redeveloped under cover with the full test equipment being available on site.
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Impact Probability Analysis:
To protect Mars from possible contamination by viable organisms from Earth, a NASA policy stated that
any unsterilized spacecraft launched to Mars must have less than a 10-4 that is 0.0001 probability of
accidental impact with the planet.
This requirement played a key role in the determination of the aiming point for the Mars flyby.
A retrorocket was provided on the Agena D for the first Mariner-Mars 1964 – Mariner lll – for firing after
injection to insure that the requirement was met for the Agena D.
However, since the second launch – that of Mariner IV – was delayed – for design of a new shroud -, it
became desirable to remove this retrorocket since the resulting weight reduction would allow an increase in
available injection energy and thus provide a few extra days for the launch period.
Therefore, it became necessary to bias the normal aiming point at Mars in order to meet the quarantine
requirement.
Since the overall probability that the spacecraft or the Agena D or both would impact the planet was
dependent on eleven probabilities that various other events would occur, each of these probabilities was
computed and the values were added.
It was found that the new aiming point resulting resulting from the combined effect of both the injection
velocity and yaw biases would allow the spacecraft to pass sufficiently away from the planet that the impact
probability at injection would be approximately 0.9 x 10-4.
In addition to the possibility of planetary contamination by accidental impact, a possibility existed for
contamination by viable particles expelled from the spacecraft as it passed the planet.
These particles could come from the gases expelled by the attitude- control subsystem jets, the gases
expelled by the mid-course motor, and / or the out gassing from the spacecraft.
The first possibility was analyzed as follows: The attitude-control gases would follow a considerably
different flight path than that of the spacecraft because of their different relative velocities; it is reasonable to
assume that the interplanetary environment would destroy any viably organisms except those emitted very
near the planet.
With the solar pressure vanes functioning, the number of attitude-control subsystem jet actuations would be
expected to be almost zero except during manoeuvres.
Since the effect of solar pressure on the emitted particles would be 103 to 106 times greater than that on the
spacecraft, particles emitted anywhere but very near the planet would be blown far away from it.
A further study was made to estimate the probability that particles ejected near the planet would impact it.
During this period, the control jets would most probably not be operating because of the solar-pressure
vanes, and some viable particles would already have been expelled during flight.
Since the spacecraft nitrogen-gas were assembled and fitted in ultraclean rooms and since all attitude
control, nitrogen from the tanks had to pass through two extremely efficient and reliable filters in series, the
probability of impact on Mars by a viable organism from this source was computed to be less than 10-12.
It was estimated that the probability that viable organisms would be expelled from the midcourse motor was
essentially negligible because of the extremely high temperature environment the particles would have to
survive.
Even if they survived, they would then have to travel at least 200 days through space to encounter Mars,
since the midcourse manoeuvre would occur within the first few days of the mission.
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During that time, the particles would be exposed to continuous ultraviolet radiation with a high probability
of destruction.
In addition, the particle trajectory would be radically different from the spacecraft trajectory.
Particles out gassed from the spacecraft would also have a negligible probability of contaminating the planet
for two reasons:
1. Since the temperature of the spacecraft would be highest during the early phase of the flight, it
was expected that what little out gassing did occur would take place at that time, subjecting the
particles to months of ultraviolet radiation.
2. Even if the particles survived the environment, they would undoubtedly be perturbed considerably
off an impact course by solar pressure.
Thus, it could be concluded with considerable certainty that a negligible probability existed for
contamination of Mars by particle ejection from the spacecraft.
I shall break at this point until the next time we meet when we shall take a look at another issue NASA had
to deal with.
This document released to the public by authority of:

Prof. John Roy Robert Searl. Head of Research and development Manned Flight Division.
Our Home planet Earth – what do we really know about it which is
not assumption – far too many people for the planet to feed – far
too much pollution – far too few trees to support life.
What else that is reality and not assumption – the Earth is dying
sooner than it was predicted, we are responsible for that situation.

EARTH The third planet from the Sun, Earth is unique in the solar system and is possible unique in the
universe in that case where do we go if we are determine to kill this planet?
We assume that only Earth has the surface conditions that permit liquid water to exist, and Earth alone has
developed an oxygen – rich atmosphere.
These two factors have enabled the rocky planet Earth to evolve the myriad varieties of life.
As a young man, that was my understanding of my home the planet Earth, I lived with nature, observed and
stored what I observed:
For the time when I could discuss the thinking that was also stored with that observation, from that data
compared with to days data there is a massive change and not for the better from where I am sitting.
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This is a con there is no such bank at that address, I phoned the real address and inform them then I played
them to get what information I could of their operations. They get you to give them your bank details so they
can transfer US$7.3m sometimes much larger sums are to be transfer hoping to get your bank details to help
themselves to your cash.
Beware there is no such funds needing to be transferred.
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Swallow Command objectives: is to research and develop new concepts upon the subject of flight within
an atmosphere and outside of an atmosphere.

To serve this objective detail knowledge upon conventional flying problems are vital, therefore Searl
selected the year 1971 as the test bed for data upon flight problems which near misses are also an important
issues to evaluate.
Searl has already released some of that data from which he has studied the problems to get a better
understanding what is required to solve these issues and the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle concept is taking shape
as a solution.
Searl will now continue that article here in good faith that it will help the readers of the website to get a
better image of what Searl plans are and how he is implementing them.
Important issue is proof that he is in charge of all undertakings regardless by whom and where such
programs are undertaken.
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Table 8.

Nature of flight and degree of injury substained:

(1) Including one accident in which a third party was the only casualty.
(2) In this accident, a third party was the only casualty.
Hello brother Flowerbower, I bet you do not keep records as I do, you like crap from newspapers who are
delighted to supply you with it.
Flowerbower I tell you a secret when I was young and indeed, I was, I used newspapers to wipe my arsehole
after I had a shit.
I take it that all that newspaper articles on the web is because you thought there were people out there who
had no toilet rolls and you wanted to give them a helping hand bless you my child for being so thoughtful
and kind.
To design upon any product then in use, one need to examine careful the function and structure concepts of
such products to evaluate what problems inherited within.
That is precisely what I am doing with energy and transportation as transport requires energy they are
related by association, even though in this report engine failure has be limited as cause of accident;
nevertheless accidents are something we can do without, and solving a solution that erase such, is good.
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Table 9a.

OPERATING STATISTICS and ACCIDENT DATA:
PASSENGER CARRYING SERVICES OF UK OPERATORS:

This table does not include statistics relating to Britsh-registered aircraft operated by foreign companies
or accidents involving a third party.
A. Scheduled Passenger Services 1962 – 1971.

A DEFINITION OF STATISTICS:
Modern statistics is a new and vigorous discipline; you can take my word for that.
It is so new that some of the men were most instrumental in establishing statistics as it is known today are
still actively engaged in research and teaching.
Its vigor can be attested from the fact that statistics is growing so rapidly that it is impossible to incorporate
many of the latest techniques in this book at this stage of writing.
For by the time this chapter has been written the front end will already need revision.
Darling Flowerbower this is the world of reality, my world not yours, it is a hard world that needs real men
and women, sorry to state that you fail absolutely in those requirements Flowerbower.
Statistics is playing an increasingly important role in research activities.
For this reason Searl Technology Ltd and Searl Magnetics Ltd will find it necessary that special training in
statistics be given as early as possible and that a section as a department within each shall be assign just to
meet that requirement; so that experimentation and scientific investigations do not suffer.
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Table 9b.

OPERATING STATISTICS and ACCIDENT DATA:
PASSENGER CARRYING SERVICES OF UK OPERATORS:

This table does not include statistics relating to Britsh-registered aircraft operated by foreign companies
or accidents involving a third party.
B. Non-Scheduled Passenger Services 1962 – 1971. (excluding air taxi operations)

NOTES:

(1)

Estimated for the years 1962 – 1963

(2)

One fatal accident in 1962, involing the death of one passenger, was caused bt
turbulence.

One fatal accident in a year to my mind is one too many, a solution is a must to find, to which I am
confident that the Inverse-Gravity-Vehile (I.G.V) will prove to be the solution to this problem.
First solution to this problem is to get the companies Searl Magnetics Ltd and Searl Technology Ltd set up
and functional within the Searl international hub: to be able to work full time if possible on a 24 hour at
seven days a week program as a matter of urgency.
Talk is not the solution any longer it is action that now required to solve these problems; and the study of
statistics should not be viewed as just another area of study which is merely desirable for the scientist and
engineer.
Instead, statistics should be viewed as a very sensitive instrument which is capable of successfully coping
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Table 9c.

OPERATING STATISTICS and ACCIDENT DATA:
PASSENGER CARRYING SERVICES OF UK OPERATORS:

This table does not include statistics relating to Britsh-registered aircraft operated by foreign companies
or accidents involving a third party.
C. All Passenger Services 1962 – 1971. (This table is simply the sum total of table 9A and 9B)

With many of the most difficult problems posed by modern investigations; and that is the objective of Searl
Magnetics Ltd and Searl Technology Ltd undertakenings.
Ignoring the use of statistics in many of our research activities today should no more be tolerated than that of
ignoring tractors and combines in the wheat fields of the world or of ignoring the latest drugs in the
treatment of ailments.
Flowerbower, I may be a very old man, but today I am still as active within this work as ever even though I
do not have the funds to meet my needs I am still learning about the domain of reality.
With that learning my creative powers have doubled to those of 1960 time factor as this book demonstrates
on record that my interest does not lie in sport but in science and technology which includes YOU!
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Table 10.

OPERATING STATISTICS and ACCIDENT DATA:
All public transport services of UK operators 1962 – 1971.

This table excludes accident involving only a third party and accidents to aircraft for which no operating
statistics are available e.g. air taxi operations; foreign operated aircraft.
Therefore, the total number of aircraft accidents in the UK is not fully known for this period.

NOTES:
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(I)

Estimated.

(ii)

Including, for each of the years 1965 and 1967, one fatal accident on all freight flight
in which the crew of two were killed.

(iii)

Accidents excluded from this table:
1962

2 foreign operated aircraft, one of which involved the death of a third party.

1963

1 third party.

1964

1 fatal air taxi and 2 foreign operated aircraft.

Table 10.

OPERATING STATISTICS and ACCIDENT DATA:
All public transport services of UK operators 1962 – 1971.

This table excludes accident involving only a third party and accidents to aircraft for which no operating
statistics are available e.g. air taxi operations; foreign operated aircraft.
Therefore, the total number of aircraft accidents in the UK is not fully known for this period.
Continued.

NOTES:

1965

four air taxi (non-fatal)

1966

2 foreign operated aircraft, 2 air taxi (one of which was fatal) and 1 third party on an all freight flight

1967

one air taxi (non-fatal)

1968

one-third party and one air taxi (non-fatal) and one foreign operated aircraft.

1969

one fatal air taxi.

1970

one-third party on a scheduled freight flight and one air taxi (non-fatal).

1971

one-third party on a scheduled passenger flight and one a non-scheduled passenger flight; and six air
taxi (non-fatal).

There Flowerbower that is what you call record keeping, agree not fully detailed but just enough detail to
show that I am aware of these events and are using such information in planning my program success.
So what are you doing?
Guess as usual looking for shit to plaster on YouTube to impress fools that you are some angel from God to
save the world – some angel – that will be the day of reckoning.
The term “statistics” is old, rather like me these days, but its present-day interpretation is very young.
The term no longer simply refers to the collection and compilation of data; instead, statistics is often called
the science of decision making in the face of uncertainty.
It has to do with both the deductive and the inductive process, that is, both mathematical and scientific
procedures.
Statistics currently deals with the theoretical development and application of methods suitable to numerical
measurement.
Whenever data Searl Magnetics Ltd or Searl Technology Ltd collect, statistical methods may be used, just
to let you know Flowerbower that is a fact.
In fact, anyone who attempts to work with data acts like Prof. Searl, or has occasion to act like a statistician.
Statistics is a science, based upon mathematics, which deals with such problems as:
1) Planning a program or an experiment for obtaining data as Searl Magnetics Ltd is doing so that
reliable conclusions; can be drawn from the data.
2) Tabulating and analyzing the data, which I trust undertaken by Searl Magnetics Ltd.
3) Deciding what interpretations and conclusion can properly be drawn from the data.
4) Determining to what extent the conclusions are reliable.
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TABLE 11A. ACCIDENT RATES – ALL PUBLIC TRANSPORT SERVICES OF UK OPERATORS.
Excluding air taxi operations
A. ACCIDENTS PER 100 THOUSAND STAGE FLIGHTS.

Figure 1a fatal accidents on scheduled and non-scheduled passenger services.
Figure 1b notifiable accidents on scheduled and non-scheduled passenger services.
5)

Justifying by mathematics the methods used in (1), (2), (3), and (4).

Statistical methods are those procedures used in designing and planning experiments and collecting,
analyzing, and interpreting data.
Statistical theory has to do with the mathematical development and justification of the methods used.
Statistical methods may be thought of as falling in two classes.
Those methods which are used more meaningfully to describe a set of data but which do not involved
generalizations are commonly called descriptive statistical methods.
Those methods: which are used on a relatively small set of data to generalize concerning the nature; of a
much larger set of possible data make up methods of statistical inference.
Both the Searl Effect Generator and the Inverse-Gravity-vehicle, come within this field of science, in due
time we shall find out.
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TABLE 11A. ACCIDENT RATES – ALL PUBLIC TRANSPORT SERVICES OF UK OPERATORS.
Excluding air taxi operations
A. ACCIDENTS PER 100 THOUSAND STAGE FLIGHTS.

Total. All services including freight.
Descriptive statistical methods or, descriptive statistics, include those methods, which are used in making
and describing such well-known objects of our everyday experience as graphs, charts, and tables.
Such examples as the batting average of leading hitters, defense spending graphs, aircraft travel charts, stock
market averages, census figures, production of automobiles by months, and the index of living costs
represent only a few of the illustrations of descriptive statistics we see regularly.
Thus, many of the results and techniques of descriptive statistics are known to most of us accept
Flowerbower.
The methods of statistical inference are not so well known, even though illustrations of their use are fairly
common.
We read, for example, that the Gallup poll makes a survey and predicts that Prof. Searl: will be elected
governor of the energy crises:
Or that Prof. Searl makes some inference about the sex habits of the American female not very hot, or that it
has been proven that Prof. Searl has an S.E.G. in his trousers which runs continues regardless the demand
that is place upon it.
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ACCIDENT RATES: ALL PUBLIC TRANSPORT SERVICES OF UK OPERATORS.:
Table 11A.
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Accident rates based on stage flights flown:

ACCIDENT RATES: ALL PUBLIC TRANSPORT SERVICES OF UK OPERATOR::
Table 11A.
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Accident rates based on stage flights flown:

This completes this part of my life efforts with research and development and show the use of statistics,
which has been used and will continue to be used as this book will be showing.
The law of the squares is a good sample of my use of statistics from which the Searl Effect Generator is
born.
This document released to the public by authority of:

Prof. John Roy Robert Searl – Head of R&D materials / Human Studies.

Searl international hub is the marketing control centre for world operations.
Responsibility set up this unit, in charge of setting up fund
raising units.
The hub is the commercial communication centre for the
world for placing orders and delivery of orders.
Thierry Morin shall hold the post of manager within this
section of the company.

Francois Blanchet shall be the manager for the French
speaking community worldwide his duty will be to
translate my information into French and circulate it.
His duty will cover all French mail to reply to them and
deal with all enquiries relating to this technology.
He will attempt to create the Canadian unit.

Fernando Morris will be manager of the Searl Magnetics Ltd based within the Searl
International Hub.
Duties covering: the research and development of magnetises for the Searl technology,
and shall be responsible for the magnetising of all magnetic layers for the Searl Effect
generator.
John Thomas shall be manager of Direct International Science Consortium INC.
His reasonability: shall be to organise units across North America to develop the S.E.G for
use within the U.S.A.
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